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INTRODUCTION

CRITICS tell me that the world, life, problems of relation-

ship between God and man are not so clear-cut as 1 seem to

make them. "It isn't simply a question ofright and wrong,"
I am reminded; "black is never wholly black, nor white

"wholly white. There must always be a good deal ofgrey/*

Certainly, but ifyou look at the space in between, you begin
to see grey. The point about books like this is that you are

invited to break up the all too prevalent grey into its com-

ponent bkck and white. Man can so easily fool himself

about the grey. "Where in earlier books of the present

sequence it was the darker side of the world, of life, of

human relationship that was mostly discussed, in this one

it is chiefly the lighter and more hopeful.

Presumably it is the purpose ofevery ideology to save the

world. Unless you know both what you are saving it from

and what you are saving it for, the process will not get you

very far. The Christian ideology is clear on both points:

the world is being saved from itself and for God. It is the

absurdly ambitious aim ofthis book to help in the operation.

Few would deny that the world has moved very fast and

very far in the last ten years; the question is, however,

whether it has moved in the right direction. Fear ofmissing
the train and being left on the platform has blinded us

yes, us Catholics to the fact that the train may be going

the wrong way. It is no good having a ticket on the train,

knowing all about the train, enjoying one's journey in the
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train, favourably comparing the time and the upholstery
and the view out of the window with other trains, ifone

fails to reach one's destination. It is better to miss the right
train than to catch the wrong one in the same way that it

is better to back the wrong horse than to be the wrong horse

because at least the situation can be remedied. The whole

matter is what the soul is going towards. The present essays

do not make up a spiritual Bradshaw, but they do attempt
to show the over-confident as well as the hesitant traveller

how to read the signals. If there are accidents on the line

it won't be my fault.

Two of the chapters in this book have appeared in The

Key, to the editor ofwhich I express my thanks for allowing
me to include them here, and the sequence on Communism

represents the substance ofa course delivered on this subject
to the Oratory School. In reading about Communism I

made notes from a number of sources, but since I had then

no thought of publication I am afraid I did not bother to

specify names. The only authority whom I can remember
is Mr. Hyde, of whose excellent writings I certainly made
a study, and to him, as to any other whose work is reflected

in these pages, I tender most grateful acknowledgements.
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WHAT RELIGION DOES FOR US

THERE are some propositions of religion to which, a mere

notional assent is not enough. To get any good out of

them at all we must take them to bits and put them together

again in such a way that they mean something to us. Per-

haps the first of such propositions is the truth that God,

quite simply, loves us. He had no need to create us, but,

having created us, He loves us. Indeed it is because of that

love that we are alive at all. It is as impossible for Him not

to love us as it is for Him not to love Himself, But whereas

He loves Himself because He is aU good and therefore the

perfect object of love, He loves us in spite of the fact that

we are nowhere near all goodness and are far from being

perfect objects oflove. He loves us because He is good, not

because we are. We may behave abominably and reject

His love. We may forget that He has any claim upon us.

We may choose to cross the line and go ova: to His enemies.

But His love is always there, waiting. The knowledge of

this is perhaps the most elemental, as weE as the most

necessary, gift to man. If our religion can really convince

us that we are the personal objects of God's love, it has

provided us with a scheme into which everything else can

be made to fit.

Always at the back of our minds there is the thought:

"Why should God love me? I am on such an entirely

different plane, and in any case am not in the least likely to

give Him. what He wants." Surely the answer to this is not
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to look at our side of the relationship at all, but at His.

Once we allow that God is love, once we accept the fact that

He is what we conceive to be goodness itself, it should not

be difficult to go on from there and admit ifeven from our

own experience ofhuman goodness that perfection tends

to communicate itself. Goodness, love, truth those

qualities which we see reflected in the world around us

have a way ofimparting themselves in the measure to which

they are possessed. IfGod possesses them perfectly, He must

want to communicate them perfectly. If there is any
obstacle to the complete and intimate reception ofHis gifts,

the obstacle must be on our side. De ratione boni esty says St.

Thomas, quod se aliis cotnmunicet. We, like Him, should be

there waiting. It is this which our religion should be

teaching us to do: we ought, if the work of religion is

operating properly within us, to be growing more and

more receptive, more and more ready to respond.

Granted, then, that God loves us. What nexts "Oh yes,

I know the Passion. He has redeemed us by His Precious

Blood. Also He has put heaven within our reach. I know
all this. But it seems so remote and impersonal. I believe it,

but it isn't a living reality to me. I want to be aware ofGod's

love in the way that I am aware of a person's love. I want

to be able to see it as I can see it in a person's eyes, and know
it as I can know that it is going on in another's heart even

when I am miles away and thinking of something else."

In other words you want not to believe it but to taste it.

You want to have the experience of it. You do not want

religion at all, but the feelifig of it. You are back at your
side of the relationship, not at God's.

Religion, to repeat, is our means ofresponding. Nowhere
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are we told that It Is our means of experiencing. The en-

joyment Is the reward; the experience Is the ultimate, and

not necessarily the present, goal. Religion shows us the

way. It even carries us along the way. But we do not take

It up for the sake of being carried.
f<To love anything", says St. Thomas, "Is to will good to

that thing/* It Is nothing other than this. If love considers

more the good which can be got out of the thing loved than

the good which may come to It, It is no true love. God's

love for us is true love itself, and our good Is therefore His

will.- He wants what is best for us all the time. His will

never ceases the act ofproviding for us the means ofhappi-
ness and holiness. Each one ofus is a distinct and Individual

object of His creation, redemption, conservation, and plan

for eternal destiny. There should not be anything remote

or impersonal about this. Certainly there should be no

thought ofHis loving us for anything in the way ofservice

which He can get out of us. Even when we have done all

thatwe can to pleaseHim we are unprofitable servants. And
there cannot be many of us who do all that we can to please

'Him. We say we have done our best, but in our hearts we
know that we have not If God were loving us for what

we had to give, He would be dooming Himself to dis-

appointment.
To sum up. Religion gives us God's love. Without any

merit of ours, religion provides us with a claim upon all

that is needed to make a success of this life, and, so long as

we make use of what is provided, there Is the absolute

promise ofhappiness in the life to come. Religion gives us

assurance of truth, direction and purpose in our struggle

towards light, hope in an ultimate satisfaction ofour desire.
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What religion does not give and it is this thatwe are always

expecting it to give is the guarantee that we shall enjoy
thrills and be uninterruptedly conscious of the truth of its

every implication. To ask from religion, which is nothing
else but divine love extended in two directions, the same

emotions as are looked for in reciprocated human love is to

mistake the mode of its expression. The terms of the

relationship are defined by God and not by man. All that

man has to do is to trust, and hope, and love back.



WHAT WE DO FOR RELIGION

WE CAN, ifwe are bent on it, do nothing. God gives us the

power of making no contribution whatever. He leaves us

absolutely free. If, on the other hand* we decide to respond
and take our souls seriously or rather ifwe decide to take

His Gospel seriously there open out immediately an
infinite number of degrees of possible service. The first

thing we can do is to obey His laws. "Ifyou love Me keep
My commandments"; the answer to the first of the rich

young man's questions was perfectly clear. How can there

be any other way of showing that we understand the im-

plications of religion? But we are not bound to stop short

at giving our submission to the laws of God and Church:
we can go on to give ourselves. Much will be said about
the necessity of falling in with, the order, natural and super-
natural, established by God. For the moment, however,
we are considering not so much what we must do, but what
we can do, for God. And again, as in the foregoing section,

the approach is rather to look at the matter from God's

angle than from ours.

God wants the whole of us. Not a piece of our person-

ality, but the whole. He wants all that He has given us

which is everything. That is why He gave it. St. Augustine

says that we have been given free will so that we might
freely give back our wills to Him. If God had wanted less

from us, He would not have given so much.
"But this is terribly cramping!" we cry at once; "I'm
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apparently expected to surrender not only my desires "when

they run contrary to my conscience and this, after all, is

reasonable enough but also my individuality. Where is

it going to stop? Is God going to demand my time, my
thoughts, my way ofjudging things, my ambitions? Am
I to have nothing under my own control? Ifsuch is the case,

I mightjust as well be a machine." The idea ofsurrendering
to God is, ifit is not a welcome challenge to our generosity,

a cause of bewilderment and often a definite stumbling-
block. We can understand a religious renouncing the right

to possess property, and we can see that the best thing for

the sick or the aged or the afflicted is to loosen their hold on

what is being taken from them; but we imagine that with-

out either a special call from God or the inescapable force of

circumstance, the surrender ofselfis not expected. "I refuse

to let go ofmy personality," we say, "because if I do there

will be nothing left." Let this statement be examined.

When someone gives his whole self, body and soul, to

God and this should be nothing out-of-the-way there is

no impoverishment ofpersonality. In fact the individuality

is enriched. When a soul is deliberately handed over to

God, it receives something infinitely more worth while than

what was felt to be specifically its own before. God does

not scoop something out of the soul and leave it empty; He

puts something into it, and develops its very essence. What
has happened is that the life of grace is now at last being

given a chance. Real life has begun. You would not say
that the seed was losing anything in becoming a plant or

that the candle was being frustrated by being lit. Once the

soul, against its instinctive desire to strike out its own line

of independence, is made over to God in other words
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once the rebellion left behind by original sin is repudiated
it acquires a new perfection to its identity. By realising its

place in God, it realises itself. A soul might certainly be said

to miss something of its God-given identity if it were

slavishly to follow the memory of a saint because for one

thing we tend to model ourselves upon the less significant

aspects of our heroes' example, and for another we can't be

sure that this particular interpretation of sanctity is what is

required of us but there can be no possible loss in giving
over the reins to Wisdom Itself.

The first condition ofholiness and security in the practice

of religion, then, is to take our Lord's words literally and

worship with our whole heart. Nothing kept from Him,
nowhere to which He may not come, not a person or a hope
or an interest which is not equally His, Even our weaknesses,

our secret concessions to self, our excuses are though they
cannot be shared by Him at least confided to the care of

God. It is not only our sins that He must know about: He
must be admitted to our follies as well. What keeps us back

from so absolute a commitment? Partly ignorance of the

true situation and its possibilities, partly laziness, mostly
fear. It is the absurd fear ofbeing put upon. We think we
shall be cheated. "God will take more than we bargained

for." He may do, and probably will; but we shall be vastly

better off if He does. If the seed could refuse to grow, it

probably would. The earthiness of its environment would

urge the disadvantages of fresh air. If the candle could

decide against being Ht, it probably would. The drawbacks

to being burned are obvious. But we have to grow, we have

to face the flame. There is no loss in giving to God and to

religion; there can only be gain.
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An artist once said to me when there was a question of

his becoming a Catholic: "I know that if I once join your
Church I shall have to do without myself. It would kill my
art. 1 can't do it." He was quite wrong of course at all

events about it killing his art but one saw what he meant.

Self has to be handed over. What happens then is the

hundredfold return. But people do not see further than the

renunciation of selfand so remain embedded in self. And

incidentally if my artist friend had been able to make the

act ofsurrender he would not now have to face the fact that

his painting has quite obviously come to a dead end.



JOY OF A SORT

THE JOY which will be considered here is not the mellow,

quiet, comfortable joy which is better thought of as con-

tentment. It is not, that is to say, the kind, ofpleasure which
comes from books, or watching cricket, or sitting in front

ofa fire with a dog on one's knees andnothing to think about

but heaven and the next meal, or from a May morning by
a trout stream when the sun is just beginning to play games
on the surface ofthe water and there is the sound ofa horse

neighing in the distance. These joys are real, but they are

not the sort we have in mind. Thejoy which we have now
to examine and then to compare with others somewhat

higher in the scale has no serenity about it: it is the one

which is included by theologians among the "minor

passions". This kind makes all the others (such as those

instanced above) seem tame and even boring. Which is

exactly why we have to examine it. The simpler joys are

not tame and boring unless the exciting kind, by being

overworked, make them so. The first thing, then, is to

enquire into that fleeting mood ofecstasy which lifts us out

ofour setting in time, and gives us the illusion ofeverlasting
bliss. When we have got that right, and put it in its place,

we can turn back and look at the more tranquiland elemental

pleasures oflife which in any case more or less run them-

selves.

At the outset it must be insisted that though an emotion

may be labelled a "passion", it need not necessarily be some-

thing guilty. Our Lord Himselfexperienced joy, fear, and
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so on only in His case these emotions are called "pro-

passions" because there was no excess or clouding of the

j udgement. With us there is often both excess and clouding
of the judgement: the minor passions can sweep us off our

feet and land us on dangerous ground. The minor are all

too closely rekted to the major, and can serve as an easy

introduction.

The joy which robs us, even temporarily, of our balance

conies to us mostly through the senses. It is not that the

senses are wicked any more than joy is wicked. It is

simply that the combination of stimulated senses and re-

ceptive emotions leads as often as not to a wicked sort of

enjoyment. When unguarded senses (or, to be accurate,

when senses which are functioning according to their

proper nature but which are providing more material than

is good for the natural appetite) are found to be co-operating

with willing mental sensibilities, there results a recklessness

which it becomes extraordinarily hard for the will to con-

trol. The excitement which is stirred up by all this is more

thanjust a spasm ofrestlessness which can be soothed with-

out either consent or denial: it is something which calls for

making up one's mind. When nature is clamouring for a

joy, even if it is a quite legitimate joy, it is in fact looking
for a liberation ofsome sort. It wants to exercise the power
of living in top gear. Inevitably this is a desire which has

its dangers.

Man is meant to perceive things with the senses and enjoy
what he perceives. Man is meant to live life to the full with-

in the limits of God's kw. What man is not meant to do is

to confuse indulgence ofthe senses with the fullness of life.

If he does this there is rebellion and chaos.
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All sins (and this can be seen especially in all sense sins)

are a snatching at a joy which is felt to be a good enough
substitute for the real thing. Whether the senses are first in

the field, proposing a certain satisfaction to the Imagination*
or whether the appetite starts the thing offby casting about

for gratification among the senses, the result is the same: the

will finds itself faced with a demand which is both sensual

and emotional. Reason may point out that the proposed

gratification is not worth it, is no solution, is a betrayal of

purpose, is in the long run a flat contradiction of what the

soul is going all out to claim. But where the excitement has

boiled up, where the will has begun to wobble, there is no

response to reason. Joy is demanded, possessed for a moment,
seen through, and finally discarded for something else. But

always there is the illusion of happiness, the believed if

unformulated anticipation of heaven.

Take any gratification you like. Take the obvious and

gross one of drunkenness. To be absolutely without care,

to feel the sense ofcomplete freedom, to know that nothing
matters* nothing. But all sin, while it lasts, is intoxicating.

To control a power for evil, no less than to possess a person,

lends an inside-out illusion of good. The reason why
love can degenerate into passion, the reason why passion

can get mixed up with love at all and hold its own,

is simply because human beings can sense in each otter

that element of eternity for which their minds and bodies

crave.

So much for thejoy which, to say the least ofit, rests on

tHn ice. But is there nothing between the heady joys of

licence and the saferjoys oflibrary, pavilion, armchair, and

trout-stream? Has the choice got to be between what is
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sinful and what is staid? "After all," it might be objected,

"even your list of unexciting pleasures, worthy though the

examples may be, fails in the essential. What we look for

in our joys is some sort of guarantee of happiness. If the

respectable pleasures are no more lasting than the repre-

hensible ones, it is a lot to ask that we should invariably opt
for respectability." The answer is surely that there is

exquisitejoy to be found without having to resort to sin for

it, and that such joy, though perhaps less delirious, is far

more lasting. Thejoy ofbringing up a family, for instance,

or the joy of achievement after struggle. "What about the

joy of reciprocated affection? not of reciprocated passion

now, but affection? This may be less exhilarating than the

other, but it is certainly not boring. What about the joys
of discovery, ofvindicated confidence, ofhope, ofdevotion

to a cause or a person or a principle? What about the joy
of knowing that one's soul is in order, and that good is

stronger than evil, love stronger than hate? There are a good
many joys to which we may abandon ourselves without

fear of being either bored or to blame or likely to be left

next morning with a sense of emptiness and anti-climax.

Christ came that we might havejoy, and that ourjoy might
be full. It is we, by not referring it back to Him, who
empty it of its meaning. Taking it from Him with ready
hands, refusing to hoard it or exploit it behind His back,

grateful for the privilege of being admitted to it, we are

not likely to be disappointed. His are better than the other

kind, and by their fruits we shall know them. Though as a

matter of fact we do not have to wait until they bear fruit:

most of us know all about our joys before we have started

pruning the branches. In our heart of hearts we acknow-
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ledge all along that there is one joy which responds to im-

pulse and is as unsatisfying as the appetite is insatiable, and

that there is another which is to be found in the things which

make for peace the peace "which the world cannot take

from, you/*



IS SIN SO JOLLY?

THERE Is a catch in most things, but in nothing so much as

in sin. Suppose we assume and the assumption needs no

great effort of self-analysis that the advantages which we

feel we are getting out ofsin are roughly these: excitement,

the sense of escape from the ordinary, the illusion of satis-

faction to mind and body, the feeling ofbeing independent

and in control. There are other minor joys to be found in

committing sin, and to a large extent it depends upon what

kind of sin you happen to be determined to commit, but in

the main there is the idea ofsnatching at a piece offun which

with any luck will turn out to be really gratifying after all

and which in any case will be more pleasant than what is

going on at the moment. All sin may amount to rebellion

against God, but it is not always committed in terms of

rebellion: more often it is seen simply as a likely substitute,

as a means of getting away. The body hungers, the mind

hopes, the safeguards fall away, and the reserves are spent

in a moment. Sin.

We need not here go into the question ofanti-climax and

remorse. All we want to consider at the moment is the

essential unsatisfactoriness of sin as a practice. Some people

take much longer than others to realise the emptiness ofthe

experiment: they are encouraged, like lucky gamblers, by
their early successes. The devil sees to this. The novelty of

it does give the desired sense of emancipation, of delirious

pleasure, of mastery and ownership. This is precisely the

14
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danger people Imagine later on that such Initial success

can be kept up Ifthey only go about it the right way. But

the first thrill ofsin cannot be reclaimed any more than the

innocence ofchildhood can be enjoyed for ever. The sinner

finds that he has to gear himselfup to greater effort in order

to gratify an appetite which In the beginning was fed with

comparative ease. The satisfactions have to be both more

frequent and more intense.

In the business ofsowing wild oats there are some who are

very soon brought to acknowledge the quality ofthe harvest.

These are fortunate, for they immediately start looking
round for better fields, for more durable sorts of fun, for a

promise of a more satisfactory yield. But it Is the others

whom one is considering here the sowers who are deter-

mined to be confident in next year's harvest. "The wild

oats are worth It/' they say: "expensive perhaps, but "worth

It.
9>

They think they can always go on getting fun; and

even ifat any given time the pleasure Is found to pal or the

price is felt to be rather more than was bargained for, there

is always the expectation that with a change of mood or

with a more careful selection or with a more subtle approach
the old excitement can be re-lived, the old freedoms re-

captured. It is this fatal belief that satisfaction is just round

the corner, and that it is simply a matter of losing yourself

In it when you have managed to get hold of It, that keeps

people wasting their minds, their bodies, their energies,

and their readiness to respond to grace long after their sins

have given them up. People will sacrifice their friends, will

go back on their memories and upbringing, will risk their

careers and their health and their peace of mind to say

nothing of their Immortal souls in the absurd conviction
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that they can bring offa deal with sin. They will not come
to terms with happiness; they think they can manage some-

thing better. Even when they know that this "something
better" is a substitute, and that happiness is the commodity
for which their souls are craving, they are often too proud
to admit their mistake.

It requires courage and some humility to bring ourselves

to the point ofadmitting that we have barked up the wrong
tree for years when almost any fool could have seen a forest

of right ones. The trouble is that we can go on climbing
our wrong tree until we are too afraid to come down. Not

always too comfortable to come down because sin is not

always comfortable but too frightened. Frightened and

obstinate. We fear the consequences of leaving sin

for grace; we obstinately refuse to say that we have

made fools ofourselves. So we stay where we are. And we
sin.

To sum up. The sinner is blocked all along the line by
the Law ofDiminishing Returns. Each time he sins he gets

less and less satisfaction out of it. This, however, is not the

only drawback. A greater evil lies in the fact that each time

he sins he sees himselfmore and more as identified with his

sin. Here, indeed, is the supreme tragedy ofthe determined

sinner that his soul becomes set in opposition to the in-

fluence of grace. He is so used to finding a spurious happi-
ness ofbody and mind in sin that he ceases to feel the urge
to look for any other kind ofhappiness elsewhere. He is at

home in evil; it is his element. He may know, either from

the occasional twinges of his conscience or from the sight

of a more real happiness in other people, that he is missing
the only thing which is at all worth while, but so far as
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practical considerations go he is content to take Ms content-

ment in Ms sin.
a
At least," the sinner himself, "I am my

own master. I am responsible to myself. I can make my
own laws, and break everybody else's.'* The delusion could

hardly be more complete: the man who is tied to his sin is

far more tightly bound than he could possibly be ifhe wore

obedient to the kws wMch he happens to be broking.



SELF-PITY

SUCH is the perversity of the human mind that a man
will prefer an unhappiness ofhis own choice to a happiness
which God is holding out to him. He makes himself at

home in his artificial world, the world which he has built

up for himself at the cost of heaven knows what waste of

God's will, and does not want to be dislodged. In his heart

he knows that he is made for something more than the snug
selfishness ofhis cocoon existence, but he cannot bring him-

self to accept the terms of the offer. He cannot, though

acknowledging the validity of God's promise, throw off

his petty egoism and greed.
This is why we prefer the idea of living on earth to the

idea ofliving in heaven: we admit that heaven is happiness,
but we like our kind ofhappiness better than God's. This is

also why we are prepared to go on heaping up for ourselves

our hell on earth: it is at least ours. We know that we have

no one to blame but ourselves for our misery. We hate

being miserable, but we feelwe shouldbe far more miserable

if we were not.

People imagine that self-pity is the same as canvassing for

sympathy. It is not. The real expert in self-pity has no need

of other people's commiseration: he can do it all himself.

Indeed he has sufficient insight into the working of the

human mind to realise that the world would soon get tired

of giving him sympathy. He takes care not to be pitied for

being pathetic. So he keeps as far as possible out of men's

18
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way. Which forces him back upon himselfand gives Mm
further opportunity. Of all indulgences, that ofsecret self-

pity is surely one of the most harmful. The secret drinker

feels ashamed, the glutton feels the ache of satiety, the man
whose passion carries him to excess feds a reaction against
the pleasures which excited him; but the man who hugs Ms

misery wants more and more . . . and there is no shame

or remorse.

Why don't we see that our indulgence is sheer luxury,
sheer waste? The truth is that we do see, but that we prefer
to wallow and to spend ourselves uselessly, "Why should I

look at reality/* we say, "when I have got television?" It

is the old story of substitutions: the choice of what is less

worth while leading us so far down the scale ofvalues that

we end up by having neither the energy nor the desire to

climb up again. The substance is refusal, the shadows come
to stay . . . Plato's cave-dwellers will not look beyond the

wall. God offers a fact, and man takes refuge in a fake; it is

man's own fault if he pities himself for the hardness of his

lot. This is precisely die point he knows the fault is his.

Yet he goes on pitying and adding to the hardness.

There can be no remedy for this but to surrender into

the hands ofGod. As it was the lust for independence which

caused the trouble so it must be a return to submission which

will get it right. Very little use to resolve not to complain,

not to dwell deliberately upon the subject ofone's afflictions:

one must get at the cause as well as strangle the efiects. The

cause is simply self-will. Unless the will to be potentially

pitiable is ruthlessly denied it is difficult to see how anything
can be done.

One of the most subtle pieces of character-drawing in
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The Pilgrims Progress is that which gives us Mr. Fearing,

who, it will be remembered, "had a Slough of Despond in

his mind; a slough that he carried everywhere with him or

else he could never have been as he was." Mr. Great-heart

gives an account ofhow his dejected companion responded
to what they passed on theway to the Celestial City. "When
we were come to where the three fellows were hanged, he

said that such would, he feared, be his end also." At the

House Beautiful, which Mr. Fearing entered "before he was

willing"., he "desired much to be alone". Coming to the

Valley of Humiliation, "he went down as well as ever I

saw man in my life", and "when he was come to the

entrance of the Valley ofthe Shadow ofDeath, I thought I

should have lost my man". But even Mr. Fearing, with all

his awareness ofsuffering and his reluctance to make the act

oftrust, was not beyond rescue in the end. To Mr. Honest's

enquiry as to how the poor man fared in the finish, Great-

heart says, "I never had doubt about him ... he was a

man of choice spirit,
but always kept very low, and that

made his life so burdensome to himselfand so troublesome

to others". Christiana's conclusions about Fearing are worth

noting. "His troubles lay so hard upon him," she reflects,

"that they madehim so thathe could notknock at the houses

ofentertainment. This relation ofMr. Fearing has done me
much good. I thought there had been nobody like me."

Precisely because there are so many of us like her there is

reason to hope that we shall be able to climb out of our

particular Sloughs of Despond.



EXPERIENCE

WHEN St. Guthlac was hauled over the coals for being too

tolerant with the noisy and often inconsiderate young people
who flocked after him wherever he went, the only answer

his critics received from the saint was that the fruits of age
were not to belooked for in youth. Even the devils advanced

the charge ofover-gentleness. "It isn't a sin to be immature/*

said St. Guthkc, "and the longer my friends can retain their

high spirits even ifrather boisterous at times the better."

In the end (though this is by the way) St. Guthlac was left

alone both by those who had found fault with his treatment

of the young and by the young themselves: the last fifteen

years of his life were spent in solitude on the marshes. But

even as a hermit he had a following ofwild fowl.

If experience blunts one edge, it sharpens another,

Innocence, spontaneity, wonder, zest, and die generosity

which is so uncalculating that it can come perilously dose

to a recklessness which is wrong in fact all those qualities

-which we begin to appreciate and find attractive only when
we have ourselves outgrown them may be compensated
for. Experience can, ifwe let it, give us something better

than the happy accident ofyouth. People will tell you, with

a wistful look in their eye, that the loss oftheir early idealism

has never been made good by any of the advantages that

have come to them in later life. Well, whose fault is that?

Either they were sentimentalists in the first place and not

true idealists at all, or else they allowed the world to rob
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them ofwhat was theirs by right. The mere mounting up
of years cannot that is to say need not affect the issue.

The whole thing turns on what is made of experience.

Now though experience is, as spiritual writers are at pains

to point out, one of the most costly as well as one of the

most valuable helps to the soul, it can be rendered com-

pletely valueless ifwe refuse to go on paying for its upkeep.
"A man, sir," said Dr. Johnson, "should keep his friendships

in constant repair," and the same might be said of all other

experience. By allowing our experience to go stale on us,

by imagining that life has taught us all we need to know, we
harden into just that state of insensibility which it is the

main purpose of experience to counteract. Experience is

meant to give us insight into other people's ways ofthinking;
it is not intended to relieve us of having to think ourselves.

Experience, however expensive it is to us personally, is not

designed solely to provide us with poise, a habit ofeasy self-

confidence, the respect of others, and a card-index mind.

"We come by it hardly, and sometimes bitterly, because we
would never learn its lesson if it were handed to us on a

plate. But it is not intended to be for our benefit and

nobody else's.

Designed primarily to assist the gift of understanding,

experience can produce exactly the opposite result and

positively block the impact ofmind upon mind. The kind

of experience which makes a man cynical, case-hardened,

indifferent to the claims ofwhat had moved him in the days

of his narrower knowledge is obviously not going to make

for sympathy. Better not to have had the knowledge at all.

Better to have stopped on in a fools' paradise where at least

he would have had the company of other fools than to
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find himself cas't out ofparadise with no kindred spirits but

knaves.

Experience is like learning: it either "pufleth up** and

makes inaccessible, or else it humbles and invites confidence.

Not all learning leads to wisdom, and not all experience

adds to a man's humanity. And yet humanity is what it is

expected to promote. As we grow older we suffer, we go
on making the same mistakes, we acquire more and more

material to work upon, we see deeper into motives, we pile

up generalisations and panaceas, we evolve our own methods

always based upon previous experience of sizing up

people and situations and atmosphere and temptation and

heaven knows what else, but if all this doesn't add up to a

greater understanding it has lost its main purpose.
4<On

disait que Poincare savait tout et ne comprenait rien," says M.

Maurois in his stimulating autobiography, "et que Briand

ne savait rien et comprenait tout."

Whatever the way in which our experience comes to us,

it is evidently a thing which we cannot do without. In the

first place it is the most convincing of all arguments; in the

second it is our only means of seeing life in proportion, in

perspective. Even as children we instinctively feel this.

Before we have reached the age ofreason (itself
a disillusion-

ing term for a possibly disillusioning period), we are search-

ing for experience. We are longing to have what is pos-

sessed by grown-ups, we are longing to know. It is only

very much later that we realise what a bitter dead-sea fruit

is the experience which comes of sheer human curiosity.

Oh yes, it brings us knowledge all right, and it carries with

it the obligation of making a good use of what we have

learned, but it is far from being the best way of coming to
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our maturity. More safely, and incidentally more often,

experience is forced upon us by circumstances and by
suffering. This is the natural way, and nobody will deny
that it is often bewildering. Certainly neither books nor

sermons, nor even the force of other people's lives, can do

service for personal experience. What is it that gives the

priest any sort of human confidence in the confessional?

His knowledge of theology? Possibly, but much more the

sense ofhaving endured the same temptations. What, on his

side, gives to the penitent that extra halfinch ofencourage-
ment which makes him ready to take advice? The sinner

need not want his priest to have been a sinner like himself,

but he does want to know that the man who is helping
him to get over his sin has fought with the same devils and

been licked by the same flames. Indeed for no other reason

was our Lord tempted like the rest of us: He "became sin*'

so that we might not feel that there were things which had

never come His way.
It seems, then, that like a woman in labour, mankind is

constrained to bring forth its finest contributions only as a

result of struggle and sorrow and hardship and even,

sometimes, of doubt and misgiving. What a tragedy it is,

therefore, when so much good that has been arrived at after

so much trouble is seen to be thrown away. Where ex-

perience is not drawn upon, or where it is drawn upon in the

wrong way, there could hardly be human compassion.
Where experience does not lead to love, it leads away from
it. Ifwe do not go out to meet other people's worries with a

background memory ofour own, we shall never be able to

do them much good and may even do them harm. The rule

of the text-book, the rubber stamp, the chalk line is only
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experience misapplied Perhaps experience is one of

God's greatest gifts to man and because of this is

capable of being put to such an extraordinarily bad use.

God's gifts can be most exacting. St. GutHac, pray for

us.



HUMILITY AND RETICENCE

ONE SUNDAY when I was a small boy (one Sexagesima

Sunday to be precise), St. Paul's account to the Corinthians

of his hardships endured for Christ's cause came in for some

slight criticalcommentfrom a ten-year-old contemporary of

mine. Dom Leander Ramsay afterwards Abbot ofDown-
side, had just read us the epistle of the day, and we of the

Junior School were waiting for our milk and biscuits at

eleven. My friend admitted to me that he thought it was

rather "side" on St. Paul's part to mention so openly what he

had had to put up with. "He does go on and on about it,"

was the complaint, "which, for a saint, seems to me a bit

thick." For my part I was inclined to view St. Paul less

strictly excusing him on the grounds that after all he was a

foreigner, and thatperhaps in Corinth or Athens or wherever

it was such boasting would not be considered odd. "All that

sort of thing," I said, "is probably different abroad." But

I could see that my friend was not convinced, and that he

still felt St. Paul to have been too forthcoming.
Reticence is not always a sign of humility; it may be a

form ofpride. Far more often than a shrinking from praise,

reticence is a shrinking from humiliation. Real humility
doesn't mind, real humility takes risks. Becoming modesty
and reserve are one thing, fear ofmaking a fool ofoneselfis
another. St. Paul in his letter to the Corinthians was not in

the least afraid of being charged with boasting in fact he

charges himself with it because what he really wanted to

26
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bring out was the fact that "the strength of Christ had
enshrined Itselfin him'*. The process ofthought in this long

epistle is surely as follows: "I have put up with every con-

ceivable kind of affliction for die sake of Christ. This might
give me cause for self-congratulation, but as a fact it doesn't.

Even ifI had done all that I had been expected to do
s
I would

still be an unprofitable servant. Much more likely to make
me proud or rather providing much more occasion for

feeling gratified were the supernatural favours which were

heaped upon my soul by God. Now this was something.

4nd I suppose I might have become proud and so spoiled
it all ifGod hadn't at the same time taken away all sense of
natural enjoyment about my peculiar privileges. The
humiliation with whichHe has let me be flattened lower than

the dust has blotted out both the pride of achievement and

the pride ofprivilege. I would, at one time, have got out of

this humiliation if I could. But I couldn't. I have had to

make the best ofit, fighting every inch ofthe way. At least

now I can say this that my humiliation has been in some

way the greatest blessing of any that God has granted me.

It has brought me so far down in my own opinion ofmyself
that I have no self-confidence left. Before, with that list of

heroics to my credit, I felt that there was much which I

could do for God. Much, even, for which He might be

grateful! With the knowledge also that extraordinary

graces were evidence ofHis exceptional love for me, I might
have gloried too much. I might have looked at myselfand

been pleased. Butnow! I can*t trust in anything ofmy own.

I therefore have to trust in Him/* Surely this is what is

meant by the conclusion which the Apostle arrives at:

"When I am weakest, thenam I strongest ofall" It is worth
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while being not very reticent (even ifit slightly shocks the

British character) when at the end ofit there is the admission

ofabsolute personal insufficiency coupled with a confidence,

which is as absolute, in God.

Ifwe look into it, we find that St. Paul's experience isby no
means unique. In a less defined way the same thing happens
to most ofus. Ifit isn't "a sting ofthe flesh to distress us" or

"an angel ofSatan sent to afflict us", it is simply the unfolding
of life which does the work of wearing down our self-

sufficiency. This is as it should be: we must let it. Not that

we should jettison our enthusiasms still less shrug our

shoulders and say how hopeless we are at ever being able to

get things done, and therefore why try to do them? but

that we should submit unprotestingly to the process whereby
one by one our illusions about ourselves are peeled off. Only
when we are what we are in the sight ofGod, do we fully

enter into our full estate. And what are we? Nothing,

absolutely nothing. Yet it takes us more than halfa lifetime

to recognise this. We have^of to be humbled, we havegot to

face the fact thatwe are complete failures, morally and spirit-

ually, before we are in any position to say with St. Paul:

"When I am weakest, then am I strong."

Humility, then, isn'tjustbackingawaywhen therearemore

important people about. Nor is it saying things about our-

selves which, however edifying it may be to say them, are

depreciatory and untrue. Humility is truth. That is why St.

Paul could recount without any false pride what he had done
for Christ, and without any false shame what he was. Truth
is not always nice to look at especially when it is the truth

about ourselves. Very often what the intellect is ready

enough to accept in the abstract, the whole complete being,
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the ego, goes on resisting in the concrete. We may acknow-

ledge our humble place in the scheme ofthings, while all the

time our imagination, emotions, and memory are

pedestals on which we are only too willing to stand. So life

has to be hard on us in order to put us in our place. Pain-

fully and by experience we have to learn how entirely

unreliable we are* It is a truth which we are told from the

start but which we never quite believe until the last of our
self-sufficiencies have been exploded. Only thai is humility

capable ofbeing perfected in our souls. There is just this to

be added to what has been said that ifwe are unwilling to

learn the humiliating lessons oflife and derive benefit from

them, we lay ourselves open to discouragement, defeatism,

and even possibly despair. Left without resources of our

own, we either "cast all our care upon the Lord*
9

and enjoy
the promise ofHis support, or else we try our desperate best

to find some sort ofsecurity in self-deception. This might be

a solution if we could keep it up. But we never can. St.

Paul's is the only answer.



OBEDIENCE AND LIBERTY

WHAT WE never seem to realise Is that It Is obedience, and

not either rebellion or escape, that gives us our liberty.

Fidelity to law Is not slavery but emancipation. The opposite
of established order is not disenthralment but disorder.

Liberty does not mean enjoying theprivilegeofbeing able to

break what laws we like; it means being able to live without

interference within whatever system happens to be ours.

The very word "privilege", though the "lex" is restricted to

"private" application,
1
suggest that even the most favoured

cannot get away from law altogether. Nobody can pretend
for long that he is bound by no law, that he stands outside

system, that he can behave as ifhe were really independent.
The most which a so-called independent person can do
is to elude one set of laws and come automatically under

another. Furthermore, by a piece ofpoetic justice, the laws

to which his new freedom subjects him are nearly always far

more enslaving than were those which he shook off.

Sooner or later the sinner must recognise the fact that in this

matter ofgetting his own way and rejecting God's way, the

best he can hope for is a process ofsubstitutions.
Take the obvious case of the man -who decides to ignore

the kws of self-control and morality. In thinking to do

away with the moral law, he finds that the moral law will

begin to do away with him. He may derive great delight
from defying the moral kw, but he cannot bend it to his

1 And so privi-lege.

3
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will. He cannot alter it. It will get him in the cad. As
Chesterton points out about the law of gravity,, if you try
and break it from a

sufficiently altitude, it breaks your
neck. The moral law works on the same principle: if you
think you can break it with impunity, it breaks you instead.

The Commandments ofGod are designed to make man
more free, not more frustrated. They are the rules which we
have to observe ifwe are to realise our function as men let

alone as souls destined for the Beatific Vision. Disobedience

to these rules makes for a loss in our humanity, in our man-

hood, as well as our loss in grace. The man who refuses to

worship God9 the impure man, the man who steals or kills or

is unfaithful to his marriage vows* is worse off as a mm: he

has lost the moral and natural freedom to which he had a

right. The submission ofman to the kws ofGod is like the"
'

submission ofmatter to thekws ofscience. Science does not

impose restrictions upon matter; it liberates matter. Man is

freed by his obedience to God, The scientific parallel is

worth developing.
It may be very irksome for a stone not to be able to swim

or fly or speak or paint, but it would not be any more free if

it could. It would be a freak. Ifa stone were to sing to you
as you passed it in the road, you would know at once that it

was a vary bad stone. In the same way it may be very irk-

some for a man to remain chaste and sober, but ifhe does not

he sacrifices his moral freedom. Just as the material law is the

condition of material integrity, so the moral kw is the

condition ofhuman integrity. Hie question ofwhat would

be more convenient does not enter in. The moral kw is an

absolute. Questions of great provocation, of insufficient

knowledge, of muddled thinking, of following bad advice
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and so on, may explain the here-and~now violation ofmoral

laws and even to a certain extent excuse it but they can-

not for a moment condone it or say that tinder such particular

circumstances the moral law did not bind. The inescapable

fact is that we may not go against the order established for us

by God and that ifwe do we shall suffer for it.

Allowing that temptation is the desire to throw off the

yoke of obedience, and get in a little sinning while the

opportunity offers and while the mood is on us, we have to

steel ourselves beforehand against what is the by-product of

temptation namely, the belief that the consequences ofsin

will not be as bad as the moralists make out. It is as well to

remember that it is not the moralists who have made the law,

and that it is not to the moralists that we shall be held respon-
sible. Sin is to be gauged in terms ofGod.

"Butwhen I sin," comes the plaintive protest to the above,
"

I don't think either of God or of the law. I think of

myself." That is precisely the trouble: we always do. That

is why, on the physical side, we have to know how to deal

with passion and natural impulse and the mood to rebel; and,

on the mental side, to keep the approaches clear both by
refusing the occasions of sin and by repudiating the argu-
ments in favour ofindulgence.
"What about when the occasions of sin are all around

one?" is the next question which pierces the soul ofthe priest

who has to listen to it.
"
What ifeverybody with whom one

is associated assumes the state ofsin as the normal? What if

they don't think ofsin, as sin, at all ? What, again, ofthose
sins which are not committed for the sake ofsheer pleasure,
but which for one reason or another one can't very well get
out of? Surely there must be extenuating circumstances ? For
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you to say that the approaches to sin can be Hocked by such

things as physical self-control and an intellectual grasp of

principle is to make the thing sound more easy than it is. In

practice there can be no such formula, For most ofus in the

world, we simply breathe sin ... and on occasions it seems

more honest, as well as more obvious, to do wrong than to

do right/* The bare mention of "extenuating drcumstances"

always (to me) sounds the alarm. But I suppose the problem
must be faced.

In the first pkce even ifevery single member ofthe human
race decided to go ahead and break themorallaw, therewould
be no abrogation. The human race would still be bound by
it. It does not mean that because every single member ofthe
human race feels the urge to commit certain sins, therefore

they are acting naturally in committing them. All it means

is that since the fall ofman, certain evil instincts are common
to everyone. Impulses which, before original sin, were

right, are now, though common to nature, wrong. They
are wrong, not only because they are condemned by God;

they are condemned because they are wrong for man. To
claim exemption from God*s commandments or, which is

far more usual ofcourse, to excuse one's failure and inability

to keep them on the grounds of natural and universal

instinct is to try and pky offnature against itself. The instinct

to oppose the natural law is in us only because fallen man is

in revolt. The fact that everyone suf&is from it is no excuse.

We are all suffering from the after-effects oforiginal sin. But

we are also all given the means ofcountering this.

The second half of the objection has to do, not so much
with the fact that "everyone does it so it must be natural, and

therefore why shouldn't I?**, but with the committing ofsin
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either as an emergency measure or with a more or less good

object in view. The plots of most novels and plays are

variations on this theme. For example a son kills his mother

in order to keep his family together, a wife commits adultery

out of pity, a financier chooses the lesser of two evils and

forges a signature. "Aren't there times," we ask, "when the

moral law must give place to the general good? Ifto take life

in war is permitted by God, surely a moral lapse or two

which relieves another's loneliness and doesn'tdo any damage
to a third party can't be very wrong? Once you allow

that the law may be waived for one reason, I don't see why
it shouldn't be waived for another provided the reason is

an upright one." By way of answer to this very common

heresy, we anight return to the parallel of material affairs

being governed by material laws. Say you are unable to

swim and that it is of absolute importance that you should

get to the other side of a river before nightfall. You are

blocked by material laws. It is no use your saying: "My
reasons for reaching the opposite bank are legitimate and

even lofty. Bridges and ferry-boats are proof enough that

the crossing ofrivers without a knowledge ofswimming is

within the terms ofthe material law. But there happen to be

no bridges or ferry-boats at hand. Therefore I feel justified

in waiving one aspect ofthe material law in order to realise

another. Kindly hold my coat while I confidently commit

myself to the swirling waters." The moral law follows the

same principle.

To conclude. There are many kinds of sinner, and there

are many degrees ofsin. Taken by and large, however, the

division is between those souls who break the law and admit

it, and those who interpret the law and excuse it. The
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degrees ofsinfuiness are, within these two divisions, infinite.

With each degree ofseriousness that is to say, of malice

the supposed independence of the sinner is lessened. From
the soul who weakly accepts the easiest way out, to the

hardened blasphemer who fully means to hurt God* the

relative harm done is to the person concerned and not to

God. God cannot be harmed any more: we can be. There

is no loss to the Blessed Trinity when a man sets out to rebel

against the order in which he finds himself: there is loss only

to the man himself.



HOW THIS AFFECTS OTHERS

WE HAVE seen that to pursue an ostrich policy with

regard to law is fatal. Denying the sandstorm by putting
our heads in the sand can only mean, in the long run, more
sand. Such a course is, as we shall try to show, anti-social as

well. In other words we cannot, even ifwejustify our action

on the plea that nobody suflers and that possibly some

benefit, do harm to our own souls without damaging the

souls of others. The law of charity is the most inescapable
of all. The communion of saints is rivalled only by the

communion ofsinners.

It will be remembered that Mr. Honest in The Pilgrim's

Progress, while recounting the opinions ofSelf-will, proposes
the idea that a really upright man may allowably sin every
now and then without doing much harm to anyone. The

theory is that the vices ofthe virtuous are not really vicious

at all. Insignificant weaknesses and no more. "Provided the

upright man is genuinely against the sin in theory," is Mr.
Honest's echoed argument, "it can't much matter his com-

mitting it in practice." To which Mr. Great-heart quite

rightly replies: "A very wicked answer. For though to

loose the bridle oflusts, while our opinions are against such

things, is bad; yet to sin, and plead a toleration to do so, is

worse. The one stumbles beholders accidentally; the other

pleads them into the snare." Passing over in all this the

extraordinary likeness between Mr. Great-heart and Dr.

Johnson, between Mr. Honest and Boswell, we see at once

two things: first that if the upright man is genuine he will

36
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be the last to plead for a sympathetic toleration ofMs

infirmity, and second that any "letting loose of the bridle

oflusts" is a source ofharm to others. It is this second point

which concerns us here.

Whether another person is accidentally drawn into the

occasion of sin or whether he is "pleaded" into it, the truth

is that one man's sin is an evil which is shared. In some ways
the good man's sin has a worse effect than the bad man's:

the good man is looked to for a lead. It is not that the

scandal is caused, necessarily, by the suggestion of hypo-

crisy; more often it is caused by the evidence of failure in

one who was believed to have been a success. There is

nothing so disillusioning as weakness where there is ex-

pected strength. Ifpeople knew the responsibility attaching

to so-called strength of character, perhaps they would be

less eager to acquire a reputation for it.

So close is the link between man and man that, apart even

from questions ofscandal and indirect influence, there is no

such thing, strictly speaking, as a purely private or solitary

sin. AH sin is public property. An apple growing on a tree

cannot say: "I have the pecuHar quality ofbring able to go

bad without showing it. Now I find the strain ofremaining

a sound apple too much for me. Therefore I will just go

bad inside, quite on my own, and none of the others need

be in the least affected." The apple cannot say this because

it is growing on a tree. It is part of die crop. Sooner or

later, whatever it may look like on the outside, that apple

will infect. A human being does not belong to humanity

in the way that an isolated unit may belong to an institution

ofwhich there happen to be any number ofother units. He

belongs to an organism in which he is a "carrier" or "con-
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doctor*'. This membership Is inalienable; he cannot get

away; he may deny his responsibility but he cannot shake it

off. At times we all resent some of the powers which have

been given us by God: we find them more trouble than we

judge them to be worth, we find them dangerous, we find

them even if we are not very careful working against

ourselves. But we cannot pretend that they do not exist.

The power of being a moral factor in other people's lives

is one such power.
It is by the law of nature as well as by the law of grace

that we are morally linked together in this part-social, part-

physical, part-intellectual, part-spiritual order to which we

inevitably belong. The out-and-out sinner does not differ

from the ordinary Christian in his sin, but in his self-

excommunication from the life of grace. The one is out of

charity, the other is in it. The saint does not differ from the

ordinary Christian in his sanctity, but in the completeness
with which he allows himself to be assimilated in the cir-

culation of grace. The saint is the perfect carrier. Sin-

fulness and virtue are relative; they are questions of degree;

they do not divide mankind in the way that being in or out

of charity divides mankind. For so long as the sinful soul

is alive, he is roped up with the soul who is saintly. The
moment a man kills his own soul by mortal sin, the rope is

cut. He is alone. He suffers, and so does everybody else. A
man may be out of charity, dead to grace, without anyone
else knowing a thing about it. But throughout the whole

organism there is a loss. Added to which, he will, sooner

or later, actively infect the more immediate apples on the

tree or in the basket. His so-called solitary sin rots him inside.

His rottenness is bound to spread. We are all in it together.



THIS POWER FOR GOOD OR EVIL

MAN MAY not be made for soBtude, but neither is he
made for multitude. Multitudes are too big, too impersonal,
too imponderable (and, when you get down to it, too un-

lovable) for something so individual as the human being to

feel at home with. Our first relationships are within a

smallish circle, the family, and it is only later on that we
begin to move in wider ones. From learning the lessons of

charity at home, we go on to apply what we have learned

to a society which numerically increases as we grow older.

True, the Mystical Body comprises a multitude ofmembers,
but even the Body of Christ began as a baby.

For our charity to find its foil expression that is to say
towards our neighbours as well as towards God there has

to be a neighbour as well as the will to be neighbourly. Our

obligations, deriving from the service of God, are fulfilled

in the service of individuals. When we have served the

individual, we can think about serving the group, the com-

munity, the association of fellow countrymen, the human
race and so on. The circle, for the saint particularly, can be-

come very wide indeed. That is because ofhis greater charity.
It comes to this, then, that we benefit the Church by being

of benefit to one another. The idea of helping the Church

has a somewhat smothering effect; the idea of helping a

person has not, "When we think ofthe Church we think of

the foreign missions, ofcrowds outside St. Peter's, oflarge-
scale drives for this and that, of the Catholic Press, of the
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hierarchy and religious orders and subscription lists and

bazaars. It is too much for us. We cannot help here. But

we are forgetting that the Church means Christ. And that

Christ means the individual member. And that we owe

something to him.

Well, what do we owe to him? The answer is whatever

we have got and which he happens to be in need of. At least

that is what the Gospel says. Ifour neighbour is in want, we
have to go to the rescue. Our opportunities are infinite.

The obligation covers a far wider range than the hundred

and one varieties ofways in which material assistance may
be rendered: it extends to the use of our talents, our sym-

pathy, our readiness to forgive, and above all ofour power
to influence. It is absurd to say that we are not among those

who are able to influence others. Everyone can. We all

do even unconsciously. If the responding spark is some-

times ignited without our knowing anything about it, what

may not be done when there is the positive, active, apostolic

will to be of use? Few lights are more often hidden under

bushels either thoughtlessly, lazily, irresponsibly, or for

reasons of false humility than this one of employing

personal contact for the sanctifying of another's soul. You

may say that it would be sheer hypocrisy on your part, and

that you aren't any too sanctified yourself. You may say

that such unwarrantable interference would be resented.

You may say that you have other ways of serving God,

thank you, and that He seems to be perfectly well satisfied

by what you are giving Him. To all ofwhich I answer that

if a man genuinely wants to further both the cause of

religion and the sanctification of his own soul, he must be

ever on tiptoe to bring his personal interest to bear. He may
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have to exercise tact and self-control, he may have to do a

lot more praying than he has done hitherto, he may have
to make great acts ofconfidence in human nature let alone

in God's grace and he may have to resign himselfto the

prospect of retiring into the background when the work is

just becoming a source of gratification* but he may not

evade the responsibility ofgiving out what he has got. He
must scoop great spoonfuls from the depths ofhis experience,
from the shadowed places ofhis own heart even, ifby these

means he may be able to satisfy another's hunger.
After all, how eke can we help one another save by

giving something of ourselves? Signing cheques will not

do it. Lending pious books or writing them will not

do it. There is no substitute. (Why do people keep on

writing books on the spiritual life? Surely twenty minutes

spent in grappling with a particular person's individual

difficulty are worth more than two hundred pages of

generally administered written advice.)
1

Now to turn to the other side ofthe subject* and see the

harm which people can do to one another. In the fore^

going chapter we dealt with the indirect spread of evil;

what follows will be devoted to the influence of evil when

it acts directly.

If, as we have seen, our responsibility towards others

extends to those sins which we commit with no intention of

involving anyone eke besides ourselves, what must be the

1 On reflection the answer suggests itself that one is meant to do both -write

for as long as one can find publishers who will take one's stuff, and grapple while

the grappling** good. Nevertheless it is the particular which must be allowed to

weigh more than the general Thus if there were a choice, one's literary output
should be sacrificed to one's correspondence and one's contacts. (Still more, if

one is a priest, to one's confessionaL)
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guilt of actively contributing to another person's destruc-

tion? Yet, given certain conditions with regard to the other

person, we imagine ourselves exonerated from any sort of

blame. So long as we have not been responsible for the

other's seduction and this does not only apply to matters

of sex we feel that we have only our own consciences to

account for. To imagine, however, that provided the other

person is corrupted already we have no further obligations

is to miss one of the first implications of the Redemption.

It assumes, incidentally, that the more corrupt such a

partner is, the better our purpose is served. How can

instructed Catholics forget that though the life ofgrace may
have died in the soul, there is still the soul's immortality

to be reckoned with? How can they forget that a soul goes

on being a soul even though the chances offuture happiness

have been risked and lost? How can they forget that even

if the existence ofeternity is not realised, it is nevertheless in

store for that soul one way or the other?

"If they are prepared to go to hell," you hear it said,

"that is their business, not mine. They probably don't

believe in hell anyway. And ifthey do, they have qualified

for it years ago. What sins I commit in that quarter won't

make the smallest difference." In this question of a soul's

eternal destiny, who are we to judge? Where heaven and

hell are concerned it is surely presumptuous on the part of

any man to rule out, on the grounds ofprofession or back-

ground or creed or previous record, the chances ofanother

human soul. Howean he possibly be sure? All he can know

for certain is that his own relations with that other human

soul will either prejudice or advance those chances. They
will not have no effect at all. A man does not remain
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neutral as the result of coming in contact with another's

vice or virtue.

On one occasion when 1 was in hospital I was visited by
a friend ofminewho spent some ofour rime together

telling me about his less creditable exploits in the army.
Since this could hardly have been calculated to cheer me up,
I can only suppose that the young man wanted to get it off

his chest while I wasjudged to be in no condition to retaliate.

However, I rallied sufficiently to deliver a spirited attack

opon his criminal indifference to the claims ofother people's

souls. This aspect of his story had apparently never struck

him. About his own guilt he had been in no doubt; it was

the fact that other people's guilt might be laid to Ms door

that was news to him. Even when he had seen my point
and was duly shamefaced about his part in the whole thing,

he concluded his final review of die subject with the

observation:
<cOh but that one was only an Arab girl,

and

so doesn't really count." Only an Arab girl Have Arab

girls no souls 2 Are we, then* only Christians? Ah, that's

different. We may matter, because we are meant for better

things; we have been educated; we have at least got some

sort of standards even though we don't keep to them.

But as for people like natives, harlots, perverts, crooks and

genuine unbelievers, they needn't cause us a thought: we
don't have to worry about their souls.

But perhaps I am wrong about all this. Perhaps Christians

can behave as they dojust because they can fall into a heresy

about themselves identical with that into which they fall

concerning those whom they look upon as outside the line.

Perhaps it is that they do regard themselves and their fellow

members of Christ's Mystical Body as only Christians, as
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insignificant parts of a concern which is too vast to have

any personal implications. But the Church does make

personal claims, Christ does invite a personal response,

membership is an individual thing. Hence the need to get
back to the idea which we suggested at the beginning, and

awaken within ourselves a sense of the closeness of our

incorporation in Christ. Unless we think of ourselves and

other people as younger sons in a family ofthose who have

inherited the promises of Christ, we shall be in danger of

treating human bodies, minds, and immortal souls as ifthey
were so much cattle. Our knowledge and experience of

mankind, with its complexities, with its hungers, with its

insufficiencies, with its supreme difficulty of adjusting itself

to its divine and human relationships, must surely go far

beyond the limbs and brains of our fellow creatures. We
are called upon by God, and not merely by a few spiritual

writers who happen to have a particular point of view, to

respect the place of each living man, ourselves included, in

the company ofall those who, however badly they may have

followed the programme, have, since the creation ofAdam,
been one with us in a common supernatural heritage. The

family may be unwieldy and quite unimaginable. But that

does not matter. It is still a family. It is a family which, for

purely practical purposes, narrows down to those with

whom, for good or ill, we come in contact.



THE POLICY OF TAKING

"I WAS brought up to believe that the main thing in

life was work," wrote James Agate in the last ofMs books,
"and that pleasure was in the nature ofa treat. But there is

a new spirit abroad. The only connection which the modem
nose has with the grindstone is to snub it.** The new spirit

mentioned here, though not exactly unfamiliar in the pages
of history, has certainly in the years following the war
received new impetus. Perhaps it is a spirit which* shared

by victors and vanquished alike, is in evidence after all wars.

Perhaps having given so much and got nothing in return

for nothing has ever been got out ofa war there comes the

opposite urge in man to grasp at everything and give

nothing. High wages, short hours, pleasure, freedom from

discipline, easier divorce and no obligations towards worship.
It is sad to see money regarded as a substitute for labour and

not as a reward for it. Sadder still to see marriage regarded
as an escape or an excuse, to see pleasure taken to be an end

in itself. Surely it is not an exaggeration to say that ifa man

gets his work and his marriage right, the chances are that

he will get his soul right as well.

Take first the question ofwork. When a person's income

or position is assumed to confer the right of making no
further effort, it can only mean that leisure has been bought
too dearly. In telling us that we must bear one another's

burdens and so fulfil the law of Christ, St. Paul is outlining

not only the principle ofcharity but the principle oflabour

as well. Indeed they are one principle: serving instead of
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grasping. If, on the showing of the passage quoted above,

the idea of being a servant to one's public is an ideal worth

working for, it is all the more worth while to aim at being a

servant to one's God. In effect there need be no conflict

between the two. A worker serves God in mankind and

mankind in God. Provided he keeps in mind the primary
ideal of service, provided the motive is not self-interest first

and last, his labour can never be entirely wasted. It may
fail objectively, it may disappoint everybody including the

worker himself, but so far as value in the sight ofGod goes
it is a success.

in marriage no less than in work the whole thing turns

on whether sacrifice of self or satisfaction of self is upper-
most. Once the sense ofmutual service is lost, the union is

menaced by the source of all corruption self-love. Unless

marriage is undertaken as a vocation, with all the implications
ofmission and dedication, there is bound to be more grabbing
than giving. Marriage has not been instituted so as to save

people the trouble of living on their own any more than

religious orders exist for the convenience of their members.

Neither marriage nor monasticism is intended to support

people whose purpose is to lean. The real dividing line as

regards mankind in general is not between the good and

the bad because the good can be bad and the bad can be

good but between the leaners and the non-leaners. The
division is not even between the lazy and the energetic
because everyone is by nature lazy, and also because energy

may be a purely physical quality but between those who

propose to contribute to life and those who expect life to

wait on them. The question is a moral one, and not a phys-
ical or temperamental one.
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Examine this in the of the two most powerful
emotions possessed by man,, love and sorrow. If a

brings notiling to these emotions* ifhe either sits down and

lets them take him in their sweep or evades their re-

sponsibility and tries to escape altogether, he is merely

existing and not living. Passivity, after a certain stage, is

not merely wasteful; it is morally wrong. To pursue a

course ofneutrality constitutes, eventually,, hostility. A man
becomes the enemy ofGod's order. He reaps where others

labour. Not only is it wrong, but in the long run it is folly

as well: the individual is the worse off for not giving. The

penalty of being a leaner is having your hand pierced by
what you lean on. Your love turns sour on you, and your
sorrow becomes insupportable. Only God can explain love

and sorrow . . . and even then it calls for all the faith you
have got ifyou are to accept the explanation

Admittedly natural temperament pkys a part in all this.

But not as much as people make out. The essential part is

played by the will. It is the will which in the last analysis

must decide whether to take life in hand or let it slide.



AFFECTION, PASSION, AND
SUFFERING

WE HAVE just seen that love and sorrow are two qualities

which, escaping measurement and to a certain extent defying

precedent, are the most likely among the emotions to jump
the controls and stampede the spirit. The one can blow your

judgement sky high, the other can pull your hope down to

the dust. As in the previous chapter, so here: there are dis-

tinctions to be allowed for which vary according to the

individual temperament.
We know that love is not all heavenly; nor is it all earthly;

it is a mixture of the two. What we forget is that some

people are affectionate rather than passionate, others

passionate rather than affectionate. There is hardly ever,

in anyone, the right proportion ofthe two. That is why the

question of love needs, in every separate individual, such

careful handling. The balance, by adjusting the weights, by
calling for acts of faith, ofself-control, ofeven heroism, has

to be maintained. Some among the more passionate natures

are so lacking in affection that for longish stretches at a time

they have no real love for anyone. This may not be their

fault altogether; it may simply mean that what litde power
they have ofaffection is simply not operating. It is certainly
their loss, and it must make the law ofcharity very irksome,
but such people would be to blame only if they suppressed
their affections and gave all their attention to their appetites.
There is indeed the temptation to kill the gentler side oflove
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so as to feel more free in pursuing the side is

gross.

Those, on the other hand,, who arc all and very
little passion have their own problems. For them the

on charity is less obvious. Their particular duty is to be
tolerant of the failures which they see all round them, and
for which they cannot find it in their hearts to feel any real

sympathy. Taking their own experience as thek of

reference, they are tempted to be either too hard upon the

weaknesses ofothers or too easily shattered by the effects of
these weaknesses upon themselves.

Where a passionate person makes perhaps too many
allowances for other people's passion, an affectionate person
not only makes too few but is over-conscious of, over-

sensitive to, the agony occasioned by someone else*s blind

desire. The trouble comes, of course, when somebody
belonging to one category is married to somebody belong-

ing to the other, and when there is a complete misunder-

standing of each other's love. The passionate partner of

such a union is puzzled and exasperated by what seems

indefatigable sentiment, while the affectionate partner is

hurt and disillusioned by what appears to be undisguised
sex. It means that they have both limited the interpretation

of love to their own experience, to their own emotion.

Unless the first one recognises a devotion which is expressed

by tenderness rather than by desire, and unless the second

credits tie other for not living entirely for sex, there is

almost sure to be a breakdown ofmutual confidence. The
habit of love may be present in both of them, but if the

form it takes is so different as to be intermittently violent

in one and habitually demonstrative in the other, there has
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to be a more than ordinary understanding on each side for

the preservation of any real harmony.
The point to be remembered during all this is that though

the affections may be sickly and sentimental, may cling and

exasperate, they do not damn. No soul has ever gone to hell

for being too genuinely affectionate. The same cannot be

said where the passions are concerned. On the other hand

there have been many who have been saved by their

affections. Nobody has ever been saved by his passion. If

in this matter of love it is possible to canalise one's natural

tendencies at all, surely people's natures should be steered

away from the passionate element and towards the affection-

ate.

Love is too often regarded as a thing in itself right or

wrong instead of as a fusion oftwo quite different things.

By confusing desire and devotion we may be missing the

means ofsecuring a happy marriage. It is devotion after all,

and not either excitement at one end ofthe thermometer or

cloying sentiment at the other, which is the stuffofmarried

life. Devotion is far more likely to be arrived at through the

affections than through the appetite.

Consider now the other factor in life to which we have

referred, and see how sorrow may, by being uncontrolled,

waste a life every bit as effectively as the emotion dealt with

above. As in the case of love gone wrong, misdirected

sorrow may prejudice the happiness ofothers. We have seen

on another page that it is not merely in bad taste but actually

wrong to inflict our miseries upon other people; here we are

thinking not so much about being a bore with our individual

glooms as about being a drag with our habit ofdependence
and our demands. Dr. Johnson says that all noticeable
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unhappiness is a form oflaziness. Laziness on the part ofone
involves extra pressure on the part of others. Sorrow in-

dulged in, then, is anti-social, anti-charitable. We are not

expected to deny, bya process ofself-hypnotism, the existence
of suffering in our Mves, but we are, by a process of self-

immolation, expected to keep quiet about it. Ifthe humble
man is the one who does not decry himselfso much as forget

himself, so the soul who is suffering properly is the one who
does not repudiate so much as forget his claim to sympathy.
The thing for him to do is to face his misfortune, accept it,

and then suppress any further reference to it This will not

anaesthetise it, but it will at least insulate it.

Wise men sometimes say exceedingly silly things. Pro-

vided a phrase comes out pat in the correct epigrammatic
form, and can be seen to cover certain cases, nobody stops to

think. "Nous ne sommes jamais aussi malheureux que nous

le pensons," writes Remain Rolknd, "mais non plus aussi

heureux que nous le pensons." On this showing, a man may
say toyou, "Youmaynot/e^lhappy, butin actual fact you are

very", or "Without knowing it, you are a most unhappy

person in spite of that sense of general wellbeing which

tells you that everything in the world is wonderful/* Say

you drink some rum after a cold walk. "Ah," you exclaim,
" that has warmed me up." "Not at all," someone explains,

"you are not as warm as you think. Rum has a certain effect

upon your inside which creates an illusion ofwarmth. All

it does is to make jonfeel warm." Exactly. Thank you.

Feeling unhappy may have any number of explanations,

but none ofthem can explain it away. What is sometimes

worse is that the feeling of unhappiness may have no ex-

planation at all, no grounds for it whatever. But this does
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not dispose of it. The most a soul can do, very often, is to

prevent it from spreading to others. A tortured spirit may
have to go on being a tortured spirit until its release from the

body of this flesh. The test of a soul is not how many
sufferings it can be made to endure, but how ready it is to

endure them and keep quiet.

"But you are dealing with two quite different subjects

under the one heading,'* is perhaps the objection. "Why not

keep the problem ofpain for a separate treatment?" Forgive

me, but the fusion was intentional.



THE WIDE INWARD SPACES

WHAT is it that can separate people who are obviously
intended by nature and grace to be lifelong friends? Often
we see people divided from each other as if by a wedge:
people whose common interests and mutual affection

should have the effect of uniting: people whom we had

thought to be almost affinities. "The only great distances

life contains are those we carry within ourselves the

distances which separate husbands and wives for instance.

And so it will be with us." This, in the words ofPaula to her

husband Aubrey in The Second Mrs. Tanqucray, is the state-

ment of the case. The speech which follows in the play

provides an answer. "And then one day perhaps very

suddenly, under a queer fantastic light at night or in the

glare of the morning that horrid irresistible truth which

physical repulsion forces on men and women will come to

you, and you'll sicken ofme." This provides, as suggested,
an answer. But not the complete answer.

People do not sicken ofeach other merely because such an

external thing as time comes along and parts them. Time can

do no more than widen a gap which is already there. The

point to get at is the reason for the gap. If the relationship

has begun with a reservation on either side, a misunder-

standing which has never been cleared up or a secret

deliberately screened, then there is present all the material

for what has been called above the physical repulsion forced

by irresistible fact. There are no spaces so limitless as those
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ofnon-comprehension, and the tragedy is that these can exist

where once there was understanding.
The description of Mistress Bubble in The Pilgrims

Progress shows us where such tragedies find their origin. "It

was she that set Absalom against his father, and Jeroboam

against his master. It was she that persuadedJudas to sell his

Lord, and Demas to forsake the godly pilgrim's life. She

makes variance betwixt parents and children, between

neighbour and neighbour, betwixt a man and his wife,

betwixt a man and himself, between the flesh and the heart."

She told Mr. Standfast that ifhe would be ruled by her, she

would make him great and happy. "I am the mistress ofthe

world, and men are made happy by me" was her claim. The
ttouble is that so many listen and are taken in that, though
none can find the happiness which is promised, she does in

fact come to represent the world and dictate its spirit.

She is the goddess of materialism, the enemy of faith and

truth. Where her doctrine prevails there is hypocrisy,

selfishness, and ultimately estrangement from the fellowship
ofman. In the Mystical Body ofChrist there can be no such

wanton distances as those which separate two souls who have

walled off their understanding. It is only when the spirit of

the world has been allowed to take possession, when charity
has become petrified and greed has been allowed the control

of policy, that a man is divided against his fellow men,

against his family, against himselfand his own best interests.

Perhaps as wide as the gulf which is- caused by charity
turned inside out is the gulf which a man feels in his own
soul between what he could have been and what he is. He
sees, thrown up with sometimes stark and irrefutable clarity

against the screen of his soul, the ideal which once acted as
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the dominant force in his life and, alongside, the travesty
which he has allowed it to become. The reproach is

more than he can bear. He that to

having accepted the summons is worse to have gone
back to the time before the offer was made: it were not

to have heard at all than to have heard and answered and not

fulfilled. Here is a wide inward space indeed. The soul

hopes against hope that God on His side wiH the dis-

tance from His side, and allow no further wanderings away.
If only the original purpose could be kept in mind, if only
new desires could be fended off, if only the world would
rekx its grip and give a weak but well intentioned soul some

peace ... if only the soul did not admit of such deserved

hunger, such agonies of hoilowness, such emptiness and

loneliness and guilt. The greatest distances are certainly those

which we carry witMn ourselves.



SPIRITUAL WRITERS' CRAMP

ONE OF the things which hinder a writer on spiritual

subjects is the fact that he cannot get away from himself.

His case-book is his own soul, his stock-pot is his own past,

he is his own yard-stick.
1 It is a drawback to him for two

reasons: first he is forced in upon himself, examining, weigh-

ing up, racking his memory, testing his good-faith the whole

time and this is bad, because the spiritual life is meant to be

as objective as possible; second, his wares are thrown out in-

to the open market to be viewed by the curious and the

critical as well as by those whom he is doing his best to

benefit. He becomes like a poulterer who decides that the

best way of satisfying his customers is to lay himself on the

marble slab along with the pheasants and partridges. He is,

in a true sense, "game". The customers, quite rightly, take

advantage ofthis. Peering and prodding, the reviewers make

comparisons. Deductions follow swiftly. It is, for the

person on the slab, all very intimate and shaming. But then

the price ofhaving a public is the giving away, to a certain

extent, of what is private; it is a price which any writer

should be willing to pay. Ifhe is sincere, an author is the

servant ofother people people the vast majority ofwhom
he is never likely to meet - and service is always a privilege
for which one has to pay. All the same, it does rather cramp

1 Of course it works both, ways, because ifhe is fool enough to shy away from
his own experience on the grounds ofpersonal failure (or on any other grounds if
it comes to that), he will show himself up pretty soon as an impostor. People
know imtiuctively when he is drawing upon other men's findings. So it is safer
in the long run to stick to what he knows from the inside from his inside.
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one's style to know one is virtually a

confession at Hyde Park Comet.
What has been said here not apply only to writers on

the subject of spiritualty: it applies to all writers, but

particularly, in the secular sphere, to p0etss novelists, and

dramatists. In a lesser degree are historians and biographers

involved, while clearly it has only the most accidental

connection with political pamphleteers, economists* and

students of sociology. Every craftsman however all the

more so ifhe is a creative artist as well betrays his person-

ality in Mswork He must do* It is to a large extent through
his work that he expresses his own essential and individual

self. A man may find means offluent self-expression over a

tankard in an inn or across a kitchen table when discussing

household expenses with his wife, but ifwe are looking for

the normal signs of a man's development, if we want to

discover traces ofthe incommunicable ego, we must examine

the kind ofimpress a man's character has left upon his work.

The question for the individual worker to decide is how
much or how little of himself lie need or possibly must

reveal. In order to make his work a true and finished realisa-

tion ofwhat was originally conceived, he may not divorce

the maker from the made. He not only may not, but cannot.

He will expose himselfsomewhere. Certainly the history of

literature has shown that whether authors have or have not

consciously approached the question of self-revelation in

their work, the question has in fact -though variously and

according to the different natures involved been, decided.

Some have obviously made up their minds to give away no

more ofthemselves than they could help; others have gone
the whole length and allowed the world to see them as,
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accurately or inaccurately, they have seen themselves. Others

again, and let us hope that there are more ofthese than ofany
other, did not seem to mind what came to light about their

interiors provided the main purpose oftruth (or ofart, or of

politics, or ofmorality, or ofwhatever cause it was that they
were trying to further) was served. Thus you get Dickens,

for example, guarding the secrets of his own personal

struggle, and putting people offthe scent right and left. Not
even Dickens could altogether cover up the frustrations

which were his by circumstance and temperament. In

another column you get such widely different writers as

Tolstoi, Chesterton, Graham Greene, Dostoievski, Ibsen,

Elizabeth Bowen, Mauriac, Virginia Woolf, Compton
Mackenzie, Emlyn Williams, each in his or her contrasting

way ready to reveal as much as anyone wants to know.
Their essential natures, though not necessarily their moral

conflicts or unique spiritual aspirations, are open to the skies.

Finally you get a smaller group of writers who quite

deliberately investigate the nature of man by carefully

studying their own. These are they who tell the time by the

ticking of their own hearts. Other people's problems,
whether fictional or actual, are seen as projections of their

own. Given right principles such writers, on account of
their first-hand approach and intuitive grasp, can be enor-

mously helpful in the world. All too often, however, they

go round and round in circles always coming back to

themselves as the focus ofinterest. It is all right to start off

from self, but it is a mistake to be so absorbed in the starting

point as to be for ever returning to it. D. H. Lawrence,

Stendhal, Proust, Flaubert,Joyce, Matthew Arnold are names
which suggest themselves, but such a selection is entirely
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arbitrary and probably most unfair. At It is

curious that among this last company, whether or not you
happen to agree about the actual in the secular

list, must be numbered most ofthe more widely read spiritual
writers. This is not so curious when you consider two

things: first, as already noted, that the of research is

necessarily the soul of the person writing; and second that,

in the effort to suppress what is wrong about his ovmgeist or

daemon, the spiritual writer is letting off steam. This kst

point is worth a final paragraph.
It must be remembered that the writing ofbooks is often

lor this kind ofauthor the only oudet. Where another may
find parallel or complementary forms of self-expression in

rearing a family, in travel, in running a farm or an estate,

in going to race meetings and the theatre, the ordinary
writer ofspiritual books must particularly ifhe has not the

active care of souls and does not pky the piano or paint
work the creative urge out of his system somehow. The

apostolic urge is only an aspect ofthe creative urge, and both

find fulfilment of some sort in writing books about the

spiritual life. If all this energy came forth in the form of

fiction it would probably be an even greater release, as it was

for instance in the case ofMgr. Benson, but it is probably
true to say that when celibate writers take to telling stories

out oftheir heads they tend to do so with more reference to

their hearts than to their minds. Psychologists would tell us

that where there has been no ecsperience of passionate

romance a good enough substitute may be found in writing

about it. Rather than turn themselves into romantic

novelists, authors with any sort of interest in the spiritual

life are inclined, wisely, to walk on safer ground.
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To conclude. Whatever we may feel about releasing tie

incommunicable ego, and allowing for die drawbacks

already mentioned in this essay, it does seem to be worth

while for a man to exploit any inclination which he may
have towards writing for the benefit of his feEow men.1

It

will mean that he has not only to test his subject by his

knowledge ofhimself, but that he has also to test himselfby
the practice of his subject. And this is very good for him
indeed. The same is the case with regard to preaching: the

value of what is said is measured by the sincerity of its

source, and the source is valued according to the sincerity

ofits purpose. There are dangers ofcourse: the writer may
become an exhibitionist, he may be more concerned with

his powers ofperception and exposition than with what he

perceives and exposes, he may cheapen his vision or use it for

ambitious and material ends. There is no knowing what a

man may not do with the gifts God gives him. But assuming
that the soul has a right intention and is not deliberately
unfaithful to its call, the dangers will be to him drawbacks

only and to be bracketed with the trivial little things
which we considered at the start. It is always the same in the

spiritual life: such dangers have power to cramp but not to

crush. Does it so very much matter ifour style is toned down
and our freedom ofexpression is limited? So long as we set

out to declare whatwe conceive to be God's word, and stand

by that intention till the opportunity ofdoing so is removed,
there is no great likelihood of spoiling the work either by
exposing ourselves too readily or congratulating ourselves

too so*on. We have our critics to thank for this.

1 The reflections expressed here are intended to counter the misgivings sug-
gested on p. 41.



THE WEDDING WILL PLACE
* *HAS THE moment arrived", young ask of one,

"for me to proposes" "Do I," comes die from the

otter side, "really love Mm?* 5

As if we outside the

could know ! I have, in point of feet, suggested various

to go on with regard to this subject,
1 but the sort

ofquestions are still being put to me 1 can only suppose that

i have not done it very well. It might be worth while there-

fore, avoiding repetition* to add a few afterthoughts here.

(It
is presumed that this book is being read by people Eving

in the world rather than by monks and nuns. Though even

a monk or nun could do worse than get up this subject.

Indeed perhaps one reason why the present generation has

seen so many unhappy marriages is because the teaching

orders have had so little to say about what the sacrament of

matrimony involves.)

To begin with, if is no good getting married on the

strength ofan idea. You are uniting yourselfwith a person
and not a proposition. "It is time I settled down. Marriage
is an enviable state. I must find a nice wife/* And on the

girl's side: "If I don't throw myself at some man's head, I

may miss my chance altogether." The man has got to realise

(or so I think) that it is better to be a bachelor all one's life

than to marry the wrong girl; the girl must risk waiting

rather than take on someone she does not love. Admittedly

1 In We Die Staniwg Up. The rfevant chapter is called "An Engagement is

Announced. . . .
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people may get married from motives of loyalty, pity,

protectiveness and so on, but even here it is difficult to see

how the quality oflove can be adequately replaced. You are

not marrying a virtue, you are marrying another human

being.

If, as we havejust seen, it is hopeless to undertake marriage
for a reason which is abstract, it is ano less mistaken approach
to undertake marriage for a motive which Is secondary. For

example a man may choose a wife because he feels she will

run his house for him. If so he Is marrying a housekeeper,
and not a person. A man is meant to marry a partner to

himself. He does not marry even a good mother to his

future children; he is marrying, primarily, a wife. That she

should be able to take her place at his side in society, that

she should be possessed of the ordinary maternal instincts,

that she is likely to be someone whom he can depend upon
for companionship, for sympathy, for advice and so forth

are obviously considerations which cannot be lost sight of.

But first and foremost it 'is because a man loves a woman
that he marries her, and not because he is either proud ofher
or in need ofher support.

Very often love reveals itself in the discovery, within

oneself, ofsome such need as we have mentioned a need

which a particular person is capable of supplying but the

need itself Is not love. Ifa man embarks upon matrimony
simply because he likes having someone to lean on, he will

be disappointed. He had much better engage a secretary
whom he will be able to get rid ofifshe does not suit him.

Before leaving this aspect ofthe question we may note that

the woman's attitude is to be judged somewhat differently
from that ofthe man's. Since the care ofthe children, at all
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events in the early years, will rest her, It is

her responsibility to see herself as a

it is his to see himself as a father, of what has to do
with the home will be her province: she

assure herselfthat she loves the to

home an agreeable place to Hve in. Though a not

marry because he wants to lean, a woman be

clear, before she marries, that she wants to be on. Un-
less she wants this, she is not in love.

The natures of man and woman are, with all their dis-

similarities, sufficiently alike in this that for the fruition of

any sort of real love between them there has to be on each

side a sense of spiritual, intellectual* emotional, and physical

correspondence. The harmony can never be absolute, but

touching ail four points there should be at least the agree-
ment of essential sympathy. One might narrow the thing
down and say that the human heart operates on two valves,

both of which have to be functioning in the man and the

woman alike. Not necessarily in him and her equally, but

in him and her together. Not necessarily to be expressed

in the same waj^ but in him and her at the same time. CaH
one valve affection and the other desire. Often there is love

on his or her side but not in the foil sense, not coming from

both valves. For loyalty and devotion and all the lasting

qualities which go to make up the lifetime, love's first

valve is drawn upon; marriage's other requirements are

supplied by the second. The whole heart has to be given

in exchange for another's heart, equally whole. Not for

the sake ofwhat comes ofthe exchange is this given, but for

the sake of giving.



THE SUITABLE MATCH

A MARRIAGE which Is only a suitable one and no more
Is not likely to suit either husband, wife or children in-

definitely. "But/* protests someone who is on the verge of

getting engaged, "this would mean that half the marriages
in the world ought never to have taken place. Am I not

supposed to select my partner in life because of what we
have in common background, interests, friends, upbring-

ing and so on?" To which I would answer unhesitatingly
that though it would be absurd to discount these natural

and social bonds, it would be very unwise indeed to let them
bind you for life ifthere is doubt about the more important
element of love. There is an affinity which has nothing to

do with what is shared outwardly, and this is the affinity

which, for marriage, matters most. Suitability is the

staunchest support to love, but it is not a substitute for it.

A suitable match without love is more ofa risk than a love

match without suitability.

"Ifyou rule out loveless but socially correct marriages,"
it might be argued, "your next step will be to rule out

marriages which, though possibly in die strict sense loveless,

are undertaken out ofadmiration/' The answer to this one

must depend upon what construction is put upon the word
"admiration". The trouble is that it is so hard to know
what people mean when they say that they "admire"

someone, that they "are devoted to" someone, and so on.

Ifit is a question ofmere mutual respect and nothing warmer
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than, that, then (in my opinion) is not to go on
for purposes of marriage; is not if

it is backed up with a ofreliance, to the

either that the will somehow out ofit all

or that the general goodwill felt on both will supply
for the love which is lacking. If, on the hand, admir-

ation is taken to mean the sort of heroine-hero-woiship
which has in it more than immature ifit is under-

stood to be that kind ofappreciation of other's natures

which makes for a sense offeeling at home with

and a desire to be always together, if it stands for the

of reverence which does not in the least but which
induces a conviction of one*s own unworthiness, if it is the

admiration which inspires confidence where perhaps there

was none before, then, even though the "grande passion"

may be absent, there is here surely the makings of love.

Enough of it, anyway, to get married on. Not everyone*
after all, is built for this **grande passion

9 '

business. Many
people have never known, and never will know, the sense,

humiliating and ecstatic at the same time, of being at the

mercy of an emotion which is so overwhelming that it

could make them throw over everything that they had been

brought up to, worked for, lived with, and send them offto

the end of the world at the lifting of an eyelid. Certainly
it would be the last purpose of this essay to debar such souls

as these from the chances of happy married life. Perhaps
most marriages are made and kept together by those who
have never experienced the particular invasion of their

stability just mentioned. I really do not know. AH I know
is that there can be love where there have been no such

crises. The course oflove is proverbially uneven, and often
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there may be outbreaks of violent desire and even of what

appears to be violent hate, but love is essentially a habit and

not a series of upheavals. The initiation may have an up-

heaving effect, and its several expressions are undoubtedly
more dynamic than static, but, residing as it does chiefly in

the intellect and will then only in the emotions and the

senses its activity is constant rather than intermittent and

explosive. Unique, if you like, in its experience, but

ordered in its possession.

To return to the subject of these paragraphs, we notice

that the term "suitable" may indeed be stretched to cover

more than what is merely appropriate and fitting. Given

the union of affection, the more "suitable" the union is in

other ways the better. All that is claimed here is that love

alone can effect the identity of purpose which is needed to

keep two people happily together. If similarity of outlook

were enough, then those who made pleasure their chief

concern would be found to make the best husbands and

wives. The purpose which is fashioned into one thing by
two souls who are in love with one another is something

very different from the common interest which is so often

mistaken for it.

"But even after all that", complains our heckler at

the last, "I don't see why, lacking the authentic impulse
and the sense ofunworthiness and theurge towards self-dedi-

cationand the restofit, one shouldn't quietly marry someone
nice. Just because she's nice." One may. But one has to

have a pretty strong longing for her niceness together with

an equally strong longing to be worthy ofit by being nice

oneself. Which brings one back again at being in love. It

is not only the niceness that one is wanting: it is the girl
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herself: and this is right. Go forward, young . * God's

blessing is upon you.
All this looks very complicated on paper, and it may

an almost insoluble tangle when the is trying to decide

whether the essentials for marriage are there or not. But if

the soul is set towards God and not towards selfish satis-

faction there ought to be no real danger ofmaking a mistake.

In the nature of the case the issue is nearly always bound to

be confused. Our terms of reference are unreliable* our

judgement is disturbed by the romantic atmosphere created

by the emotions, our friends are too far outside us to be able

to give us the advice we need. The great thing is not to let

one sphere ofactivity dominate the rest: physical, emotional*

and spiritual claims must be looked at in their respective

contexts. For most people the temptation is to allow the

body to do service for, and ultimately override, the heart

and soul. This is because the mind is always in danger of

being pulled down to the level of the flesh: the mind is

able to appreciate and take part in physical enjoyment, while

the flesh is incapable of appreciating or taking part in the

satisfactions of the mind. The demands of the body for its

own kind ofsatisfaction are, therefore, aU the more insistent.

For most people the greater pull comes from the body, not

from the mind. But, as we have seen in this essay, there is

always the possibility that reason giving as grounds the

"suitability" of embarking upon this marriage rather than

that may quash all other claimants. History and individual

experience have shown that reason can be a tyrant. If in

the private sphere, reason, unaided by grace or natural

inclination, takes it upon itselfto choose an appropriate mate

for a man, and if body and heart and soul are ready to fall
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in with the idea* the outcome can hardly be a triumph for

reason since the imsuitability ofthe match will show itself

eventually and will certainly be a tax upon body, heart,

and soul such as it is not in the nature ofmarriage ordinarily

to impose.



CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

"FRIENDSHIPS, love infatuations* arc all

hell.'
9

1 quote, with from a letter. The
is an artist. Artists may to be in the ex-

pressions oftheir ideas, but they do at It

is often when they haYe expressed them force

that other people, not artists at all, discover that the are

theirs as well. It is because I believe the in

this letter to be fairly general that I record here. My
own part in the business will be merely to the case

against.

"You write and say that you would like me to meet your
friends, and that it would do me good," my correspondent

goes on; "but I don't even want to meet my own. Ifmine

don't do me any good, yours aren't likely to. Thanks all the

same. Pictures, and books for me in future: they don't hurt

so much. With regard to people, the only solution is the

traditional one which worked so well in the old Ottoman

Empire: get hold ofthe girl and put her under lock and key.

At least you know then where die is and what she's up to.

Whereas if you take this young woman Tm after* how
she . . -*'

1 But, my dear artist, don't you see that the

moment you start locking up your loved ones and labelling

them as your own, you are putting ideas of independence
into their heads 5 You can gaze at this young woman of

yours all day, and the chances are that she will love it, but

1There is no necessity, wliatorer the reader's curiosity, to quote fiirther,
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if you once put her under a glass and gaze at her as If she

were your own private exhibit, she will turn her back,

break the glass, and walk off. What's more, I don't altogether

blame her. It's no good your growling "how she's got the

nerve" into your beastly red beard, and cracking a couple
of mahogany palettes across your knee. It's as natural for

her not to want to be monopolised by you as it is for you to

want to monopolise her. This oriental instinct of yours to

possess absolutely Is not confined to you and the Ottoman

Empire; but then neither is the Instinct to escape absolutely

confined to your young woman and Chelsea, S.W.

Friendships, love affairs, infatuations may indeed be hell;

but who ever said they would be heaven? For years we
have been led by script-writers, poster-painters, romanticists

and crooners to expect unmixed bliss from the exercise of

our affections. There is nothing, however, in the charter

ofhuman nature to suggest that the most vital ofall human
emotions should be exercised without cost Love is not a

luxury, and those who have learned anything about it

understand this well enough: they would not have it other-

wise. If you are talking about the sudden flirtation of an

hour, or the uprush of sentiment which you may feel

towards a total stranger, then quite possibly the sweetness

15 unimpaired and gratis. But who wants sweetness anyway
when he can have reality? You do not have to pay much

for a fleeting taste but you do for truth. Besides, iflove is

not all heaven, it is not all hell either. Only by seeing how
near love can be to hell does a soul come to realise how near

it can be to heaven.

Books and pictures will never do instead of people. In

our more disillusioned moments we think that perhaps
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they may, but when we have recovered from the

of being let down we know that they cannot. This

not be elaborated, illustrated, or even defended. The

and paintings themselves convince us of their insufficiency.

Be honest, my good artist* see ifyou would

that young woman of yours* in spite of her mercurial

intransigence, for the Bodleian or the National Gallery.



I REMAIN, INDIRECTLY YOURS

LADY OXFORD used to say that one could never really

influence weak people but only strong ones. Thus If in the

last analysis it is the receptivity of the subject which makes

another's influence operative, then the benefit must neces-

sarily depend upon how long this readiness to respond is to

last. If the mood is a passing one and there is again a readi-

ness to respond to a new ideal or impulse or challenge, then

the character is said to be weak; if on the other hand there

is a reiterated acceptance of whatever it was that had the

stirring effect, then the character is strong. It all depends

upon whether what is received is assimilated, becoming

part of the permanent structure of the person's make-up,
or whether it isjust played with. All this is perfectly obvious .

The only difficulty is that the question is begging itself.

What is there to prevent a so-called weak person assimilating

a permanent habit of acting weakly? What is there to

prevent a so-called strong person obstinately following a

course which is at variance with his strength? When you

get down to it, you are faced so it seems with only an

artificial distinction between the weak and the strong.

There is the uneasy feeling that we are all in the same boat,

that we are all weak. I don't know what Lady Oxford

would have said to this. Probably in her decisive way she

would have said, "Of course we are, my dear man, but

there's no earthly reason why we need be."

Perhaps the answer is that though all may be born weak,
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all, as they grow to maturity, can, by to be in-

fluenced by one lot of objectively
rather than by another, become
selves. This seems to cover it. As a formula it also

for the action of grace. If you the world the

weak and the strong, you complicate rather

the problem of free will. If, on the other hand, you
(with me) that we are all pretty weak anyway and that it is

a question of who is going to leave the

upon our malleable natures, you immediately leave the door

wide open for both the soul*s individual response to grace
an5. for the action of grace operating through the instru-

mentality of a fellow human being.

People like to think of the weak as belonging to the

blancmange orjelly-fish class. Most unhappy and inaccurate

comparisons, both of them. Neither the blancmange nor

thejelly-fish is capable ofreceiving an impress from without.

Both, in fact, are magnificently resilient. You cannot dent

a blancmange as you can, for instance, dent the tin from

which it plopped nor can you sway the essential nature

of the jelly-fish. Short ofscooping out spoonfuls from the

one and dismembering the other, you cannot be sure that

your influence is having any effect at all. It is no good talking

about "strength** and "weakness": the terms here do not

apply. Similarly with regard to people's characters, the

terms can but have a relative connotation. Much better

employ words which mean something such as "yielding",

"resilient", "obdurate".

We have seen, then, that from the point of view of the

person who is exercising the influence there is no guarantee

that any direct effect will follow, and that from the point of
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view of the person influenced there Is no knowing what, If

anything, has been received. We are like a lot of people

bumping up against each other In the dark. We may lash

out and hit nobody, or we may turn round too suddenly
and knock somebody over. There is no limit here to the

scope of the action of grace.

This curious absence of recognisable link between cause

and efiect in the impact ofcharacter upon character Is borne

out very strongly when, for Instance, we do our utmost in

a particular direction for certain individuals and the result

Is something absolutely different from what we had planned.
A good result ofsome sort may be achieved, but if so it is

almost In spite of us rather than because of us. There seems

to be no relation between the direction of our work and Its

final fruition. It is as if our effort, enthusiasm, weariness,

anxiety, prayer, penance, and all those hundred things that

go into the business of caring for individuals' souls have to

be put through a process before they can bring about what
has all along been in the mind of God. Broken into smaE

pieces, ground to powder, mixed into a paste, and then recast

in a new and sometimes to us a not personally-gratifying
mould. But if the shape which emerges in the end is not

alwayswhatwe would have chosen, it Is at least nearer to the

pattern than anything which we had ourselves conceived.

What It all means is that God has sown, we have laboured,
and God has come back again to bring in the harvest. His

harvest, not ours.

Ifwe were granted to see the consequences ofour labour,

if we were able to check up directly and say, "I gave him
that side to his character which everyone finds so pleasing,"
we should be leaving God's action out ofaccount altogether.
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Ifwe are to glory at all (and It is not we
should glory in being chosen as we not

take the credit for more this. Our may
be said to cease when we have done our and the

outcome over to the disposition ofDivine Providence. It Is

no good worrying any more after this. The good has

done, and the effects must be slowed to work
out secretly. The growth In holiness we prayed
for may be finding expression on another plane, in a difErmt

dimension.

The best Influences are usually those which are Indirect:

they are better for both the person Influencing and the person
influenced. Otherwise the one becomes oppressive and the

other oppressed. Plato knew this when he said that "you
cannot make people good; the most you can do Is to provide
the conditions in which the good life may be lived." The
effort to create those conditions is the surest guarantee that

the good life will be lived. There Is no absolute guarantee.

The only absolute guarantee is that the effort will not be

wasted : God will apply it somehow,somewhere, tosomeone.

It would be nice for us, though not so sanctifying, If the

people we sacrificed most for in this world were able to

come to us with their recognition ofour service. "I owe you
everything," we might hear. And how very bad for us it

would be. The existing system is far safer: there are no all-

compensating satisfactions, no triumphs ofachievement, no

convictions about blood being well spilled and tears being

profitably shed. If man's communication with God is by
faith and for the most part indirect, It should not be so

surprising that the most essential communication between

man and man should be conducted upon the same lines.



UNEVEN RESPONSE

I HAVEjust been giving a very dull, but I suppose necessary,
instruction to two young people who are engaged to be

married. It is a routine obligation for all three ofus, and I am.

not likely to meet either of them again when the course is

finished. She is the Catholic and the one who is making all

the running. In her can be seen, shining incandescent through
the drabness ofbackground and future prospects, the love of
her religion, the love of her family, the love of her young
man, the love of unborn children. In him can be seen

practicaEy nothing. Nothing that is to say, which gives

promise ofa happy married life. The wonder is that he has

got as far as this, and why he thinks he has got a chance of

making a success ofit. It must be all her doing: the stronger

personality, the one in whomlove is a driving force, pushing
-the thing along. My instinct is to advise them strongly to

call it off; if I get a chance I shall.

Now this is the point which I want to make here that

where love does not unite, it actually separates. The

separation is all the more effectual for being, on one side,

unrecognised. The undermining process of a love which is

out oftune maygo on for ages andnotdeckreitselfuntil, for

the one who loves, it is too late. In the case which I am con-

sidering, it is strictly speaking the girl's love, rather than the

man's lack of it, which is likely to menace the happiness of
their marriage. It seems that where love is not received on
its own terms, where its course is not allowed to run
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exactly true, the very

together is the one die

between two bricks: from one ofview it unites

from, another it comes in Love can in

between.

A love, though it may be as as you
could wish to on earth, may not only, by out of

tune with the emotions ofthe loved, pot up
which seem to grow in size and as on, but

can elicit the sentiment which is its exact opposite,

disgust can result from being either unwilling or to

respond to the demand of love. That is why it is a

heroic for the one who is loved but dloes not love, whatever

the reasons of so-called honour, to keep silent let the

arrangement stand. It may begin with heroism, but it will

end in hypocrisy. Oceans ofmisunderstanding must flow in

where the shores of one personality are not properly

recognised by the other. That there should be a fog in this

particular channel is dangerous; that an attempt should be

made to hide in this fog is disastrous.

There is this paradoxical quality about love, that it either

sees intuitively or else is so unperceptive that no amount of

evidence is any use. The reaction is either hair-trigger and

immediate, or else non-existent. Insufficiencies which are

patent to all the world are not admitted by the lover . . .

while at the same time all sorts offar more subtle and secret

movements ofthe mind which the outside world would miss

completely are known instinctively. Tfce human heart has

its own way ofknowing, but there are curious contradictions

among the things which itknows. It is possible for love to be

sensitive to everything except the truth.
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To conclude. When a generous and ardent love has as Its

object someone either base or empty or lazily afraid there

sometimes arises an estrangement which gives the ultimate

revelation a bitterness which is all the more tragic because

avoidable. Ultimate revelation there is bound to be, and

then the revulsion is likely to be mutual. If the revulsion

were merely one-sided, and on the side which deserved it,

the harm done would not be so great. But more often than

not the damage is greater to the soul who is disillusioned than

to the soul who is responsible for the disillusion. Now is the

time, after the fog has lifted, when the highest heroism is

called for on both sides. Marriages can, and do, survive

this ordeal, but it is hardly fair to put them to the strain ofit.

How I am going to put all this across to my young couple at

the next instruction I have not the faintest idea.



THE OPPOSITE

IN THE doubts and are

from the emotion of love, the is by
both women and men alike, is to the

person's attitude can bejudged by a careful of
what one happens to feel, or might be Ekeiy to feel,

I have touched upon subject before, so will not go over it

all again. There are, however, some additional to be

made, and further comparisons to be into account. In

this business of"all for love", a man's interpretation is found

in practice to be different from a woman's. They may both

mean the same thing by it, but their natures make for a

different expression ofIt.

A man or woman, then, may calculate from the findings of

self-examination till he or she is black in the face, bet the fact

must remain that the sources of reference are not the same

and are therefore misleading. It is seldom that a man canknow
what is going on in another man's mind; hardly ever can he

know what is going on in a woman's. With insight and

experience in his favour, a man may have a pretty good

guess as to what most men would feelunder given conditions,

and from this he may conclude how they might reasonably

be expected to act, but unless a woman is a very shrewd

womanindeed, and Is possessed ofa mentalitymore masculine

than feminine, she can form-only the most general Idea,

In the matter oflove, either sex is in a position much the

same as that occupied by the human mind with regard to the

animal mind. Obviously the contrast is not as sharp as this,
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but It is analogous. We human beings can follow the

processes which go on in the lower degrees ofcreation butwe
can follow them only a certain way: our knowledge, though
true as far as it goes, is so rudimentary, so incompletely

parallel, that it is really no safe guide. For instance I know
that a horse would rather look at a stack of oats than at a

tram, I know also that most horses would be happier in a

hunting field than in a stable. But it is straining my know-

ledge ofhorses too far if I attempt to estimate the individual

horse's mental processes any closer. I cannot be sure with

any degree ofaccuracy what horses as a whole or even the

particular horses with which I am acquainted think ofdiet,

hunting, and loose-boxes. Such knowledge is beyond my
range. Similarly the way in which a woman loves is beyond
my range because I have never been a woman any more
than I have been a horse.1 I can observe certain effects and I

can listen to what women tell me about their young men,
but because I can never experiencewhat awomanexperiences
I am virtually in the dirk. My common human nature

carries me some ofthe way, butmy sex carries me no way at

all. In fact it makes me look in the wrong direction. When
analogous knowledge is pressed too far it turns inside out and
becomes ignorance. When we say that people are too clever

by half, it usually means that we think diem not half as

clever as they ought to be or as we are.

The above is merely by way of introduction. What
follows has to do not with generalisations which cannot be

1
Again it most be insisted that there is no question here ofone sex being higher

or lower than the other. The analogy mightjust as well have been taken from the
angelic instead of the animal order. I do not, for example, know what an angel
thinks of hunting, trams, and loose-boxes. The angel's thought can be followed
only when it coincides certainly with our own, more EmitedTprocesses. On the
subject of worship, for instance, we are at one.
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made, but with the few of 1

without a is

such an over-all as a For a

is not in love every of the day; a is. This

may be due to nature*$ way for the

functions of husband and wife, and mother-

hood. The man has to go out to work, tie woman has to

take care of the children, Thus man's be so

planned in the order of nature he has to forget, or he

would fail as a husband a father. In the way

perhaps the woman*s capacity for afiection is for

the -whole-time work oflooking after the home. There is an

elemental difference between the devotion

provides for the family, and the feminine devotion which

lives with it. This is why men are made more versatile,

more quick-change, than women: their place in the natoral-

social-domestic scheme requires it.

Such divergence is seen for instance in the way in which a

man's mind readily departmentalism, keeps its affections and

its passions separate;
thewoman'smindviews love muchmore

as a whole. The woman takes on love in its completeness or

not at all; and having taken it on, cannot lightly depart from

it. Let me illustrate this. It is possible for a man living away
from home to take a strange woman for die night, satisfy his

passion,
and thai sit down nest morning after breakfast to

write a perfectly sincere and affectionate letter to his wife. It

is incongruous, it is monstrous, it is morally indefensible, but

it is possible.
I have known it happen. Some men, believing

themselves to be loving husbands, would think nothing ofit.

"Dearest Mary,1 am only waiting for the day when I can get
"

Perfectly genuine. Now in the case ofa woman
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such conduct, mutatis mutandis, would be Impossible. Her

mind would not work Eke that. She would feel either the

shame or the absurdity of the situation so clearly that there

would be no question of writing that sort of letter next

morning. Even ifshe forced herselfto making an expression

of conjugal affection she would know she was striking a

hopelessly false note. Not so, necessarily, the man.

It is not that men are naturally hypocrites and unfaithful,

but that some men can be unfaithful without feeling

hypocrites. And this few women can manage to do. Men are

so made that they are able to go on loving their wives in

circumstances where it would be impossible for their wives

to go on loving them. What is a contradiction morally need

not be a contradiction psychologically, and this is where

women have the supreme advantage over men. The mind
and heart of the woman operate on the one cylinder. The
result is that the woman tends to be both more logical and

more faithful than the man.

Much ofwhat has been said here will, I am afraid, make

disturbing reading for the wife. Much will, I hope, make

shaming reading for the husband. The point is surely that if

both wife and husband can be brought to recognise their

own and each other's natural differences and tendencies, they
will be at once more careful, more thoughtful, and more
tolerant. Married love cools through want ofsympathy and

understanding not through want of married love. The
love can remain if it is given a chance. Time, and even

failures on either side provided they are regretted and not

excused, need not kill married love. Somerset Maugham,
in his pky The Circle, makes Lady Kitty say that the tragedy
oflove is not death or separation people can put up with
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these but indifference. The it for

as do a number ofauthors Catholic as well as non-Catholic,
that the tragedy is inevitable and not not,

but cannot, last. If you the with the

accidents, and do not the to of

course it will not last. But is no in-

trinsically, why it should not. The doctrine of

indifference is the most poisonous doctrine, and I for one

have every intention of attacking it. the truth

which is least stressed by Catholic writers is the

love can be made to last. With prayer, devotion,

obedience to Gospel principles* its permanence is

"I am only "waiting for the day when I can get back": this

can ring true at any rime, and without the aperceprivcness

with which the phrase has been connected above.



HISTORY REPEATING ITSELF
**THE FUTURE/* says Paula in The Second Mrs. Tanqueray,
**i$ only the past again, entered through another gate." Some

people's experience would doubtless contradict this state-

ment absolutely, but for the majority it must remain

profoundly true. However varied our circumstances, how-
ever altered we feel ourselves to be under the rough handling
of life, there is always a thread running through our story
which makes before and after sound irrelevant. Past and

present seem so much of a piece with the present proving
how unavoidable are the lessons to be learned and yet how
unlikely it is that they will be that we tend as we grow
older to drift along in a state of practical, though theoreti-

cally repudiated, fatalism. Round and round again come the

problems which we met with years ago and never fully

solved. We wonder ifwe shall ever shake them off. Our
attitude towards these problems tends to crystallise with each

new experience of them: our attitude is krgely determined

by whether we are prepared to be saints or whether we are

content to be cynics.

The truth expressed by Pinero in his play was not viewed

by the speaker from the same angle as by the saints. Where
Paula Tanqueray was thinking of inevitable repetition, the

saints would pick up the same idea and see in it renewed

opportunity. To one kind ofsoul the future is an inescapable
return of the wheel, to another it is an extension of the free

and unconditioned chances ofthe present.
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"If that were the case," it be "only the

fatalistic and dbe of

tion. These of

hoping for the and

experience with the past. it is

common to everyone, cynic or to

ringing down the valleys of his life." is the

same continuity in bad: all is

here is that where a soulwho is forGod
the continuity of grace, the soul who is for

will see nothing but the force ofnecessity. Continuity
in right enough^ because we cannot with

effect. The mistake is to imagine the effect is preordained
and that we have no control over the cause. Thus to say

in the history of the world the same of and

movements recur is notto point to caprice or determinism;

it is merely to point to the consistency of human nature:

people go on acting, freely, in the same way. Similarly in

the history ofan individual: the cycle ofhappenings depends

very largely on the twist given to it, freely, by the person
himself.

Take the question ofsin and temptation always easier for

purposes of illustration than the impulse to virtue. The

reason why the same sort oftemptation has to be faced again

and again is not that such accidents as chance or heredity are

playing merry hell with one's state ofgrace and conscience,

but that with every concession to the existence oftemptation
a further breach is made in the defences against it. This is

obvious, but what is not quite so obvious is that even if sin

has never been accepted in the will, the feet that the soul has

admitted the possibility as a practical consideration, has
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owned to an affinity with the sin, has come to see that sort

of temptation as part of itselfand its normal life, has settled

down to live with it as a congenital tendency is more than

enough to account for the repeated attacks along that

particular line. In allowing too much for the resumption of

the offensive, the soul lays itself open to unnecessary

engagements. Where one person will resist a temptation
because it is simply not upon the agenda, another will

consent to the same temptation because it is the kind ofthing
he has learned to expect.

Thus it is in the devil's interest to induce the attitude of

mind which says, "This business is clearly going to stay with

me all my life; I suppose I must simply put up with it." This

sounds like resignation to the dispensation ofProvidence, but

in actual fact it is perilously near to defeatism. It sounds like

waiting for the harvest when the cockle wiH be separated

from the wheat, but in actual fact it is telling the cockle to go
ahead and stifle the wheat. It is one thing to admit the

existence ofcockle and quite another to give it permission to

grow. To sit down hopelessly among the cockle stalk1 ,

while gazing wistfully at the ears of corn, is to ask for

trouble.

When temptation gets its hold on a soul, it is because that

soul has dallied somewhere. The person may not have

wanted to sin, indeed he may have wanted very much not

to sin, but he has wanted the fun ofbeing tempted without

the pain of being guilty. Nobody plays with fire because

he likes being burned: he plays with fire because he likes just

not being burned. A man may run away from sin for a

variety of reasons and in mixed dispositions, but unless he

1 If cockle has a stalk.
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does so with die of the

between himself and die he sin

will catch him up. ofour are due to the

ing tope that temptation^ off for the

moments is still us.

What has this to do the It

means that when a soul, its con-

cludes that die past will door

and that nothing more may be of the future, he

has as good as given in. Instead oflooking at the or the

future, he should be looking at the door. The door can be

opened or shut freely according to his wilL



RESTLESSNESS

To SAY that the inability to settle down in any one place

or in any one work points infallibly to weakness of will, to

ofcharacter, is an over-simplification ofwhat may
be a complex psychological problem. "Exactly/' you will

say,
a
that*s just what 1 meant: the man who is restless

wherever he is must be a neurotic ofsorts . . . and is there-

fore either weak in the will or weak in the head. Precisely

what I intended to convey." But wait a minute. What
about there being misfits in the world who are possibly

meant to be misfits? Who could not be anything else? Who
fit into the landscape precisely because they are the un-

expected shape? Who, in the long run, positively add

interest to the picture instead oftaking away from it? Who
are we, with our absurdly limited vision of the over-all

scene, to say who fits and who does not? Seen close up, the

supposed misfit may seem to spoil the composition, but if

we walk back and look at the thing from a distance, more
from, the point of view of God who is responsible for the

composition and the development of a likeness, we stand a

better chance ofappreciating the misfit's position. We have

to make concessions ifwe are to discover what the artist is

about* and perhaps the first concession is that ofadmitting
that what looks like muddle, confusion, awkwardness to

man may well appear harmonious to God.

The whole ofcreation proves that God prefers variety to

uniformity: He could have made one shape of mountain,
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one of sky, one of He has

allowed to fit a wood,
to provide the sort in the

and unmusical to up die

ofnature. Why not, as

"That may be all very well", the

"from God's point ofview, it the

which we and

restless people; but what the If he is

constitutionally unable to anywhere*
he is surely wanting In a quality which Is to Ms
nature." He may be so if you the

facility for striking roots to be dm to but

the more Important point Is the individual Is created

for an individual purpose, and Ifcertain ofnormal

humanity are left out so as to make room for others which

are more valuable, then God Is not above substituting the

greater for the less. Admittedly restlessness Is not a good

thing In itself; admittedly to be able to settle down In life

is a natural advantage to which man normally has a right;

allowing for all this It is "now surely a question of relative

values taking their place in the scale. Ifdependence on God
is more likely to be developed In any given soul by keeping
him unanchored and full oflongings which are to continue

unsatisfied, then why not deprive him of a good which to

the generality ofmankind Is a more or less necessary adjunct

to sanctification?

Certainly In the history of sanctity there is evidence of

what might be called the vocation of the missed vocation.

There are souls, that Is, who feel themselves cut out by
nature and grace for one particular kind ofwork for God
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and yet who find eventually doing, under

or by of

Little to show for was originally

"vocation": at every they lives

questing, groping, starting never being able to finish,,

one after another and everything without

. . * driftwood. Like stranded trippers who have

lost their return ticket they are for ever looking for lodgings

. . . and for ever having to sleep in shelters along the sea

front.

Unstable they may be, but do not tell me that such souls

are neurotics or that they are necessarily being unfaithful

to grace. How can we be sure that God wants them to find

permanent, or even temporary, lodging? How do we know
that God did not let them lose one ticket so that they might
find another? Might not such souls be just the kind who, if

they were established in a work where they felt themselves

to be secure, would setde down too much and become smug?
To be self^ufficient, no longer to look for the day-to-day

revelation of God's will, is far worse than being restless.

Restlessness can be one ofthe by-products ofhungering and

thirsting after justice. St. Augustine confessed his interior

restlessness. It is implicit in the yearnings of all who fall in

love with God. In lesser men it may express itself in a

natural craving for change; in the more generous it takes the

form of a supernatural, and patient, craving for security in

God. In most men it is a mixture ofthe two. No blame to

them. They might do worse.
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THEREASON has yet
in this is so has in the

ofone

or is the act can on

no of the can be re-

dundant. Be as it mayf is to be

here.

There,, tuifoztunately, lies of the dis-

cussion of a can the of the

Just as we can prayer pray, so m
prayer we can think prayer and not pray. Apart
from distractions discouragement, the main

obstacle to true interior prayer is thought about true interior

prayer.
To think about prayer is to think abouthow I am praying.

Self becomes, if not the object* at least the focus point.

Whereas to pray properly is to leave selfand to love God.

We excuse ourselves for this mania for self-analysis and

prayer-analysis and method-analysis on the grounds that

the exercise ofworship is vitally important and thatwe must

therefore get it right. We must take it to bits, oil it, put it

together again. Why must we! For the sake of the

prayer? For the sake of our own peace of mind? For the

sake of God? On each of these counts we should rather

leave prayer to God*s valuation than try and find a workable

system ofmeasurement. People do not overhaul a radio for
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the of the but for the of the sound. The

sound, in the of prayer, can be by God
The ofoverhauling Is to a hobby,
an for itself$ It is a ofvaluable

the sound be up to God.

prayer measurement, because even

the book of is unable to guarantee success,

give up trying to pray. What it really means is that

people have only the haziest notion ofwhat is wanted ofthe

soul in prayer. They read about the mechanism of prayer
are either put off by its complexities or else genuinely

to trace any relation between wh&t they see in the

book and what they experience in their own souls. They
see devotion in others, they vaguely remember devotion

in themselves; they expect warmth and clarity and neatness,

but find only coldness and fog and untidiness; they believe

that prayer is a vital force in the world, they wish that the

world would turn to prayer, they envy those who have

the gift for it ... but they cannot give more than a notional

assent to the truth that they personally are meant to practise

it. Again let it be said that the reason why everything in

their experience seems to convince such souls that they can-

not pray is simply that they do not know what they are

expected to be giving to God in their prayer.

Now in prayer the soul both gives something of itselfto

God and gets something of God in return. The more the

soul gives of itself the more, obviously, does God com-
municate Himself to the soul. But the proportion received

on either side, God's or the soul's, cannot possibly be

estimated. We, accustomed to material systems ofexchange,
look for parallel systems in the spiritual order. And are
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For we a

we d'o so in we are pre-
to pay, we to be we are

Ing for^ we our are

not for* of tliis of the

to it

the we

list, as we a

who an we

accordingly see why, we are to the

price, we not be we "We
won't any more," we say. "It isn't any good"
The Is we die

of the and we arc in the

of currency. So of course, we tie shop.

The two we to arc: first,

what God has in store is not has

us in the window but far more worth

having; second, that the price is not the we see

on the label the cost to us is one of faith* Prayer, we must

realise, is conditioned by faith: we have to believe that God
is ready to do business with us at all equally we have

to go on that He knows when he ofus a

prayer which defeats our ofaccountancy. Faith and

perseverance are the absolute there can be no dis-

count hare.



A PRAYER WHICH IS HEARD

"UNTIL now, you have not been making any requests in

my name; them and they will be granted, to bring

you in full measure." We read these words of our
Lord in John's sixteenth chapter, and at once begin to

wonder what we can ask for. "Happiness," we say, "let

us ask for that . . . He has promised to bring us gladness
in full measure . . . let us see ifHe brings it." In praying for

this gladness, there is one thing to be taken into account

namely that our idea of it must tally with that which exists

in the mind of God.

Everyone has his picture of happiness. To one it means

sitting under a tree on summer evenings with the bees hum-

ming in the honeysuckle and a dog resting against one's

legs; to another it means snow and a mountain; to another

the delights of art or abstract thought or the company of
friends. Is it one of these things which we are praying for?

Ifit is, how can we be sure that we shall be in the right mood
for it when our prayer comes to be heard? Because not only
has everyone got a different picture ofhappiness but every-
one has a different way oflooking at it when it comes along.
Our ideas about it change because our moods regarding its

accidentals change. Sometimes we are afraid that our ideas

may change too much and that we shall be cheated ofwhat
we now want. But, of course, the real danger is not that

our view ofhappiness may change too much but that it will

not change enough. Happiness is meant to lead us up the
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we only He
it.

Is not a of a

Its It is a

ofbeing in Not so out

ofa but in For

we for to a in

our is to be we
all the

the which we so on yet
that is no our

drcamt-of We arc not in the

The effort has Our and

have is

to show for it alL It is we the out-

ward for the inward. The outward may certainly a

good deal to do It, but the ofhappi-
ness is one of relationship the link the mind and

the material which lies to hand. It is an adjustment of the

spirit and not a disposition of circtimstaiices. Only in the

mind can relationships be established: drciimstances cannot

establish anything so subtle as happiness, they can only
surround.

The confusion is due to the misleading behaviour of the

soul's lower faculties, memory and imagination. The soul,

remembering a time of happiness, confuses the scene with

the substance. It imagines that the samejuxtapositions must

produce the same state. "Give me another summer like

the last one and I shall be happy again/* You won't be

unless it is the kind which you can carry with you into the

winter. Give me, give me, give me. ... If we identify
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what we want, we should not com-
IfGod not our prayer for it.

The of aE Is to try not to allow our view of

to be coloured by what memory and

tell us it. They are nearly always wrong. They paint

for us a disposition which may or may not be capable of

realisation, suggest that we should clap it onto an.

set-up. Whereas if the will does not elicit dis-

positions from the existing set-up, nothing willemerge at all.

Happiness comes up from inside, it is not something super-

imposed. Dispositions are not projectable or transferable or

predictable.

"I don't see why I should blindfold myself in this way,"
it might be objected,

s<

for according to you I must exercise

no choice in the matter. It seems I have to be passive with

regard to happiness, accepting it ifit comes along but making
no move in the direction where I feel it to be. Surely man
has a right to his happiness, and ifhe has any sense he will

know where his particular happiness is to be found.*' Some
of this is true; most ofit is false. In the first place who ever

said we had a right to happiness? We have a natural appetite

for it, and we have every reason to hope that a taste of it

may be given us, but so far as this life goes we have no
absolute claim. In fact no claim whatever. There is a lot

too much talk about being entitled to one's share ofhappi-
ness as ifwe had God in our debt. "I don't guarantee to

make you happy on earth/' said our Lady to Bemadette

. . . and the implications are obvious.

What then ofthe text from St. John? What of this glad-
ness which Christ comes to bring? Surely the answer is that

the only gladness which is really worth having is that which
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for a of
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naent, our of comfort, our

furtiC do duty for be The

kind ofhappiness we are left is but un-

happiness tinder "How have !

ready to gather thy children as a ten her

chickens under her wings; and thou wouldst not. Behold*

your house is left to you desolate." That is the reason why
we are desolate: we prefer our own shelter.



RESPONSIBILITY

NOT EVERYONE shrinks from responsibility. There are

those who perhaps do not shrink from it enough. What
follows is intended to show that responsibility can be one

of the most direct and effective means of sanctification. It

is one thing to shrink and yet take it on because you have

to, and another to shrink and evade it because you are lazy
or afraid.

Taken in the wrong way responsibility may lead to a

variety of excesses: on the one side arrogance, pomposity,

hardness, assumption ofinfallibility, ambition; scrupulosity,

pettiness, jealousy, suspicion and dread on the other. Taken

in the right way it leads to dependence upon God. "Cast

all your care on God, for He has care ofyou" is the text for

the soul who puts his responsibility on a supernatural basis.

The soul who takes the material view has in mind either

personal power or, reasonably enough under the circum-

stances, desire to escape.

Responsibility, like obedience ofwhich it is an offshoot,

derives from God. It must therefore be referred back again
to God. Once this essential fact is grasped, there is nothing
more to worry about. God looks after His own. A spiritual

man makes a muddle of his opportunities only when he is

opportunist in his approach to them. If he takes upon his

shoulders the full responsibility, leaving God out of the

picture, then obviously he is left by God with the full

responsibility. He then gets along without the assistance
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of grace. Is it surprising that so many of our self-appointed

enterprises fail? The weight ofresponsibility is an imponder-
able. Only when we have committed its burdens to Divine

Providence, from whom they came, are we safe against

having taken on more than we bargained for.

Those others, the people who wriggle away from the

obligations which life imposes, are doomed to a course of

one flight after another. They will always find themselves

being faced with decisions to be made and policies to be

pursued; and unless they take up these repeated challenges

they will go on hedging and flitting until there is no sort

ofstability left in their characters. Indecision whitdes away
the supports of the will; and fickleness, doubt, reflex ex-

aminations, defeatism are the result.

There was once a monk who believed himself to be so

much devoted to the virtue of holy obedience that in the

end he never made up his mind about anything. He would

run to his superior and ask whether he was to drink tea or

coffee at breakfast. The superior, for his part, was ready

enough to make whatever decisions were necessary though
some of the requests must have tried his patience sorely.

Although it was the superior's duty to shoulder "respon-

sibility, it was also his duty to form his subjects in respon-

sibility. It would seem therefore that in this particular case

the superior was more irresponsible than the subject If

Heli's sons were lacking in a sense of responsibility, so also

was Heli.

It is the fault particularly ofreligious people that they hand

over to others, on the grounds that their own judgement is

imperfect, the duty of making a choice. This is far less

meritorious than it looks. It is often sheer laziness and
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cowardice. Advice should be sought in order to assist

decision, not take the place of it. Again and again we find

on looking back that we have made mistakes because we
have listened too much to the opinions of our friends. It

is We who are to blame, not they. We were too ready,

evidently, to lean. We may ask for information and we may
ask for a ruling: the doubt in both cases has to do with a fact.

Advice has not to do with facts but with choices. We have

no business to ask for advice unless we retain the right

sometimes a very painful right to choose. The mere fact

ofbeing in doubt as to how we should act does not absolve

us from further responsibility: the choice does not hence-

forth rest with another. All that the other can do is to clear

our minds, help us to make them up, say what he would
do if he were us. We still have the responsibility of being
ourselves. It is we who shall be judged for the choices

which we make, and it is idle to imagine that anyone else

in the world can do what God specifically wants of us.



DISINTERESTEDNESS

FOLLOWING what has been said on the subject of respon-

sibility, the question arises as to how far disinterestedness is

a virtue and how far it is an evasion. Am I, by holding

myself aloof from the affairs of men, refusing my share of

life's burdens ... or am I revealing an admirable detach-

ment? Am I selfishly insulating myself against mankind

... or paying it the compliment of minding my own
business? Different schools ofthought would give different

answers. The question is a wide one. So wide, indeed, that

the relative value of the active and the contemplative
vocation comes within its scope. Thus whatever the ideas

which will be suggested in this section, an exact dividing

line between the right and the wrong kind of indifference

can hardly be expected. In a matter which has to

make allowance for individual calls it would be rash to

generalise.

A man should be sufficiently disinterested to be able to

see life apart from the solatia attaching to any one particular

life. That is to say he should be above making the per-

quisites his main reason for undertaking anything. This is

not high sanctity: it is common sense. To consider the

luxuries 'while ignoring the essentials is to ask for future

disillusion. It is of the first importance to be able to dis-

tinguish between what is of the margin of life and what is

of the life itself. For high sanctity you need something
else: you need to eliminate the margin.
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If being disinterested is to mean more than merely being
not interested, it has to be an offshoot of humility. People
who are really humble can afford to be supremely un-

concerned about many ofthe things which upset the proud.
The humble man does not bother about what others are

saying of him, does not waste time in trying to create an

impression, does not scheme for positions, does not suspect

other people's motives, does not worry when he cannot

get what he wants, does not go in for spite or a desire for

revenge. In fact the humble man is spared a good deal.

The problem for the truly disinterested is not how to curb

their curiosity but how to express their zeal. They are on

fire with charity, while at the same time being aware ofwhat

a danger to charity is the useless spending of self. Wanting
to benefit mankind, they know that they can do so only in

proportion as they do not want to benefit themselves. It is

not easy to give without thought ofreward. Nor does man-

kind help in the process: mankind is sometimes so over-

whelmingly grateful.

Many a would-be apostle has started off with the best

intentions, and then has been side-tracked in his apostolate.

He has hated worldliness, he has avoided publicity, he has

worked himself to the bone, he has launched movements,

given excellent advice, won the admiration ofhis followers,

died in harness and respected by all . . . and yet been a

complete failure. Why is it that such people are not saints?

What is it that prevents all that excellent zeal from being of

any real supernatural value ? Why are such people forgotten,

together with their work, ten years after their death? The
answer is simply that they have not been sufficiently dis-

interested. They may not have wanted money or reputation
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or applause, but they certainly wanted something. The

tragedy is that ifwe go on wanting something badly enough,
God lets us have it.

For the soul who aims at serving God with any sort of

real perfection, there must be detachment not only from the

more obviously accidental acquisitions of life but from the

more interior ones as well. A spiritual person must train

himself to do without spiritual satisfaction. The sense of

achievement is the most difficult of the senses to mortify,

but ifdisinterestedness means anything it means denying the

appetite for vain glory. For purposes of contemplation
disinterestedness must mean not only the readiness to mind

one's own business but also the readiness not to mind one's

own business too much. The spiritual man must be in-

different to the stages of his progress. Once he has got the

direction right, and the will to go along it at all costs, he

must be prepared to leave the pace and the ordering of his

journey to God. This is spiritual disinterestedness, and far

harder to acquire than the other.



HOW DOES THIS WORK OUT?

IT MIGHT justifiably be said that all this talk about respon-

sibility and detachment gets us, in actual practice, nowhere.

The one, it might be suggested, cancels the other out.

"What we want to know," says the plain blunt man, "is

this: when do we go out and work for souls, and when do

we stop at home and pray for them?" You want to know,
in other words, what exactly the obligation of charity
amounts to. The answer is given by our Lord: we have to

love God with the whole heart, arid our neighbour as our-

selves. Ifwe really grasp what this means we see the relation

between action and contemplation, between responsibility

towards mankind and detachment from the concerns of

men. But in order to grasp the meaning of the proposition
we need to do more than look at the significance of the

words: we need to be living the life. The confusion of

loyalties exists only because the life of charity is not fully

taken on. Where it is fully taken on, as for instance it is by
the saints, the obligation is seen not as two expressions but

as one. By withdrawing from creatures the soul helps the

world outside himself; by giving himself to the service of

men the soul grows in interior charity.

Taking the first clause of the gospel precept, we see that

it is only by being entrenched in the love of God that we
can begin to understand what is meant by the love of any-

thing else. When a soul loves God with the whole heart he

finds suddenly that there is room in it for the whole world.
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Logically and chronologically the first clause comes first.

Hence St. Augustine's often misinterpreted saying: "love

God and do what you will." Given the complete surrender

of the affections and the will to God, the soul is not likely

to make a mistake in spending itselfon one aspect ofcharity
at the expense ofthe other. The reason for this is that there

is no obstacle to the influx oflight. In the measure that the

soul is emptied of self, God is able to make His directives

clear. He may urge a deeper withdrawal from outward

contacts or He may incline the soul to greater activity. He

may call for both at different times. The point is that if the

soul really loves God it does not matter which vocation is

being followed at the moment. Each is equally fruitful

because it is not the soul's work which is being done, but

God's. Activity which comes from, a soul that is selfless

and wholly dedicated to God is necessarily the work of

grace. The charity is equally pure whether it is directed

towards other souls or, more immediately, towards God.

From this it follows that the second clause of the gospel

precept is an amplification of the first. Loving God, the

soul must perforce love those whom God loves. And when
we ask how this love is to be expressed we find that the

answer is within our own selves: we must work to obtain

outwardly for others what inwardly we desire as the good
towards which we tend. The standard is there, is absolute,

is measurable. It gives us, always provided that the first

clause is established, the light we need. It may involve us in

distraction, in risk, in suffering and in every sort of un-

foreseen eventuality, but so long as our wills retain their dis-

interestedness and do not attempt to reclaim the love which

has been given to God, it cannot involve us in spiritual loss.
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Feeling bewildered and even unsettled by a life in which a

new range of responsibilities declares itself does not

although the disturbance may amount to an agony verging
almost on despair disprove the supernatural purpose of

the thing. On the contrary, it verifies it.

The practical question namely whether this particular

course ofaction does or does not take me away from God
is not so difficult to resolve as people think. It becomes

difficult only when personal interests are consulted instead

of God's. The moment the soul says "what would /like?",

a fog begins to spread over the horizon, and the chances are

all against making a right decision. The only way to ensure

clarity in this kind of doubt is to stand aside and judge the

thing as far as possible apart from the feelings. Once the

soul is determined to follow God's will in spite of either

scruples or hardship or distraction or prejudice, then almost

always comes the light, and the courage, to move. Having
moved, the Tightness or wrongness of the decision can be

determined by its effects. Not, needless to say, by the out-

ward success of the action, but by the repercussions which

it has upon the interior life. For example the action stands

condemned at once if pride or obstinacy or uncharity
results. In the case of religious there are additional tests to

be found in how far the undertaking is wished by superiors,

how far it reflects the spirit ofthe particular order,how far it

suits or inconveniences the othermembers ofthe community.
If a man is honest with himselfhe is not likely to be dis-

honest with God. If, that is, he can frankly pin down his

motive and determine what really is his desire he will be

able to regulate his measure of activity with sufficient

accuracy. The whole thing, in the last analysis, lies in the
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desire. Where shallow minds will see success in spectacular

achievements, judging that certain lines of activity must

inevitably be justified if certain results are produced, spirit-

ually orientated souls will look only at the desire which

gives to the effort its direction. If the desire cannot be

estimated, the work is not estimated either. Thus it would

be the greatest mistake either to condemn or applaud the

decision of any individual, however reputedly "interior",

who should associatehimselfwithworks ofzeal. Few are in a

position toknow his desire. Allthings being equal, whichthey

very seldom are, it would be safer for the interior man not to

mount the platform, not to write to the papers, not to grasp
the microphone or volunteer to sit on committees, but at

the same time it would berash to assume that his impulsewas

selfish: hemaybe acting on the impulse ofgrace: hemayhave
sifted his desires and directed his intention solelytowards God :

his feelings in the matter need not be considered either way.
In her Dialogues St. Catherine records how God told her:

"No virtue can merit eternal life for you ifyou serve me in

a finite manner, for I, the infinite God, wish to be served in

an infinite manner, and you have nothing approaching the

infinite save the desire and the transports of your soul."

Whatever is accomplished independendy of God has, for

the spiritual man, an ephemeral value only: it is a vul-

garity, a departure, a strident proclamation of personal

vanity. The same work, performed in what St. Catherine

calls the infinite manner, may be an achievement of the

highest sanctity. Useless, then, to measure any enterprise

except by the standard of spiritual aspiration. And if this

is very often hidden from the person most concerned, it is

all the more hidden from those whojudge by what they see.



THE MORE SUBTLE DETACHMENT
FROM what has been said in the foregoing sections it may
be deduced that detachment does not end with indifference

to material gain or to the claims of self-will in outward

action: the implications are more far-reaching and include

indifference to spiritual benefits. John Tauler, who is one of

the most uncompromising apostles of detachment, is

emphatic about the necessity ofinterior detachment before

all other. "To die completely to all interior enjoyment" is

the demand which he makes in one ofhis sermons for Pente-

cost. The only way, he tells us, to avoid getting caught up
in side-tracking motives is "to be renewed by spiritual

desires, by fervent prayers to our Lord. That is how we can

be born again in Christ, and without it we cannot be pleasing
to Him." Thus it is no good our wanting more of con-

templation than God wants to let us have. To do so is

nothing more than to want our kind of contemplation, not

His ... to want His gift and not His will. It is, ultimately,
to want ourselves and not God. The bottom has fallen out

ofdetachment here, and we are back again at vulgar greed.

Spiritual people are liable to get all this wrong precisely
because they are spiritual people: that is because they are

labelled spiritual, because they have no worldly ambitions,

because their whole interest is directed towards God. Such

souls imagine that the more they hunger after spirituality

seen in their terms the better. So they go on hungering
and stimulating the appetite. All this means is that they are
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dragging inward things into the open and lining them up
with the material things which they have renounced. They
are being less consistent, and spiritually less detached, than

the confessed materialist.

"True abstraction," says Tauler, "is the quality thatmakes a

soul withdraw from everything and turn away from all that

is not exclusively God. It is that which makes one examine

all one's words and deeds, all one's thoughts with clear

judgement to see if in one's heart there is anything hidden

which is not of God . . . and if one should find oneself

seeking anything else but God it must be excluded, rejected

and cut off." The great Dominican goes on to say that in

spite of the grimness of this doctrine it is the certain way to

peace. How could it be anything else? Detachment from

material conceptions of the spiritual life must inevitably

produce in the soul the same liberty which, on a lower plane,

results from indifference to physical discomfort and luxury.
The detached soul is borne along by grace.

Such detachment as we are considering here is not likely

to come about unless the whole business of the life of faith

is taken on without reservation. It is not merely a question
of making a resolution to deny oneself the efibrt to find

sweetness in prayer. This would be easy enough. True

detachment is the outcome of the life of faith. It is the

gradual substitution of new values for old, it is the habit

of mind which sees spirituality from God's point of view

instead of from man's, it results in a refusal to be either

dazzled or discouraged by symbols, forms, signs, accidentals

of any sort. The truly interior soul does not depend upon
interior experiences any more than upon exterior comforts.

The emotions are seen to be just as natural as all other
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created satisfactions. The peace which is now sought for is

the peace which comes of being able to do without peace.

Prayer is practised without self-questioning. Penance is no

longer clung to as an agreeable sop to one's conscience, but

practised objectively as an expression of love. Work,

activity, suffering, obedience, the virtues and obligations of

one's state are all so many responses to the inspiration of

grace. Nothing is departmental any longer: all is covered

by the demand of God.

So long as the soul is concerned about what it feels like to

respond to God there is a want of perfect detachment. The
full response is above disappointment and congratulation.
The full response envisages nothing but the naked will of

God. Souls who mistake the will ofGod for something else,

souls who fail in their service and spend their lives in a

sterile dream, souls who appear to have the best intentions

but who never seem to be able to do either themselves or

other people any good, are nearly always those who have

become inordinately attached to an idea. Had the attach-

ment been to a possession or to a person it would have been

broken long ago. But because it was to a way ofpraying or

to a conception of sanctity or to a mistaken loyalty, it has

escaped the ruthless abnegation which it has deserved. Ideas

are not only more subtle than possessions and people, but

they cling closer. They are ourselves. But we have to be

detached from ourselves.



PEACE IN GOD
YOUCANNOT discuss peace without discussing war. Not
that peace is the absence ofwar or it would be something

negative and not a quality in its own right but that peace is

fully appreciated only in contrast to its opposite. Turning
from the temporal to the spiritual order we see that peace
is understood to mean more than either absence of dis-

turbance or enjoyment of sensible security. The peace of
faith is something deeper than tranquillity as opposed to

disorder and trouble: it is tranquillity in disorder and trouble.

Indeed disturbance might almost be claimed as one of the

conditions ofpeace in God; certainly it is a test ofits purity
and perfection. Perhaps this is why disturbance, both in-

ward and outward, is the setting in which most contem-

plative souls are called upon to lead their Uves.

Now if interior peace is not something more than an

interlude between interior upsets, it is nothing much more
than exterior peace. True peace is a habit, not a lull. It is a

lasting trust, not a period ofrelief or reaction, not a spasm.
The sense of rest need not enter into it at all: true peace is

not a sense, it is a fact. Before going any further we must

examine the supposed opposite quality to interior peace,
and see then whether the two can exist at the same time in

the one soul.

Take the extreme case: the desolation which is called the

dark night of the spirit. Here is a warfare, a confusion, a

disturbance in which there is nothing perceptibly peaceful
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whatever. The soul is so busy appreciating its distress that

there can be no sense of security. The security is there right

enough, but it is one of obscure faith and not of emotion.

Nor is this desolation confined to the times when the soul

happens to be engaged in prayer. Indeed experience seems

to show that most contemplative souls are, at this particular

stage in the spiritual life, less aware of their misery when

praying than when not. At least while actually in prayer
there is the sense oftrying, however hopelessly, to do some-

thing worth while. During the rest of the day there is a

sense ofcomplete futility.

The interior destitution which is suffered by certain con-

templative souls is such that they begin the day with loath-

ing and dread, praying for the strength which will enable

them to get through their waking hours, and end it with

the satisfaction of knowing that they are now one day
nearer their release. The condition is one of almost un-

broken hate. Not that this hatred is ever extended to people,
or even that it shows itself. It is a hatred ofminutes. There

is a fierce shrinking from the future, there is a thorough
detestation of the present, and, though it is known to be

idle, there is a lonely regret about the past. God is felt to

be miles away, work is distasteful and resorted to with the

guilty feeling that it is being used as an escape, people are

either a weariness or else a source ofmisgiving and tempta-
tion. Such is roughly the picture. Yet in the midst of all

this it is possible to preserve the true peace of which we

speak. It is the peace of acceptance.
In the light of the above we can see what a gulf must

exist between the peace which the world offers and the

peace which the spirit sometimes exacts. But this secret
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peace is no mere fiction as some might be led, from the

above account, to suppose: the fact that it is a reality may
be judged only by living the life of faith. From the initial

act ofsurrender to the ordinance ofGod, from having taken

on whatever destitution of spirit God may choose to allow,

the soul finds increasingly as fresh problems come along, and

as the ways ofthe interior life are travelled, that nothing can

now surprise it into any sort of real rebellion of the will.

There may be mistakes, but there are no deliberate resent-

ments or infidelities. The soul has come to terms with

suffering. And this is peace. Here at last is a balance which

cannot be seriously upset.

The secret of peace, then, is co-operation. When the

powers of the soul are in harmony with the will of God
there is no room for what is not peace. There is room for

sorrow, for outward failure, for fear and loneliness and

doubt. But there is no room for war. War in the soul is

possible only where there is resistance. Resistance militates

not only against the possibility ofpeace but also against the

chances ofhappiness. Happiness and peace are not the same

thing. The spiritual life does not pledge itself to procure
human happiness; it does pledge itself to procure interior

peace. Peace, the kind discussed here, is more important
than happiness. It often leads to happiness. Happiness does

not always though it does sometimes lead to peace.



ORDEAL BY FIRE

WE HAVE seen something of the process by which the

imperfections of the soul are burned away spiritual

desolation being as it were the appropriate blow-lamp. Here

we examine further some ofthe characteristics ofthis divine

heat, noting a few points ofconduct to be observed while in

the flame.

The action of grace consumes self in such a way that,

throwing to the surface all the evil which has been more or

less hidden in the depths for years, the soul sees its own
beastliness as never before. It sees how smug it has been in

its sheltered spirituality, how blind to reality, how ready it

has been to put on an act which has deceived everyone else

as well as itself. The soul experiences now the bitterness of

disillusion. The whole horizon is filled with its sin. Not any
one sin, but all sin: the horizon shows unrelieved self. The
mistake which the soul is now likely to make is that of

imagining this to be the whole picture. It cannot dis-

tinguish between the real and the accidental self: sin and self

are identified in the mind. Such a misconception can bring a

soul perilously close to despair. The true self stands apart
from all this firework display which so disgusts its spiritual

sensibilities. It is too much to expect the soul to appreciate
this indeed the force ofthe particular trial would be lost if

it did but so far as conduct goes it is to be acted upon. To
do so is one ofthe conditions ofthe life offaith.

Disgust and unquiet, then, are necessary factors in the
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burning process of purification: disgust must be there so as

to separate the essential from the accidental; disquiet must

be there so as to elicit the act oftrust. The surrender would

be incomplete without these two elements. The state is well

described by Pere de Langeac:
1 "Darkness envelops her, the

waves ofbitterness rise up to her lips.
It seems to her that her

happiness has only been a dream. All within her appears to

be ugly and spoilt. Nothing is pure in her eyes. Who knows

ifshe will ever taste again the joys ofhappy days? They are

now so far away, and the evil is present, so real, so universal,

so tenacious, so deep. No doubt there remains in the soul, in

the depths of herself, a secret hope, but so feeble that she

hardly dares believe it."

The trial is a particularly lonely one because nobody else

can appreciate the reality ofthe suffering or bring any sort of

lasting encouragement. The ordinary friends to whom the

soul might reasonably turn for understanding see only

failure, self-pity, and weakness. This is not altogether their

fault: it is simply that theyjudge by the same evidence as the

souljudges by, and though they are faced with far less of it

they conclude that there has been a falling-off. Now this is

quite as it should be: the beauty with which the soul is being

clothed must, for the time being and until the perfection has

become a habit, be secret. When the operation of grace has

established the soul in a settled way ofholiness there will not

be the same need for concealment. By then there will be

humility in the soul, by then there will be trust: the good

opinions ofothers will no longer act as a threat to the action

ofthe
spirit. But until then others, as well as the soul itself,

must be kept in the dark. "Despoiled of all which was her

1 Li his Vie cache*e en Dieu.
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apparent riches/' says the author just quoted, "the interior

soul has begun to be renewed with the beauty ofGod/
9

Even the director can, at this stage, bring little enough

help. Though, unlike the others who see what is outward

and so draw the wrong conclusions, he mayknow the course

which grace is taking in the soul, he is debarred, and knows

himself to be debarred, from making any impression. The

relationship between the two becomes simply one of con-

fessor and penitent: both realising that the situation has gone

beyond the point where advice is going to be of any use.

Absolution is as much needed as ever, but apart from

practical directives regarding conduct there is nothing to be

done or asked for. It is now for the soul to hang on and

resist the temptation to despair, and for the director to avoid

tying up his penitent in knots of multiplicity or false hope.
Directors have an unfortunate way, prompted by genuine

sympathy, ofprophesying the finish ofthese nights. This is a

rash thing to do because souls have been known to burn

away in the darkness for years, and their burning is all the

harder to bear if their expectations are for ever being

disappointed. Faith is difficult enough as it is, and ifbeliefin

the wisdom ofa director is nibbled away by the evidence of

miscalculations it becomes more ofa strain than it is intended

to be.



CONSEQUENCES OF THIS ORDEAL

THE PRIMARY reason for the sense of destitution and

near-despair is, as we have seen, that the act oftrust should be

elicited. But there is another reason for it as well, a reason

which is not so generally appreciated. It is in order to con-

tinue in the individual soul the redemptive work of Christ.

This second reason is developed by L. M. Gautheron in Valeur

apostolique de la vie contemplative and is worth quoting here.

"One ofthe principal means by which God uses such a soul

for others is found in the sense ofidentification with sinners

in the way that our Lord allowed His innocence to be

identified with iniquity. Thus the contemplative is able in

his solitudeand depths ofweakness and imperfection to fill up
that which is wanting in the Passion of Christ for His Body
which is the Church." This is vastly significant. It means

that the very evil which the soul sees in itself during this

ordeal may be turned into good. Not merely put up with and

so, indirectly, made material for patience. Much more

immediately its acknowledged existence is, by the alchemy
of Christ's sufferings, made positively sanctifying. It is

almost as if Christ, by becoming "sin" for man, picks up
man's "sin" and makes an offering of it to the Father. Not
that evil can ever be presented as good this would be a

contradiction which heretics would make use of at once

but that the weakness and even corruption which the action

ofgrace discovers to the soul is, in virtue ofwhat Christ took

upon Himself when assuming the responsibility of man's
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guilt, made the occasion of furthering Christ's work for

souls. The sin itself does not further Christ's work: what

furthers Christ's work is the pain of seeing the sinfulness in

the soul. It is not a question here ofgood coming out ofevil;

it is rather a question of so hating the evil that the suffering

which results is good. It is meritorious. The soul is granted

a share in the Agony. As Christ in the Garden shrank with

loathing from the iniquity ofman, so the soul shrinks from its

own defilement and thus is allowed to co-operate in Christ's

prayer for the world. "In those flames the contemplative
must be purified," writes Gautheron, "and because he is

willing to pass through this fire of purification the contem-

plative has the power ofgiving love to the rest ofmen."

In the light of the above it is easy to see our Lady's place

in the apostolic work ofthe Church. As Mother ofSorrows

she is the first preacher ofher Son's Gospel. Seeing the sin-

fulness ofman more clearly than any other apostle she has

proportionately more power of giving love to the world.

Hers is essentially the mission ofthe suffering contemplative.

Immeasurably more fruitful, then, is a soul's purification

by this ordeal offire than any active work for souls to which

his zeal may incline him. Where Christ and Mary saw sin

outside themselves and suffered its weight upon their souls,

the contemplative sees sin within as well as without . . .

and, bowing to the pain ofit, finds a place in their redemp-
tive love.

The particular kind of apostolate here discussed is one

which has to be handled carefully. Slightly misconceived,

the doctrine is open to serious error. It would be possible,

for example, to delude oneself into the belief that one's

imperfections should not only be seen but also, in order to
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be fully purifying, be accepted and consented to. Tempta-
tion would thus be looked upon as a good in itself. Whereas

temptation, evil ofany sort, can be purifying only in so far

as it rouses an effective opposition in the will. Precisely

because in the interior soul the opposition is so strong,

precisely because the presence of temptation is so vivid and

agonising, does this sort of apostolate acquire its value. If

there were no refusal to capitulate there would be no battle.

Ifthere were no battle there would be no grief. The sorrows

ofthe interior soul are a consequence, not a cause. Ifwe are

looking for causes we find them in the conflicts between

nature and grace. Suffering is simply the effect, the necessary

price which the soul has to pay, for its purification and its

apostolate.

Moreover, though this is perhaps here by the way, it is

the preparation for a grace which God, when dealing with

such souls, normally has in store. The suffering disposes the

soul for what the authorities call the grace of transforming
union. If and when this culmination is realised there will

be no longer the same conflicts between nature and grace:

self will have submitted entirely to God. The human will

is then united with the divine. Where the surrender is

absolute there can be no disturbance, no sense of rebellion.

The trials, though spiritual, must be now ofanother order:

they cannot constitute interior upheavals such as we have

been considering.

To conclude. By waiting, trusting, suspending the natural

tendency towards self-condemnation in the face of what

appears to be irrefutable evidence, the soul both benefits

itselfand communicates love to others. To do anything else

is to hinder the operation of grace. Union with God and
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union with the members of Christ's mystical body must

develop more surely by this than by any other way. It is

the acid test of progress. It is the culmination of the law
oflove. It is the life of faith. Accept this and you advance,
refuse it and you go back. Of course it means darkness,

disappointment, misgiving. Only along such lines can con-

templative souls impart spirituality to others: the super-
natural life is communicated in the way that Christ com-
municates it to the Church. The Church is Christ, is the

supernatural life. As the Father creates, as the Son redeems,
as the Spirit sanctifies, so, on his finite plane, the soul ofman
imparts the spiritual gifts he has received. "In the manner

by which the Father is related to the Son by communication,
and the Son to the Holy Ghost," writes de Langeac,

1 "so

are interior souls related to one another and to mankind.
Nature does not enter into this mode of communication:
that which is born of the spirit is spirit . . . and must
remain so."

1 Though this is quoted from notes and not from the text of his Vie cachet
en Dieu.



CONTEMPLATION AS AN
APOSTOLATE

THE APOSTOLIC life is higher than any other, says St.

Thomas, because it is the perfection of the contemplative
life. It is not higher, directly, because it is the most selfless.

Still less is it higher because it gets the most done. It is

higher because it derives its force, and in proportion as it

derives its force, from prayer. "Those whose earnest zeal

and fervour vow them to prayer and penance contribute

more to the progress ofthe Church than the active workers

in the Lord's field," we read in the encyclical Umbratikm,

"for ifthe former did not obtain from heaven an abundance

of divine grace to water the fields, the evangelical workers

would reap but a scanty harvest." This quotation should be

enough to silence for ever those who say that enclosed

orders are no longer any use in the woild oftoday and that

souls do far more for the Church by going out and working

among men.

The case which is made out for contemplative com-

munities is usually based on the experience ofhistory. Thus

for instance it is pointed out that had St. Teresa of Lisieux

joined an active order she would have influenced only an

immediate circle and her work would have died with her.

As it was, from the obscurity of Carmel, she influenced and

continues to influence thousands upon thousands. Her

autobiography has been translated into more languages than

die plays of Mr. Bernard Shaw or the speeches of Mr.
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Churchill. This argument is valid enough as far as it goes,

but it does not, of course, account for the numberless souls

who live and die in Carmel and who do not write auto-

biographies. The sceptical critic will not be convinced when

you tell him that it was St. Teresa's hidden life which gave
value to her written work, and that what she was doing by

way of silent contemplation and secret penance is much
what innumerable other nuns were doing as well. You

may tell him that God from time to time draws a con-

templative into the limelight so as to stress the need for

contemplation in the world, and that even if He did not,

the veryfact of souls giving themselves to Him in the with-

drawn life of love has a leavening eflect upon mankind at

large . . . you may tell him this, and your sceptic will ask

for further proof. The argument is one which takes you all

the way only ifyou are prepared to go all the way with it.

A different approach to the question would be through
the purpose ofman and the nature ofprayer itself. However
doubtful the layman may be about the value of the con-

templative life he must, ifhe is a believer at all and still more
ifhe is a Catholic, accept the fact that man is made for God,
and that prayer, in the widest sense, is the channel ofcorres-

pondence. If union with God is the end of man, and if

relationship can be established by means of receiving grace
from God in prayer and giving in return the direction of

human life by prayer, then both the purer the prayer and the

more it is practised the better. This is just as true in the case

of mankind at large as it is in the case of the individual.

Consequently if the majority of men neglect prayer it falls

to the minority to make good the defect. The world bene-

fits when people make it their whole business to pray. The
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contemplative vocation is not a loss to the active life: it is

its support. Leaving the world, souls help the world. The

principle may be pressed further, and it can be claimed that

if contemplation were to die out there would be nothing
to keep religion from secularisation. Love is a unity, and

if contemplative love were drained away active love would

follow suit. If the mystical body is to be healthy, if it is to

remain capable ofmovement, if it is to live and not merely

exist, there must be at least as much energy in the interior

faculties as there is in the external limbs.

The mistake which the world makes is to judge of in-

tensity as well as ofutility by visible achievement. The very

serenity which is to some the best recommendation of the

contemplative life becomes to others its condemnation.

"They just sit there," it is said of enclosed religious, "yon
can see by their faces that they've never made an effort in

their lives. And it's effort that counts." If there are lazy

religious in contemplative houses and there certainly are

they are neither the happy ones nor the ones to judge by.

The serenity which comes from inertia and apathy can be

distinguished at once from the serenity which comes of

interior prayer. There is nothing sterile about interior

prayer: it is wearing in the extreme. So secret is its intensity

that, so far as measurable results go, the prayer of activity

has the advantage every time. But if even human love can

be deepest when undemonstrative, surely divine love need

not be materialised when best expressed? Once admit that

the energy oflove as expressed in prayer is both secret and

social once, that is to say, you no longer demand statistics

on the one hand or regard spirituality as being self-culture

on the other your case against contemplative orders falls
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to the ground. Not only does it fall to the ground but the

reverse is proved true: interior prayer is apostolic, active,

life-giving. No wonder St. Thomas ranks the contem-

plative vocation as the highest: in its perfection it supposes
the perfection of the others. It includes, though blood-

tessly, martyrdom.



THE WORLD'S MISSING LINK:
CONTEMPLATION

WE HAVE seen that interior prayer begets and, in its

perfection, includes the apostle's and even the martyr's
vocation: greater love than this no man can have, than that

he should lay down his life for his fellow men. Con-

templation is the greater love, the better part. It is not only
the most effective link between man and God but between

man and man.

Leave out contemplation and what happens? Rejecting
the opportunity ofliving on the highest supernatural plane,

the soul has to manage as best it can with life lower down in

the scale of grace. If it rejects prayer altogether, it lives

according to nature and not according to grace at all. This

means that the soul now suffers the whole range of re-

strictions from which contemplation could have liberated

it. The spirit becomes as it were embedded in the flesh.

This is not to say that the body is necessarily in control or

that the intellect, as such, is impoverished. It is to say that

the material elements which force themselves upon the

senses and deflect the body from its perfection force them-

selves also upon the spirit and deflect it from its perfection.

Such things as gratification of appetite, physical and mental

suffering, outward drcumstances connected with work and

place and change and taste and health and time contin-

gencies of every kind have power to influence a non-

praying man in a way which would be impossible in the
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case of a man who contemplated. The reason why con-

templatives remain undisturbed is not merely because they
are detached detachment is the effect rather than the cause

but that they are in a world of different values. This is

not an imaginary world, it is the real one. The materialist

and not the mystic is the artificial man: the true realist is the

man who prays. The man who scorns prayer lives only on

the surface of things: he never comes to see things as God
sees them. Only the man who allows God to raise him from

the natural to the supernatural can form any sort ofidea of

the inwardness of things. Contemplation does this. Grace

does this. Nothing else does.

When the contemplative prays, then, he is operating on

a plane which has no meaning for the materialist. He is

doing something which is outside time, which does not

register in space, which has no physical actuality. The
materialist on the other hand, even when he prays, is far

less free. Prayer, to him, is an uncertain quantity, an un-

comfortable experiment, and he spends it in longing to get
back to his own proper element with the dimensions which

he knows. Whether in prayer or out ofit he is always more
or less open to delusion and disappointment and falsejudge-
ment. He is at home only in the world ofmatter, and even

here he makes many more mistakes than a contemplative
would make in the same circumstances. Change and

movement and concrete forms and unpredictable con-

sequences make up the world which is familiar to the

materialist. So, of course, his spiritual life is infected by
these things. The natural has invaded the supernatural.
Even the contemplative is not entirely free from the danger:

physical experience and perceptions are always trying to
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leave their Impression upon the spirit. It is only by directing
the interior faculties more and more towards God that the

material can be prevented from communicating itselfto the

spiritual.

The same, as before, goes for mankind as a whole. Leave

out spirituality and the universe becomes a biological fact.

Leave out relationship with God and the human race is a

chance experiment subject to material improvement,
material accident, material decline, material disruption.

Where there is no supernatural destiny there can be no
sureties. Deny divine purpose to the world and human

beings have every excuse for being worldly. Why not after

all ifthey are worldlings and no more?

Spirituality is not, then, one of those elements which we
see in the world about us and which may or may not be

taken up. The spiritual life has not been invented for the

benefit of those who happen to have a taste for it. If it is

what it says it is namely a life then it is part of human
life as a whole. The world's life as well as the individual's.

It is no good for people to admire the contemplative ideal

at a distance and yet to deny the necessity of making even

a beginning in prayer themselves. It is no good admitting
that it is only the contemplative who is really clear about

what he is aiming at ifno attempt is made to aim at the same

thing. If contemplatives alone are sure, then the remedy
for the world's doubt is obvious. If it is only the con-

templative who is properly poised, then only a contem-

plative mankind can realise its full perfection.



THE WORLD'S OTHER DEBT

FROM what has been said we find that prayer not only
relates men to God but relates them also to one another.

So ifwe take the spiritual link between mankind and God
we see that it has a corporate quality. It is this social aspect

ofprayer which we are now to examine. The world's debt

towards God is not only one of interior contemplation
social only in the sense of shared by all but also one of

public ceremonial worship.

Just as Christ gave Himself at the same time for the

individual and the wHole, so man gives himselfindividually
and collectively back again to God. There is the personal,

unique, incommunicable selfwho worships in a way evolved

by the combination of his own effort and the Holy Spirit;

there are the millions who must benefit by this exercise.

Not only benefit but take part in it according to their own

personal, unique, and incommunicable manner. Though
the relationship may be spiritual, the association must be

visible. Each brings his incommunicable self to find com-
munion in the worship of the One. Not a mystical com-
munion only, but a corporate one. This is the prayer of

Christ's visible Church* This is the liturgy.

Now ifGod spoke to man through Christ, so man must

also speak to God through Christ. If the Father received

from His Son the perfect sacrifice ofpraise, then only in the

Person of the Son can man perfect his sacrifice to the

Father. This brings us to the climax of liturgical prayer,
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namely the Mass. It is in the Mass that the Catholic is able

to pay back to God the debt which is owed to Him by all

mankind. Nothing but an infinitely perfect prayer could

do this. The Catholic knows that in the Mass Christ is

taking the prayers of each individual member of His

mystical body, and in virtue of what He, the Head, has

merited, is giving to them a value which is out of all pro-

portion to their intensity. The Catholic knows, moreover,
that the collective needs of mankind are embraced in the

Mass and presented to the Father. Thus by uniting himself

with the Priest and Victim the Catholic is, during his Mass

prayers, jBlling up what is wanting to the service owed by
man. This is the Catholic's privilege that he should help
to extend the ministry of Christ. As the sufierer is an

extension of Christ suffering, as the tempted is an extension

of Christ struggling in the Garden against the sins ofman,
so the soul who prays his Mass with Christ is, whether he

be layman or a priest, an extension of Christ reclaiming
souls from evil. Pro vobis et pro multis effundetur. The
multis means more than the multitude ofthe devout.

As the Head of the body prays, so also do the limbs. In

the Mass is the complete answer to the necessity and in-

sufficiency ofman. Where men fail in their obligation and

either refuse to pay homage or else misinterpret the manner

of its expression, Christ, by sacrificing Himself, gives to

those who will look the pattern ofpraise.

Man, then, in belonging to the created human order

belongs to a family. He is one of a true visible society.

Each man is not an entity on his own but has responsibilities

which are defined by the Creator of the order to which he

belongs and expressed both individually and corporately.
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Having a body as well as a soul he must worship with his

body as well as with his soul. Ifhis whole life, physical and

social as well as intellectual and supernatural, comes to him
from God, then God must be recognised in every part of

it. Not enough to worship from the mountainside and in

the woods, communing privately with the Lord who made
these things; there must be signs and ceremonies as well.

How can there be a society ifthe members do not come to its

meetings? Where is the family if the children are never

seen? The language of the society is the liturgy, the bread

ofthe family is the Body of Christ.



AND THEN COMES COMMUNISM
As A SUBJECT Communism has become the darling
chestnut of the Catholic press. Rightly has much space
been devoted to it: it touches the faithful at every point.
Yet surprisingly little is known about it by the average
Catholic who has come to take it for granted and regards the

whole thing as either a bore or an intellectual challenge
which is beyond him. "Oh, that again," I heard a young
man exclaim today when his attendance at a lecture on
Communism was being canvassed, "but we've heard it

all before, and it doesn't affect this country anyway. Our
sort of Communist isn't the Soviet kind . . . he's merely
the old-fashioned Radical under a new name/' This attitude

of mind is sufficiently general to warrant a brief survey of

what Communism stands for and what weapons Catholic-

ism possesses to combat it.

We do not need to know much ofthe Marxist theory to

see that it is the antithesis ofwhat we have been advocating
in the last three sections. "Worship of any sort, whether

contemplative or liturgical", says the Communist, "is a

denial of the temporal end of man. The religious idea is a

fabrication designed to cover the failure of man to find

human happiness in the material world." For the Com-
munist there is only one reality; to him existence means

physical existence in a world ofsense; in his scheme the values

on which traditional civilisation has been founded are mean-

ingless; the material is the beginning and end ofeverything.
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In claiming that the temporal well-being of mankind is

the absolute, Communism pledges itself automatically to a

warfare against the Church. Notice that it is the well-

being of society which is pointed to as the ultimate goal,

and not the well-being of those who make up society. On
this head too, therefore, the Christian ideal with its emphasis
on individual rights is an obstacle to be eliminated. Where
the Church preaches the dignity of each separate created

soul, Communism preaches the sanctity of the collective.

Each man is the property of the Party; the Party has no

respect for human personality. Personal integrity has

neither meaning nor value to Communism except in so far

as it serves the programme. The only morality recognised

by Communism is that which is defined by the needs of

world revolution: you are good or bad entirely according
to how far you are or are not in line with the Party con-

science.1 The Party conscience may express itselfdiiferendy
in different countries, meeting particular resistances accord-

ing to the interpretation put upon local situations by the

Kremlin, but the general drift is clear enough. The prompt-

ings of the Communist conscience are guided solely by the

ambitions of the proletariat.

So stated, the Communist idea would seem to be almost

too impersonal and dictatorial to be in the least attractive to

the minds of men. Wherein, then, lies its appeal? How
account for its remarkable growth? It is matter for shame

to us Christians that what people like about Communism
is precisely what they should be liking about Christianity
if the Christians only revealed it more. The neophyte sees

i "-whatsoever is useful to the Communist Party is moral, and whatsoever is

unfavourable to it is immoral/' Party Ethics, which is a standard Communist
text-book drawn up byJaroslavsky, the leader ofthe Militant Atheists.
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in Communism the sacrifices which its members are pre-

pared to make for the sake of the whole, he sees the social

conscience at work in numberless reforms, he sees a genuine
enthusiasm for an ideal, he sees the cause of the poor taken

up against exploitation by the rich, he sees particularly if

he hasnotcome across religion ananswer to his inneryearn-

ings forsomethingnoble towhich he can dedicate his life. He
makes a mysticism ofthe Marxist theory. He wants to give

glory to the collective and to walk in the way ofits saints.

The moment we examine this Marxist theory we see at

once that ifyou are willing to leave out the grace of God
and a supernatural purpose you will find a good enough
cause to champion. If you take, as Karl Marx took, the

realisation ofhuman perfection as being achieved with the

establishment ofa classless society, then your own personal

perfection is measured by the altruism ofyour effort. Your

activity reaches its highest peak when you are sublimating

yourself in the interests of society at large. Thus if your
aim is the "people's" happiness, and if in the attempt to

effect it you are to find your own happiness as well, you
commit yourself, as things are in the world, to revolution.

The Communist is accordingly a missioner or he is nothing;
he has a revelation, he preaches a gospel. Because he is pre-

pared to be a martyr he is ready to be a persecutor. He is so

convinced ofthe truthwhich he holds that anyonewho holds

to another truth must be eliminated. The sincere Com-
munist is just as high-minded about it all as we are about

Catholicism. His methods are different but the principle

is the same.

We, as Catholics and belonging to a different civilisation,

have no doubt that Communism leads to evil. This should
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not blind us to the fact that the rank and file of Com-
munists are honestly wanting a good. Ifwe can forget for

the moment the Cominform and remember the soul of the

individual Communist we are far more likely to help the

cause of Christianity. To do this is to reverse the totalitarian

ideology, and so cannot fail to be a move in the right direc-

tion. In our claim that every man, of whatever station in

life, has an inalienable selfhood, a power ofdetermining the

course he is to take, and that this is what he inherits as a free-

born son of God, we can hardly be said to favour the

capitalist at the expense of the working man. A man is

master ofhis own life and soul even ifhe is master ofnothing
else. "No," says Communism, "he is master of nothing.
He is the property ofthe whole." Our fight is not so much

against Communism as for the soul of the Communist. If

we have any sort ofreal love for souls, praying for them and

working for them, we shall be turning upon them the only
force which is powerful enough to detach them from their

Satanic movement. The grace of God does not as a rule

dawn unless something more than a direct hit has been

scored. Even if the Church militant were as combative as

militant Communism it is doubtful whether much could

be done. But if the members of the Church militant were

more spiritual than their opposite numbers are material it

would be a different question altogether. We should then

have nothing to fear from our enemies.



CRUSADE OR CAPITULATION

HAVING seen briefly what Communism stands for, we
turn now to the means by which it may be met. If it is the

aim of Communism to transform society by developing it

in one direction it is the aim of the Church to transform it

by development in the other. If the new imperialism hopes
to establish itself by means of anarchy then it is by restor-

ation and not by revolution that Christianity must meet it.

So ifthere is to be a return to Christian principles, one thing
is absolutely necessary the faithful must know what they
are.

It is surprising how few Catholics recognise the duty of

studying the doctrines and social programmes of die

Church. It is probably true to say that the first reason why
Communism has gained such ground gained it so rapic ly
and held it so firmly is that the ordinary Communist
knows exactly what he wants whereas the ordinary Christian

does not. This is far from claiming that every Soviet worker

has an expert understanding of the Party's objectives while

every Catholic takes his catechism for granted; it is simply
to claim that the U.S.S.R. demands more in the way of

practical and intellectual allegiance and sees that it gets it.

At Communist headquarters it is estimated that ten thousand

members leave the Party every year for no other reason than

that they cannot keep up with their party obligations. These

ex-members are not apostates. They believe; they look

forward to the realisation ofthe Marxist dream. It is merely
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that they are not judged to be equipped with what is

demanded by their creed. A system which has no regard

for the individual soul can afford to work along these lines.

The Church cannot say "Get up your theology or get out".

Communism can, and does, say "Study your Karl Marx,

preach it, give your time to it, and ifwe ofthe Party happen

to want your children or your wife you must be ready to

hand over". If the would-be member is unable to accept

these terms he is no use, and out he goes. This twofold

obligation which rests upon every Communist, the duty

ofknowing the theory and ofbeing willing to sacrifice to it

in practice, is kept in a studiously even ratio of fifty-fifty.

The Party member may not excuse himself from the work

of active propagation on the grounds that he is the brains

of the movement; nor may the agitator or distributor cut

down his study of Marxist principle and history. If total

revolution in social, moral, political,
economic and inter-

national spheres
is required, so also is total service. The

pace of every movement has been quickened more effect-

ively by sacrifice than by any other force. Both Com-

munism and Christianity believe in blood.

Our first necessity, then, is to know as much about

religion as the Communist knows about revolution. We
have revelation, tradition, dogma, the Church's social

theory to draw from; he has Engels and Marx (with his

Capital and Communist Manifesto). Where we have the

Fathers, the Doctors of the Church, the Schoolmen, the

more recent Popes with their Encyclicals, and a vast corpus

of up-to-date literature on property, the family, and social

justice apart altogether from the specifically spiritual

writings of the Church which assume, even where they do
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not positively preach, the same principles Communists
have their counterpart in the resolutions passed from
time to time by the Party, in the works of Lenin, in

Stalin's explanations of the Communist gospel, in Jaro-

slavsky's Party Ethics, in Dimitrov's policy of under-

ground recruitment and Thorez's plan for gradual infiltra-

tion. The only difference in the approach to the opposing

body of authorities is that whereas we leave it to the ex-

perts, our enemies demand it ofthe rank and file.

The practical implications of all this are obvious. They
may take various forms, but ifwe are to resist Comfiiunism

thy must take some form. We must be ready to take

measures which, ifnot heroic in their response to the call of

sacrifice, are at least likely to be exceedingly boring in

prospect. We may have to attend lectures, read up the

encyclicals, enter discussions, find out what is the Church's

attitude towards education, marriage problems, wages,

strikes, and so on. The Catholic, no less than the Com-

munist, never finally graduates: he goes on learning his

faith. The trouble is that when it comes to the point of

defending that faith, the Communist jumps onto the plat-

form with his mind full of facts, debating gambits, figures

and oratorical fireworks; and the Catholic runs a mile.

Every time the Catholic runs his mile, the Communist both

points the finger ofscorn and makes use ofthe empty place.

The score is registered, the Church suffers a defeat.

Thus if the conflict between Communism and Chris-

tianity is primarily one of principle before even it is one of

practice, it is clearly up to the Christian to have the mind of

Christ before he can even begin to act with the acts ofChrist.

IfLenin came down like a ton ofbricks on thosewho thought
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that by liquidating their opponents they could somehow by-

pass the doctrine of dialectic materialism, then surely in the

same way we may insist that the only preparation for the

converting of our rivals in the field let alone for the

launching of any sort of effective Christian propaganda is

instruction. Nothing, heaven knows, could be more sacri-

ficial. Of all the forms of Christian ascesis, receiving in-

struction is perhaps the most irksome. It can only be

equalled by the ascesis of actually giving it. Not only fear-

less and enthusiastic must be the statement of our faith, not

only pungent must be the exposition ofour policy, not only
idealistic must be our spirituality in its drive against the

false doctrine of materialism but reasoned and realistic

must all this be as well.



THE POSSIBLE REMEDY
Ho w, IN view ofwhat we have been considering, can we

help taking a dismal view of the future? For a moment let

us re-state the case against us, and then review the potential
which is on our side. In fact the rest of this book will be

mostly about the potential which is on our side. It is our

purpose to make that potential actual and to keep it going
at full strength for as long as life is left to us. "We sing while

there's voice to sing with. Neither pronouncements from
the Kremlin nor the rumblings ofRussian guns have power
to silence the song of contemplation. This particular voice

comes from the heart of the Church, and die gates of hell

shall not prevail against it.

Seeing then all round us the forces of evil active,

fanatical, efficient, spreading with a rapidity which chal-

lenges our own mark of catholicity in its best periods and

seeing at the same time among the faithful a dangerous

apathy, a hideous ignorance ofdie menace which threatens

us, an almost superstitious trust in some sort ofprovidential

immunity, we begin to wonder how on earth the Church

can survive the present emergency. In a sense our very
virtues as Christians are, in crises of this sort, the qualities

which take the bite out ofwhatever opposition we are able

to rouse. Our readiness to forgive, our love of peace, our

regard for the individual soul are attitudes which disarm us

almost before we have begun to mobilise. Ever so slighdy

misunderstood, or influenced at all by laziness, our imagined
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Christian acceptance and faith can become something

perilously near to Eastern fatalism. Our sense of ultimate

victory, the confidence of knowing that the Church must

survive, the habit ofHving in terms of centuries rather than

in terms of decades or general strikes or persecutions or

financial depressions are apt to have an enervating effect so

far as material effort is concerned. Even the knowledge that

we ourselves, individuals, are cared for by a loving God who
will not let us perish, and that whatever may go wrong in

our lives we have an eternity of happiness to look forward

to, can be conducive to an irresponsibility which is bad.

The Communist, on the other hand, has no such chance of

misreading his charter. For him the mission is immediate

and clear. There are no long-term views in his case: if he

does not get what he wants in this life he has nothing else

to look forward to. His atheism acts as a spur. There is a

pressing urgency about everything he undertakes; each new

opening may bring in the revolution, every crack in the

defences ofthe old order, of Christianity, must be widened.

For instance. When we pray for the conversion of

England do we really imagine that it will come about in our

time? "When we ask to be defended in the day of battle do

we include in this idea the possibility of really having to

fight for our faith? The Communist mentality, being wholly
materialist, is entirely different. The training is for front-

line warfare. Shock tactics, secret manoeuvres, sudden

changes of front are part of the general preparation. The
communist drill-book is nothing ifnot opportunist. Possess-

ing no morality, no absolute standards save those dictated

by the need ofthe Party at the moment, Communist policy

may alter abruptly from day to day. Not only policy but
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doctrine may be altered by the Kremlin at a moment's
notice to suit the requirements of Soviet propaganda in a

particular country, to secure a majority vote, to suppress
disaffection within its own ranks. With us truth is fixed,

with them not. With them nothing may stand in the way
of material advantage. This is logical enough since they
believe in no other.

Now ifmaterial advantages for the many in other words

social conditions are the whole concern of the Com-
munist ideology, then it is the business of Catholicism to

provide a working alternative to the Communist solution.

That is to say if bad social conditions are the appropriate
medium of dialectical materialism and if good ones are its

professed aim, then these two extremes ofthe same problem
must be investigated by the Church and a social system be

evolved. At this stage the Church can turn round on us and

say "Ah, but I've had one for generations. The truth is that

none ofyou will take the trouble to study it."

The Church does not exist solely to teach people dogmatic

theology. The properly instructed Catholic should be able

to show that a real relationship exists between dogma and

morality, between the theory of the faith and the living

problems ofsociety. Catholics are inclined to be too depart-

mental about their religion, concentrating almost exclusively

upon that department of it which has to do with personal

sanctification. There should be a balance between theore-

tical, spiritual, and practical religion. Indeed there should

not merely be a balance but an interaction: each is an aspect

of the same thing. If the material conditions of mankind

were meant to be outside the scope of the individual man's

conscience the Church would not have bothered to frame
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a social policy. But this is just what the Church, par-

ticularly through its recent succession of Popes, has done.

There exists a body of social teaching just as there exists a

body of dogmatic and moral teaching. But the faithful,

taken by and large, are not conversant with it. The faithful

resent instruction in these matters; the clergy are shy of

labouring its necessity. Just as laziness and false humility

are responsible for the almost complete ignorance of mys-
tical theology among the majority of Catholics, lay and

clerical alike, so laziness and the equally false sense of

minding one's own business are responsible for ignorance

regarding the Church's social teaching. "The whole thing

is too political,
and it would be better if the Church kept

out ofit . . . perhaps it's all propaganda . . . ifthe Church

has to mix itself up with the affairs of the State, then it's a

thing for the hierarchy and not for us . . .let the Roman
Curia take the responsibility. ..." The opportunity is

missed and the ignorance goes on.

Any system which promises to remedy the social injustice

in the world is bound to be listened to, and if the followers

of religion are silent the only alternative for the enquirer
is to join the followers of revolution. If Catholics lived as

fully functioning Catholics, and if Christian states accepted
the implications of Christianity, there would be no case for

revolution. It is only because the Church's social code has

never been lived that there has come to be anything to

rebel against.

The possession ofthe requisite knowledge and the willing-
ness to communicate it are, then, the only obstacle which is

likely to stand in the way of Communist domination. For

us it means the Cross. It means a Crusade. If the hammer
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and sickle are not suffered to remain idle and collect the rust,

nor may the Cross and the Crown ofThorns be kept in the

background for purposes of private devotion. Where the

Soviet emblems point downwards, beating fiat and cutting

away at the roots, the emblems of Christianity point up-
wards to the skies, inviting to compassion and coronation.

Communism aims at hammering the world into shape;

Christianity aims at re-shaping it according to the Gospel.

Where the Communist discards both natural rights and

morals in his search for rational materialism, the Christian

sees in liberty and morality the return to reason. There has

never in man's history been a campaign towards personal

and political integrity without the Cross. The question is

now wL ther a part of that Cross is not going to involve a

period of suppression and underground struggle. That the

Church will survive is not, as we have seen, a matter of

doubt. But it seems on the face of it quite probable that it

will have to fight for its very existence.
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WITH THE failure to present our alternative to Com-
munism at all events in such a form as will be found

sufficiently acceptable to the non-Communist world we
are in grave danger of being left behind in the competition
for world evangelisation. This is not to lay the blame on any
one department of the Church; it is simply to state an un-

pleasantly evident fact. It is further to suggest that the

omission may well, at least in the outward struggle, be

followed by a loss of ground and even, possibly, by a

temporary eclipse. Now though it may be necessary to the

development of the Church that we should suffer such a

reverse the mystical body of the Church subjected to the

kind of mystical dark night which is endured by the soul

in contemplation it would surely be the greatest mistake

to act on this assumption and passively let things take their

course. God's plan may involve a suspension ofthe Church's

spread in Western Europe and in Eastern Europe, Asia,

Africa, and the Americas as well if it comes to that but

it is surely fatal to expect it. "What has happened before

in history can happen again now" is a dispirited approach;
it should be indulged only with reference to the opposite
outcome. The idea of necessary purification, the idea that

the race has sinned and must take its punishment, is true

enough up to a point. But it is a doctrine which can be

misinterpreted.
1 If the emphasis is upon the punishment

1 As, for instance, it was misinterpreted by Marshal Petain in connection with"
the Nazi occupation ofFrance. Ifthe means ofaverting disaster are neglected the
attitude is no better than one ofsupine fatalism.
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rather than upon the sin it is difficult to see where the element

of true penance comes in. First recognise the guilt and then

begin to talk about expiation. Nations as well as individuals

have a way of talking a lot about expiation in the hopes
that it will not be noticed how much they cling to the sin.

It is always easier to shrug one's shoulders, particularly if

one is a collective body with national or racial shoulders,

and say, "Now we are in for a dark age, a night of black-

out for civilisation, so there is nothing to do but go to sleep

and wait for the dawn." If culture and the outward forms

of religion are to be swept away by the new savagery of

Communism it may or may not be a punishment and we

certainly have deserved punishment of some sort but it

does not mean that we have to let go ofculture and the out-

ward forms of religion. If the Western tradition does go
down under the dark pressure of materialism it is only our

refusal to acquiesce that will enable it to revive again.

As individuals we may have little enough chance of

influencing the policy to be pursued against Communism,
but as individuals we shall have the greatest possible chance

ofkeeping that policy going. The Church does not depend

upon its policies, but upon the fidelity ofits members. The

rock offaith on which the Church rests the rock which is

Christ and His successors is more surely found in the

faithful than in systems of foreign relations. It will be by
the existence of personal fidelity to the light, pin-points

gleaming in the blackness of unbelief, that the return ofan

eclipsed faith is guaranteed. It was when in turn Egypt,

Assyria, Chaldea, Persia, Greece and Rome thought Israel

to be finished that Israelites, scattered and with no outward

observance to point to, were preserving in their own lives
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the heritage of their fathers, awaiting the day of their

deliverance. In the same way it was when Europe was

dominated by the Franks, by the Goths, by the Huns, by
the Vandals, that Christianity was judged to have collapsed

along with the Latin culture which had enshrined it. In

fact, ofcourse, neither Christianity nor its traditional culture

had gone down before the successive invasions ofbarbarism:

they had merely gone, for a time, underground. Just as the

Old TestamentJews stood by the Lord, and the New Testa-

ment Christians stood by Christ, so with us ifthe test comes

along: our safety lies in standing, in clinging, in believing.

Our faith by which we mean our hope and charity as well

is the rock on which Communism will break. We are

the Church, and the Church is Christ. Christ pledges Him-

self to His members, entrusts Himself to His members,

depends upon the fidelity ofHis members.

If the world, then, is to be preserved from universal

anarchy and universal hate, it must return, consciously and

by professed choice, to Christ. Nothing but our Christian

way of life, our moral principles and specifically Christian

institutions and interpretations, can save mankind.

Christianity and Communism are mutually exclusive.1

1 "The masses cannot be really happy until they have been deprived ofillusory
happiness by the abolition ofreligion" is one ofMarx's primary postulates, Lenin

is no less explicit: "Our programme necessarily includes the propaganda of

atheism . . . the Marxist must be the enemy of religion." Lastly Stalin: "Ifyou
believe in God you render yourself guilty of treason against the revolution." If

these opinions have been modified to the extent of permitting a state-controlled

Church in Russia it is only a manoeuvre intended to suggest good will it cannot

signify recognition of spiritual claims. Communism may not make concessions

of any real meaning to what is directly contrary to its essential purpose. "Our
aim is not to 'renovate* the Church," states Working Moscow, "but to abolish it,

to eradicate all religion." Article 122 of the Soviet Criminal Code runs as

follows: "Teaching children or minors the principles of religious faith will be

punished by correctional compulsory labour." This was re-issued in 1945.
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Neither is a way oflife, an alternative to choose from out of

many. Each is an absolute. The two radical ideas are in

complete opposition. There can be no gradual retreat

each, without loss of face, condoning the other. It is Christ

or anti-Christ, and it is for the world to choose. The world

must choose Christ or perish. Not now any more an issue

for the European world to resolve for its own social and

international convenience, but for the whole world. This

Gospel must be preached to all mankind. If our Gospel is

not so preached, the other will be. And then?



PAIN AS A FOURTH DIMENSION

THE WHOLE animal kingdom is subject to suffering. To
the kingdom of the rational animal alone is given the power
to suffer willingly even happily. Only man is able to

transmute pain, and it is a prerogative which can, all too

easily, be overlooked. If suffering is offered to the lord of

creation for what he can make of it, then the more clearly

it is seen in relation to the purpose both ofthe world and of

the individual soul the better.

The world is always, at every stage in its development, in

labour. Nothing comes to the birth save by pain. Ifin the

present phase of history we see more of the anguish than

we do of the birth this should not blind us to the fact that

grief and struggle can be the compelling force which

liberates truth and virtue. Pain may be, under grace, the

only possible means of effecting the liberation. It may be

the only quality strong enough, acting like a blow-lamp,
to bum away the layers of artificiality and materialism with

which the world has been veneered by civilisation. But if

the process is to work effectively it must, as we have seen,

in an earlier chapter, be taken up in the spirit of penance.

Austerity may be forced upon the world by economic

conditions, but unless it is received as the price to be paid
for being able to occupy the place in God's plan which He
wants it to occupy it is to a certain extent wasted. Its main

function is missed. But whether pain is invited by God as

an acknowledged penance or exacted by Him from an
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unwilling creation as an accumulated debt, it inevitably

represents a chance: it forces an issue, it parts the ways,
it outlines a possible solution to the mystery of life.

In the very act of paying the debt of his sins so far as

God allows him to in this world & man may discover a new
dimension. He can arrive, ifhe takes the trouble to follow

up the light which the challenge of suffering gives rise to in

his soul, at a new understanding of the world. He is given
the chance ofseeing creation as a pattern and in perspective.

He can draw upon a new form of expression. For the non-

Christian, suffering can be the means oflearning the signific-

ance of Christ's life; for the Christian it is one of the means

of sharing it and spreading it. "As we have been closely

fitted into the pattern of His death," says St. Paul to the

Romans, "so we have to be closely fitted into the pattern of

His resurrection." In being fitted into the pattern ofChrist's

Passion the soul comes to a more subtle and intense per-

ception, the mind comes to a new comprehension.
The mental adjustment of finding new focus in suffering

should not be any great difficulty for those who have the

Gospel before them. There is the witness ofthe saints who
bear out the same principle, there is the traditional doctrine

of voluntary purification and vicarious atonement for sin.

The question for us who live more or less in the acceptance

of all this is how to convince the non-Christian that pain

does not impoverish human nature but enriches it: it is the

essentially Christian paradox ofdying in order to live. How,

except by suffering in a Christian way ourselves, can we

possibly get across to the materialist the spiritualising value

ofpain? He will not take it on faith because he has not got

any. Nor will he and you can hardly expect him to
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experiment in the doctrine himself. So it remains for us to

prove to him that pain sharpens and refines, that voluntary
renunciation actually humanises, that familiarity with grief

and loneliness and near-despair is a uniting force between

man and man.

If the Passion of Christ places us on a different level of

merit from the natural level which would otherwise be ours

it gives us also a different channel of expression almost

an added faculty. Our sufferings come to speak to God and

to oui own fellow sufferers in a language which is specifically

Christ's. Though belonging to the physical order we have,

through prayer and suffering, a claim upon another order

altogether. What our baptism entitles us to by the merits of

Christ becomes, through prayer and suffering, the familiar

element of our lives. Now if there is this relationship

between man and God, between the physical world and the

spiritual, it follows that those who exercise their faculties of

spiritual expression are, to a much greater extent than those

who do not, responsible for the progress and support ofthe

world. It is almost as if God entrusts His interests to the

men ofprayer and the men ofsuffering instead ofto the men
of affairs and the men of consequence.

1 The real weight
rests on the Church praying and die Church penitent.

Dom Louis Merton (Thomas Merton who wrote

Elected Silence) wonders "if there are twenty men alive in

the world now who see things as they really are." It would

mean, he says finding twenty whose hearts and minds were

free, who had attached themselves to neither spiritual graces
nor created things. "I don't believe that there are twenty

*"God has chosen what the world holds base and contemptible, what the

world holds weak, so as to condemn the strong." I Corinthians i, 27.
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such, men in the world. But there must be one or two. They
are the ones who are holding everything together and

keeping the universe from falling apart/'
1 This is a claim

which cannot be proved, but each ofus knows that it must

be true. "What Father Louis attributes to detachment is here

attributed to the combined influence ofprayer and suffering.

They amount in the end to the same thing. Prayer, detach-

ment, suffering for God's sake whatever you like to call it

that gives to a soul the vision ofthe universe as it really is

must inevitably amount to the most powerful force in the

world. This is what we have meant by finding a fourth

dimension. Rooted in substance we realise not only our

final end but also our present operation in spirit.

1 Seeds of Contemplation, p. 124.



THE PATTERN OF THE SPIRIT

HAVE seen that man belongs to both worlds, the

material and the spiritual. But though he has the entry into

both, he has to be pushed into one ofthem. He is on really
familiar ground only in the world ofthe senses; for the other

he has to shut his eyes and make acts offaith. It is only later

on, when he has learned more about it, that he can open his

eyes wide and, by looking at the world about him, learn

even more about the two orders to which he belongs. By
nature man apprehends only natural reality which is a

very small part of reality indeed. By grace he begins to

apprehend reality at another level altogether. When prayer
has been preached to him and when suffering has been

exhibited to him for what it really is though, of course, he

may come to the knowledge of the value of suffering by
experiencing it himselfand above all when the light of

grace has lit up his intelligence so that he can see beyond the

rim of physical perception, he is able to give and receive

in relation both to God and to man in his two appropriate
worlds at the same time. Now this is not a take-it-or-leave-

it activity, a please-yourself expression. It is an essential

part ofman's equipment in his progress towards God.
Because man cannot detach himself from his essential

purpose his soul is perpetually in search for a solution which
will resolve the difficulty of living in two worlds at once.

Anyone who has ever thought at all and who is not a com-

plete fool must be aware of the fact that one of the first
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necessities which he is up against in this life is that ofcom-

bining the material and spiritual elements of the world in

which he lives and making ofthem a harmony. He achieves

this object not by separating the two elements and con-

centrating upon each in turn, but by uniting them and being
true to each. In his capacity as natural-plus-supernatural

being he is intended by God to bring about such a fusion.

The grace is there. He can do it. The saints are those who
have managed it best; everyone else manages more or less

according to how far the saints' purpose is kept in view.

It is true that all except perhaps the greatest saints and

mystics and possibly even these for a good deal of the

time are conscious of one element more keenly than of

the other, but even though their senses tell them more of

matter than grace seems to tell them of spirit they at least

know that their souls go infinitely beyond whatever their

senses are able to assimilate. Theyknow too that this spiritual

operation is vastly more important to them than any other.

Indeed for those who have advanced any distance in the way
of the mystics, but who have not yet got settled in it, the

danger is to imagine that the spiritual world is the only

one that matters and that they need not concern themselves

with perfecting their existence in the physical one. The

effort to live the supernatural life in its perfection has a way
of making the soul impatient of the natural. It can't escape

the natural, but it would like to. It feels the pressure of the

material world more than it feels the compensating pressure

of the spiritual world. It wants to have but one world to

worry about. The desire which begins with repudiating

selfmay end by repudiating nature. But it is only the fallen

side of nature which must be repudiated: repudiate the
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whole of it and you get inhumanity. Both worlds have

to be lived in since both are God's. Where the hedonist

throws out the balance by living in the world of sense and

refusing to concern himself with any other, the too ardent

would-be mystic throws it out by trampling on finite

creation.

Such a tendency on the part ofthe incompletely developed
soul of prayer is understandable enough. To one who has

even begun to appreciate the pattern of reality, the utter

disparity which is seen in the created world appears at once

fantastic and tragic. Human affairs seem as mad as lolanthe

but not as harmless. To the novice in contemplation every-

thing is not only upside down but pointing Satanwards.

So of course to him the only way out is to have as little to

do as possible with whatever has no direct relation to God.

The outcome of this is that the quality of understanding is

obscured, and sympathy inevitably suffers. It means that a

human soul is trying to sever its connection with its own
roots. It is forgetting its own humanity. It is making a big
mistake.

The remedy against approaching life in this way is rot

what would at first appear as being the most obvious. It is

not to cut down prayer and thus get a more balanced view

of creatures. It is on the contrary to develop and extend

prayer, and thus get a more Godlike view of them. The
more the soul praises God, the more it sees, without neces-

sarily noticing the difference of focus, the inwardness of

creatures. Contemplation is the influence above all others

which heightens the soul's perceptions. From seeing only
the surface, the soul comes by means ofits prayer to appreci-
ate significances. Contemplation gives us the setting. The
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concrete world is smaller than the spiritual, and can be

properly understood only in its setting which is up against

the larger world ofthe spirit. To see either by itselfis to see

it incompletely. Contemplation not only opens the inward

eye but puts foreground and background in their right

perspectives.



THE SHAPE OF THE PRESENT
PURPOSE

WE HAVE seen that the created order is real enough but

that it does not stand in its own right. It needs a further

reference. It needs to be looked at with the truly realist eye
ofthe contemplative. Where the expert, the technician, the

experimental scientist can give us the what ofan object, the

man ofinterior vision can give us the whence and the why.
The soul of prayer goes beyond composition to what is

much more important -namely being. Ifyou get meaning,
motive and essence over and above what the experts can

tell you about the substance you get pretty well as much
of a thing as you are likely to want.

Apply all this to the responsibility ofthe present moment
as seen in the light of the ultimate responsibility. The con-

templative, with his realist and more or less constant aware-

ness of eternity, is able, as others are not, to appreciate the

enormous possibilities of the present moment. The im-

plications may be alarming to him, but at least they are

there and they are true. The present moment does, as a

fact, derive its significance from its setting in the whole. It

has the same uniqueness as each ofthe single creations in the

physical order, it has the same potential sacredness, the same

chances of being wasted or misused. As with creatures, so

with moments: the contemplative knows what has led up
to them, can trace the continuity in the scheme. Past,

present, and future are so related as to form a unity a
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unity which finds its focus-point in the shifting now. Not
that the soul always feels the comfort ofenjoying this unity
on the contrary it is usually the contemplative who, more

than other people, has to make acts of faith about the

providential ordering of his life but at least there is the

admission in the will that everything, however unintelligible

from the human point of view, is, if taken in relation to

God's all-comprehensive plan, of a piece. Indeed however

chaotic the existing situation, it can be accepted as the ex-

pression of God's permissive will. The existing situation

may be the outcome of mixed motives, may be caused by
innumerable mistakes, may crown a process of malice and

deceit, but the point is that here and now there is a moment
which exactly represents the will of God. His will is identi-

fied with the present need. Whatever deviations went

before, there is a perfect fit at last.

The contemplative realises as nobody else does that each

separate minute is not only a climax ofpast happenings, an

arrival platform after round-about travel, but that it is also

the beginning of future ones, a departure platform for a

journey which goes on into eternity. Each new moment is

ajunction. There are no real stops; changes at all the stations

are the condition of this particular progress; every change
allowed for indeed having its destined place in the plan

of God. The haphazard does not enter in any more than

does the idea of fatalism.

"I can think of nothing more fatalistic", might be an

objection, "than to conceive of a scheme which provides

such a necessary relationship between cause and effect."

The answer is surely that the contemplative, in seeing how

closely cause and effect interact with regard to past and
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future, sees also how closely grace and freewill interact

with regard to the immediate present. The very powers
which lead the interior soul to an appreciation of the

responsibility of the passing moment lead him away from

the danger of determinism. His faith, more sensitive and

more widely applied, rescues him from fatalism. To a soul

who is settled in God the idea that untold quantities of

influences have gone to make up a certain circumstance,

that factors outside personal control altogether are being

brought to bear, that possibilities are being opened up which

cannot be imagined, is not a cramping thought. Quite
the reverse. It is a stimulant. The influences are not untold

to God. If the factors are outside the control ofman there

is all the more reason to see them as being under the control

of God. The fact that the future is hidden to human intel-

ligence makes it all the morenecessary tohand over thewhole

thing to the care ofWisdom itself. You may say that this

is not the way in which most people's minds can be made to

work. Perhaps not. But whose fault is this e Ifmost people

contemplated there would be no difficulty. Ifmost people

contemplated there would be recognition ofthe truth. And
it happens to be true that God rules His universe while man
is allowed to help Him in the work. This is no novel dis-

covery, it is a primary truth accepted by all who believe.

It is a doctrine which finds its point of focus on what we
have called the present moment's shape and purpose. Like

all doctrines, it expands in the life of faith. It becomes

almost limitless to those who contemplate. Time is felt to

have form. And in practice the incidental is sacramentalised,

canalised, revalued.

Thus ifnot everyone can be expected to make use of the
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above principles, at least it must be admitted that the above

principles are true. At least it must be admitted that the

soul ofprayer, far from living in a dream world, faces facts.

It is the so-called practical man, the active soul who gets

through his day as the hedonist gets through his pleasures,

who is the loser. He sees only a slice of time; the con-

templative sees the whole as well as the slice and sees both

ofthem more clearly. Time, to the active soul, is something
whichcomes out ofa clock: it is measured by degrees. He can

never really make terms with time because he mistakes its

limits for its reality. The contemplative on the other hand,

because his mind is set towards eternity, understands the

principle of time. He is intimate, as others cannot be, with

real time.



THE FINAL SYNTHESIS

THERE is an Arab proverb to the effect that the pome-

granate is not the pips and the pips are not the pomegranate,
but that one is all and all are one. It probably sounds better

in Arabic. In order to grasp what the world as a whole is

all about, and at the same time to appreciate the relations

which exist both between the creatures which compose it

and between them and God, we need to go about it with a

positive theory and not merely to content ourselves by

saying what the world's purpose and nature are not. We
cannot afford, that is to say, to take no interest in material

creation on the grounds that our whole concern is with

the supernatural. "The invisible things are clearly seen,"

St. Paul reminds the Romans,
*

'being understood by the

things that are made." Ifwe turn our backs on the things

that are made we are in the paradoxical position oftripping

up on the things that are unmade. If we paid no attention

to creatures we would be dividing the principle of charity.

Neither God nor love nor happiness nor creation, natural

and supernatural, may be divided against themselves. The

apparently conflicting claims are fulfilled not by denying
the one and concentrating on the other, but by getting

perfectly clear the nature of each and getting the best out

of both. Positive, therefore, not negative. We find, we
do not abstract. Abstraction may be necessary when trying
to arrive at the nature of God, but it does not help a great-

deal when trying to arrive at an understanding of life.
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Happiness is more than not-misery, love more than not-

hate, prayer more than not-distraction, work more than

not-sloth. What we must look for in each case is the

actuality: what the thing is and what it points to. "We must

see it in relation to the over-all. The pips in the pome-
granate: the pomegranate in the pips.

How do we come by this sort ofvision? It is, again, part
of the mental habit induced by the practice of serious

interior prayer. The soul of prayer assimilates truth as the

beings assimilate air. The process is unplanned. It simply

happens. Take, for instance, the exercise of prayer as

practised by the contemplative soul. There is a certain

necessary negation at first the soul excludes as far as it can

the alien elements but as soon as the mind has detached

itself from the love and the memory of creatures it heads

positively towards God. It is the hindering love ofcreatures

which is renounced, not the lovable nature of creatures.

Creatures are respected: the being ofthe creature is known to

be good: the perfections of the creature are swept up in the

general reference to God.

Only when the creature has been spoiled by misuse is it

treated with severity by the saint. Saints are sometimes hard

on wealth, and quite particularly hard on wine and other

luxuries, but they are much harder upon themselves for

loving these things inordinately. Rightly used, they would

not be objected to by the saints. As soon as the saint can

assure himself that he no longer "wants creatures for their

own sake or for his own he becomes surprisingly mild about

them. He says what nice things they are. Which is true.

They were made good by God as He Himself was the

first to record. When the soul, by means of the ascetic and
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mystical life, has arrived at the stage of handling creatures

without hurt he can see how good they are. And seeing

how good they are, he can begin to teach others how to

handle them without hurt. But he must be careful, because

there can be a lot ofhumbug about all this.

Few things show up the difference between the bogus and

the true in matters ofthe spirit as clearly as this question of

the approach to creatures and created pleasure. To the false

mystic and ascetic creatures are either entirely despicable or,

by contrast, too freely indulged in; to the genuine they are

respected, kept somewhat at arms' length, given thanks for

when necessity has provided their enjoyment. The former

creates a gulf between God and His works, the latter

achieves a synthesis. Like Moses seeing from the summit

ofPhasga the land of Canaan stretched out before him, the

contemplative sees the created order with its hills and

hollows, with its movement and light, with its song and

silence, rolling away towards the horizon. He sees the thing
as a whole, and has no need to divide the landscape from if

there is such a word the skyscape. To him the two are

merged in the mists at the limit ofhis vision.

"All men are vain in whom there is not the knowledge
ofGod," says the author of Wisdom in the thirteenth chapter,

"andwhobythese good things that are seen could notunder-

stand Him that is. Neither by attending to the works have

they acknowledged who was the workman ... for by the

greatness ofthe beauty ofthe creature, the Creator may be

seen." If Solomon wrote these words, then he, if anyone
did, needed to remind himself of their import. But the

traps which were open for Solomon are those which are

liable to catch any of us. We can. be safe from them only
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if we pray. Prayer alone lifts the soul to the level where

the works of God's hands are seen as the reflexions ofGod's

Beauty. The believer can give a notional assent and then

go away and forget about it. To the contemplative the

doctrine is experienced and carried about with him as a

habit.



THE SONG OF THE LITURGY

IF THERE has to be a synthesis in seeing visually and spirit-

ually, there has also to be a synthesis in praying vocally and

mentally. Just as it would be a form of snobbishness to

pretend an exclusive attention to the things of the spirit, so

it would be a form ofsnobbishness to look down on the use

of words in prayer. The abstract painter cannot boast that

he has pursued his abstractions so far as to have no further

use for colour or canvas or created forms. The higher
mathematician does not despise the multiplication table: he

is drawing upon it all day long. The brain specialist takes

into consideration and even treats with respect, though he

may not be able to cure, the common headache. By the

same token the contemplative cannot think it beneath him
to take part in liturgical worship. The liturgy is to his

prayer what the notes are to music. The contemplative
does not wait till the psalms are over before he can get down
to the real business ofprayer. What he does is to pray them

contemplatively. The Divine Office is not to him a separate
and somewhat inferior exercise, it is a continuation of the

same interior exercise but expressed in a different form.

If it can be established that liturgical prayer has a con-

templative significance then the charge which is most often

brought against repeated recitation of both Offices and

devotions falls to the ground. Once grant that the primary
function of public worship is not the performance but the

praise, it follows that prayerfulness is more important than
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ceremonial. Neither the rubrics nor the various forms of

chant are ends in themselves, and where they fail to promote

prayerfulness they are liable to get in the way of it. The

liturgy is a song onlywhen it is in tune with the worshipping
mind and heart. Otherwise it is a noise. Words, melodies,

gestures an fact all outward expressions of devotion are

necessary to us because we are flesh and blood. Being body
as well as spirit we cannot praise properly without these

things. But they are a concession all the same. They are

invented to make things easier for us in the relationship of

prayer: they are not there to make things easier for God.

He is praised by the attitude of heart, and if the attitude of

heart is lacking there is no value to be attached to the external

expression as such. The external expression has got to have

something to express. The externalmay awaken the internal,

may come as a fitting outlet ofthe internal, may even gauge
the quality ofthe internal, but it can never entirely take the

place ofthe internal. Ifby some mental process ofnegation
the Mass itself could be performed as an unprayed rite and

not as an act ofsacrifice, it would not be to the honour and

glory of God. "We are given, by God and by the Church,

the form which our public worship is to take. It is a better

form than any whichwe could have discovered for ourselves.

All that remains for us is to pray ourselves into it.

"This is all very well/' is the comment which springs to

the lips, "but in that case prayer is no more than a sort of

game. According to you there is no point in offering to

God what He has got already, and all that happens in litur-

gical prayer is a return to Him of words and sounds and

actions which He has inspired but which don't help us much
either. It looks as if God is giving us toy bricks to play
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with." Not at all. Certainly God provides us with the

medium, but He also provides us with the purpose. The

purpose is to please Him. In our liturgical prayer we are

at least building a house to the glory of His name. There

have to be bricks because we happen to be made with

fingers. The angels areprovided withanothersort of material

for praise. Angels are pure spirit, we are not. The angels

build a wholly spiritual house, we do not. Our house

is part material because we are part material. But the build-

ing ofit is no mere game. It is the highest use ofthe faculties

and forms which He gives us. Indeed it is the appropriate

and perfectly harmonious use in that it is the highest

combination of the faculties and forms He gives us.

Whether it is the priest at the altar or the monk in his

choir-stall or the layman who is following the liturgy at a

distance, the prayer which goes up to God is the return to

its Creator of the best which He has created. It is a re-

statement of the Word, a redirection to the source and

term of everything that is. "Dans le ronronnement de la

psalmodie," writes Dom de Grunne,
1 "la spirale des images,

des figurants et des sentiments s'absorbe en un point unique:
le Dieu de Transcendance qui p6ntre I'sime du croyant,

la d&ache de ces adherences, Flve, transcende les

passions, transcende les creatures et plane sur les fronti&res.

Comme toute musique et toute po6sie, les psaumes ont pour
fonction d'introduire ceux qui chantent dans un 6tat spirituel

qui est ici la communion au Transcendant." This is surely

the point that the parts are merged in the whole. Not only
are they more in communion with one another than at any
other time, but that, when they join in liturgical worship,

1 In Esprit et Vie, April 1949.
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they are one breath with the voice ofthe Spirit. "Le moine,"
Dom de Grunne goes on, "communie & Dieu par leurs

symboles et leur rythine en attendant de communier & lui

par le pain et le vin. Le sacrement poetique prepare le

sacrement reel."

The perfect expression of all this is to be seen in the

death of the great Benedictine historian, St. Bede. To die

while singing the Magnificat antiphon "O Rex gloriae"
with the community on the feast of the Ascension is in the

best possible tradition. With his last breath he kept the song

going.



THE SOCIAL VALUE OF THE
LITURGY

OBVIOUSLY ifthe whole purpose ofhuman effort is taken

to be natural well-being or even moral goodness then

liturgical prayer must seem to be the grossest possible waste

oftime. But the purpose ofhuman effort includes something
more: in taking into account the supernatural it posits the

need for a set form of public worship. A set form, and a

public form. Ifthe human purpose is for man and not merely
for individual men, then there must be a form ofexpression
which is suitable to the generality of mankind and not

merely to the particular case. The need to express praise,

penitence, gratitude and so on is answered in the liturgy:

man has a vehicle: the channel ofcorrespondence is provided.
Private devotions may satisfy the single member, but it is

only a set form of public worship which can satisfy that

which he is a single member of.

To say that public worship makes no direct contribution

towards the well-being ofman and is therefore from the

point of view of furthering the main purpose not worth

doing is to make two entirely separate mistakes. In the first

place, as we have already suggested, the sole end ofman is

not his welfare on earth whether physical or moral. While

perfectly ready to grant that temporal good is a good and

not an evil, we still reserve the right to claim that it is a good
which must be related to other, and more important, goods.
"Where even moral good is divorced from supernatural
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good and in the measure that it is so isokted it ceases to

have bearing upon the main purpose of man. Such, then,

is the first error. The second is to mistake the function ofthe

liturgy itself.

Now the whole idea of the liturgy is not to promote,

direcdy, either well-being or uprightness. The idea is so to

employ certain faculties and satisfy certain natural (and, as

we shall see, supernatural) instincts in man that God is

thereby worshipped according to His demands and that

some of the debt for sin is paid according to His due.

Primarily the liturgy affects God, not us. In paying homage
we therefore do a twofold thing and we obey a twofold

instinct: we are being, for once, the complete man.

An example ofhow the natural and supernatural appetite

work together in the act of praying publicly is to be seen

in the sense ofdual satisfaction which comes to the soul who
discovers religion only after having reached the age of

reason. Illustrations are numerous, but listen to the account

of Thomas Merton's experience as it appears in his Elected

Silence: "One came out of the church with a kind of com-

fortable and satisfied feeling that something had been done

which needed to be done, and that was all I knew about it.

And now, as I consider it after many years, I see that it was

very good that I should have got at least that much of

religion in my childhood. It is a law of man's nature,

written into his very essence, that he should want to stand to-

gether with other men in order to acknowledge theircommon depen-

dence on God, their Father and Creator!
9

The italics are mine.

If the intuitive sense of kinship with one's fellow man
can be denied, so also can the intuitive sense of one's

dependence upon God. Indeed the best way to blunt the one
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is to go ahead and blunt the other. The two hang together.

Consequently the best way to develop each Is to develop
both. Common worship engenders compassion where

there was no compassion before. To establish oneself as

an untouchable either in one's religion or in one's relation

towards other people is to sunder the bond which both

nature and supernature have established between the mem-
bers of the human race. Nothing brings this out so clearly

as die implication ofthe liturgy. Very often it is through the

liturgy that souls come to see that they are meant to find

their way to God indeed can only find their way to God

by means of others and in the company ofothers.

There is in Bath a stretch ofpublic garden which is within

waving distance ofthe railway. Few people, as a fact, wave
from here because for some reason not many of the in-

habitants seem to have discovered it. Perhaps they prefer

to listen to the band. Here, then, in this seclusion, when

having to wait some time for either a train or an appoint-
ment with the dentist, I am accustomed to sit. I work, I

say Office, I read, I wave at trains.

Into what I have come to look upon as my own private

enclosure, came, some weeks ago, a small boy ofsome six

or seven years old. Under each arm he carried a white

cardboard shoe-box. The boxes did not, as it turned out,

contain shoes; theycontained a train. The engine in one box:

metal rails and signal in the other. Having fitted together
the line and laid it out on the grass, having adjusted the

points and wound up the engine, the little boy defeated the

theory that all children are perfectly happy playing end-

lessly by themselves by coming over to me and asking, with
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one finger on the wheel of his engine to act as a brake, if I

would care to join in. So of course I put awaymy breviary,
and assumed the various roles which were assigned to me.

The reason I mention this trivial incident is that though

playing trains was well worth doing on that occasion (as

indeed it mostly is) the game only really reached its fullness

when a real life-sized train rattled past. Though our own
locomotive was lost in the roar, we were somehow given the

note. We puffed and whistled with confidence and con-

viction. We became part ofthe British Railways.
So il is, in a way, with the liturgy. We become absorbed

into what is altogether bigger than ourselves. We allow

our own piping voices to be drowned in the universal roar

of prayer. Surely this should free our worship from many
ofthose elements ofselfwhich tend to spoil the note ofour

more private and interior prayers? If this is true for the

priest or layman who is faithful to his rubrics, it is all the

more true of the religious who chants or recites the Divine

Office in choir. For the monk and nun for all who tie

themselves by obedience to a regular observance the pace,

the pitch, the required movements are a discipline. Even

the times at which the particular hours are said, and the

place in choir from which they are said, are outside the scope

ofpersonal choice. Self is sacrificed to service. The part is

swallowed up in the whole. God is dictating the way in

which He wants to be praised. Man is throwing in his lot

with those who accept His dictation.

The Gospel paradox, then, applies once more: it is again a

case ofthe seed having to die first if it is to have any sort of

real life. We have to die to selfin order to live for others ; even

our prayer mustbeswamped ifitis truly to comeinto its own.
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What is the good, they ask, of all those psalms and cere-

monies? How is the world going to benefit especially if

the demands of liturgical and contemplative prayer may
well involve retirement from the responsibilities of the

worlds Surely the natural comes first? If there is such a

thing as the supernatural, it must wait. There is quite

enough to attend to in this life without having to anticipate

the exercises of the next. . . .

But surely the proper element of man is that which

recognises his aspirations not that which denies at least

half, and those die nobler, of them. The rightly ordered

man should feel at home in the liturgy. However badly he

may pray, he feels that this is something appropriate to his

being. His psalm, his chant they are part ofhis language.

Yes, but what is the good ofsuch a language? Why not save

your words and speak to men who need them? Why not

preach in a language men understand?

The liturgy does preach. The effects may be indirect, but

the sermon goes out from the choir-stall as surely as from

the pulpit. However enclosed the religious order indeed

we would hold that the more enclosed the more effective

is the sermon the word ofGod goes out from the choir to

all mankind, Each religious stands under a sounding-board
which sends God's inspired sentences over the whole world,

and, more important still, sends them to take their place
in the choirs ofheaven.
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IT WOULD be a mistake to think of contemplation simply
as a song without words just as it would be wrong to think

ofvocal prayer as being words without thought. Contem-

plative prayer may or may not make use of the form
of words ordinarily it feels happier without and vocal

prayer is equally free in the mental applications which it

attaches to the words expressed. Apart from the obvious

outward difference between the kind ofprayer which makes

a noise and the kind which is silent, it is idle to try and

define the distinction absolutely. You cannot say that vocal

prayer carries the soul to a certain precise point in the Hfe

of the spirit, and that after this the way is clear for con-

templation. The contemplative, if he is praying properly,

contemplates while he is singing the Divine Office: his

imagination and memory are stilled, his intellect and will

are bent upon God, his body is occupied in expressing

praise. Here, certainly, is not a song without words

though it 15 a song in which the words take second place.

Vocal prayer is here, under the impulse of contemplation,
a mixed exercise ofhigh perfection. Liturgical prayer, then,

is the appropriate outward voice ofthe contemplative.
But whereas vocal prayer leans upon an activity of the

mind, mental prayer does not depend in the same way
upon words. (Indeed in its private prayer the soul has often

to dispense with words not because it despises them but

because it feels them to be getting in the way.) The normal
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function of words in prayer is to express. Contemplation

expresses without the use of words. The thought does not

have to be explained, the petition does not have to be

formulated. The sentiments of prayer no longer need a

frame. This is far from suggesting that in its upward flight

to God, the soul can now discard the liturgy: it is merely to

suggest that the soul is able outside the times of liturgical

worship as well as inside those times to pray contem-

platively. Perhaps even more than before and certainly

not less the soul feels the need of liturgical worship. But

it is not tied to that one form of prayer. Souls of con-

templation do not grow out ofthe Divine Office; theygrow
into it. And it grows into them. Their more direct elevation

towards God gives to their vocal prayer a new force. It is

the power which thought gives to action.

It is perhaps conceivable that action may be graceful

without thought, may be dignified, may be elevating, may
be challenging. But without thought it can hardly be

meritorious; it can hardly be sanctifying. Thought is always
bound to be purer than the action of which it is the in-

spiration, more significant than the phrase which formulates

it. For example scientific research is possible only because

there is something to search into and because there are minds

to search with. The process is strictly a re-search. In the

same way the more scientific forms of prayer, whether

liturgical or discursive, are conditioned by the interior

exercise ofwhich they are the manifestation.

Now if the more interior forms of prayer are neglected
or felt to have no practical bearing upon the world at large

that is to say if either the contemplative element is not

taken into account in the running of the universe or if in
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the individual case there is no respect for the more abstract

degrees of prayer then not only does mankind as a whole
suffer but the body ofhomage which goes up from man to

God is impoverished. Where interior prayer is sacrificed to

action, there is inevitably a weakening of the intensity of

prayer all round. The more outward expressions ofprayer,
both in the individual soul and in the mass of souls, are to

some extent devalued. Prayer, ofwhatever degree, is always

meritorious, always some sort of expression of love; so as

long as man prays at all he is enriching the world in which

he lives and at the same time disposing himself for further

grace. But in proportion as he allows extraversion and

multiplicity to substitute for the interior response which

his prayer invites him to give to God, he reduces the quality

of his praise.

If applied mathematics recognises its debt to pure mathe-

matics, you may be sure that applied prayer cannot afford

to discard pure prayer. The one emerges out of the other,

refers back to the other, derives its impetus from the other.

It is not a case ofwhich is more necessary or more excellent

because in this particular matter the objective may not

be dissociated from the subjective without losing its terms of

reference it is a case ofboth working together in harmony.
The word bears out the idea, the idea assumes the word.

The classic example of the way in which the principle

may be perfected in practice is, of course, that of the nun

in St. Teresa's community who knew no "mental prayer"

as such, butwho had contemplated for years with the material

supplied by the Our Father.

A further error must be avoided. We must realise that the

value of contemplation does not rest on the need for
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providing a quarry of thought to dig from and make into

the material of the more scientific forms of prayer. Con-

templation does not exist for the benefit of a system: it

exists for the benefit of God. The song of contemplation is

a song in its own right sung for the ears of God. For us

it is difficult to think of a song without words or notes,

yet this is what contemplation is. And presumably even in

the case of songs as we know them, songs which we hear

sung, there is something present in the mind before there is

anything which is capable ofbeing written downin the score.

It is true, of course, that contemplation stores up spiritual

energy which is later expended in more active work ofone

kind or another, and it is also true that but for the cells of

contemplation which in every age are dotted about some-

where on the surface of the globe there can be no real pro-

gress, but all this has to do rather with contemplation's
nature and effects than with its primary purpose.

1 The
function of contemplation is more than that of recharging
batteries. It is the battery and the dynamo in one God

getting the first benefit from it.

The bid which we are making in these pages for what

might be called "integral contemplation" may seem utterly

out ofplace in a book which is chiefly designed for people

living in the world who find it difficult enough to make
room in their day for straightforward vocal and discursive

prayer. We make it nevertheless. The present intention is

to break down the prejudice against the more interior forms

of prayer which exists in the minds of active souls. After

nearly two thousand years Martha is still suspicious ofMary.

1 And wiH be dealt with when we come to discuss the social value of con-

templation,.
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And we can hardly blame her: there is evidence to show for

active prayer let alone the active life while there is none

at all for secret contemplation. Yet once we lose sight ofthe

fact that integral is ofmore value than applied prayer there

is nothing to prevent the whole business ofprayer degener-

ating into a scientific, analytical, effect-producing, ego-
bound process ofresearch. It need not become this, but such

is the danger. Pure contemplation is as far above analytical

method as history is above historical criticism, as Scripture

is above exegesis.

By all means let those souls who genuinely feel themselves

called to active ways of prayer, and who are not confusing

humility with laziness, stick to their attraction and go ahead.

It will bring them very close to God, and they will also be

able to teach to other people much ofwhat they have learned

in prayer. But let those who feel drawn to a quieter, more

recollective, less vocal exercise be on their guard against

trying to pigeon-hole the process. Nothing is more des-

tructive ofthe spirit ofpure prayer than the effort to check

up. To a large extent the song of contemplation depends
for its purity upon the soul's willingness to forget about

its own experience, its degree of achievement, its handling

of counterpoint. Even if this self-analysis does not lead to

making a culture of spirituality and armchair contem-

plation is worse than useless it gives rise to scrupulosity

and nerves. Clearly in proportion as selfbecomes the object

ofinvestigation the souTs gaze upon God is deflected. Which

gets us back to the fundamental truth about prayer, that

nothing neither aesthetic appreciation, technical pro-

ficiency, metaphysical speculation, affective emotion nor

anything else does service for the end ofprayer itself.
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Worship Is the finest song that can be sung, and there

will always be men and women in the world to sing it.

There may not be many, but there will be some. Ifthe rest

of the world is deaf to the melody, the loss is the world's.

For those who are granted to hear, and still more, ofcourse,
for those who are themselves granted to sing, there are

weighty obligations. It is for Martha, understanding the

principle of the thing at last, to justify to the world the

existence of Mary; while it is for Mary, conscious of her

responsibility, to come in her own way to the assistance of

Martha. Contemplata aliis tradere. All too easily, and almost

as it were through muddle-headedness rather than through

downright malice, can the song of contemplation be

drowned. Either the worker can work so unsparingly as

not to spare a thought for the life ofthe spirit, or the spiritual

soul can despair of ever being able to achieve anything by
the sheer spirituality ofhis effort. For both there is the need

for great faith. In the contemplative the need is even greater

than in the active, because in the contemplative the sense of

futility is both more keen and more constant than in the

active. The active soul can escape from the thought of its

own insufficiency; the contemplative is living right up against

it all the time. There comes a point in the development of

the spiritually enlightened man when it seems that the whole

effort has been absolutely useless, wasted. Nothing ofwhat

has been learned can possibly be imparted to others, so

what is the good oftrying? The light has been too strong:
it has blinded. "I will retire into my own cocoon and live

as far as possible in the spirit,
I cannot bear the thought

of what the world needs to learn. The whole thing is

too big for me. I dare not, expressing myself so badly,
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do battle with the armies of ignorance and malice and

unbelief.''

Was the song, then, for the ears of the singer only? Is

this all that was meant in the terms ofthe commission that

the voice should remain behind closed doors? Even granted
that the sum of the contemplative's knowledge is in the end

something inexpressible in human language or expressible

only in formulas which sound trite enough to all except the

soul himself, and to him are charged with meaning it

belongs to a Wisdom which may not be silenced. Even if,

like Moses and Ezechiel, he can only stammer, the con-

templative has no right to content himself with remaining

merely dumb. He must try. Ifhe gets no further than telling

the world that he knows nothing whatever, that all created

things are shadows, and that nothing matters on this earth

except trying to unite oneself more and more with the

Will of God, he will not have done so badly. The saints

themselves have very little more to tell us when they come

to die. These things are true, and there is not much to add.

So let us go on proclaiming them. We sing while there's

voice left.
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A THOUGHT which probably comes to the mind of the

reader who goes straight on from the previous page is that

ifthe song ofcontemplation is as here described, it must be

an exceedingly simple and short song. In substance it cer-

tainly is, but it goes on to the last,and often it is a remarkably

painful thing to keep up. Indeed apart from the grace of

God which makes it possible in the first place it can only be

kept up by the practice of a deliberate and conscientious

serenity: one must refuse to be disturbed by disappoint-

ment, one must maintain a studied indifference to success

or failure. Thus it might be said that while the conditions

of contemplation are generosity and perseverance, while its

climate is self-denial, and while its effects are trust and

humility, the particular quality which runs through, all

three aspects of contemplation is that of serenity. Which is

why contemplative prayer comes so hardly to the world

oftoday: we have lost the power ofbeing serene.

In an age which has left the study ofspiritual, metaphysical,
transcendental things to the very few, and has concentrated

the vast preponderance of its effort on the physical sciences,

there has to be, before any sort ofreturn to Christian values

can be effected, a restatement of prayer's fundamental

postulates. The value and primary purpose of prayer have

at least to be recognised before anything can be expected at

all. It is a vicious circle: Western civilisation has become so

materialistic that it cannot see the point ofprayer, and unless
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it prays it never will. Having lost the knack of praying, it

has lost the knack ofbeing serene. And unless it decides so

to keep its materialism in check as to allow for a greater

serenity it can never be master of its own so-called progress.
Without prayer, without serenity, the West must continue

to rattle downhill1

I remember once seeing a Poor Clare sitting in the station

at Calais. In that shouting, hot, pushing, cosmopolitan
crowd she looked as if she had been dropped from another

planet. There she sat on her wicker suitcase, hands folded,

cool, unflustered, serene. Non movebitur in aeternum it was

a Thursday and I had just been saying Prime. More out of

curiosity, I regret to say, than from a Christian charity I

went over and asked if I could show her into her train. It

appeared she had no particular train in mind; any train

would do so long as it was going in the right direction. She

had missed several; there was no hurry. "Thank you, I

think I'll wait", she said, "until things settle down a little."

When I told her she would have to wait forty or fifty years,

until everyone travelled by air, she asked quite simply,

"Oh, is it always like this? People are so excited, I thought
there must have been an accident/' She was middle-aged,

and had not been away from her convent since she had

joined as a girl of seventeen. I did not say so, because it

would have taken too long to explain, but, of course, she

was right: there had been an accident* The Western races

were suffering the effects of the accident of materialism.

And it is doubtful whether they will ever recover. But

that was why she looked so out ofplace: in her convent she

1 What the chances are in the East for a redirection of civilisation is another

matter, and will be touched upon briefly below.
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had been travelling at a different speed and by a quite

different route: she had by-passed the scene of the catas-

trophe. You might carry the idea further and say that she

had come upon the evidence ofthe wreckage and not known
what it was all about. Indeed it is doubtful whether any of

us really appreciate the extent ofthe damage. The nun saw

the excitement and rush, possibly also the greed and un-

charity and general hardness, and was puzzled by it. Not

unduly disturbed, merely puzzled. Quarefremueruntgentes, et

meditati sunt mania? Why indeed when the consequences
are found to be so disastrous?

In other words the atmosphere is all wrong for the Poor

Clare kind ofprayer which we have been considering. The

wind is in a completely different direction, and is blowing

contemplation out ofEurope. Whether it is blowing it out

ofAmerica as well it is not so easy, at the present time, to say.

Presumably it must be since it is the same wind. Of all

materialist societies it is true to say with the Psalmist:

Contritio et infelidtas in viis eorum et viam pads non cogno-

verunt ; non est timor Die ante oculos eorum. Of course they
are anxious and harassed and are afraid: they have nothing
in which they can place their trust. When even earthly

securities are seen to fail, men must snatch at what little

they can find in compensation. The only things left, once

God has been crowded out and the satisfactory handling of

His universe has been despaired of, are the merest toys.

Hence greed, nerves, suspicion, fear, Dominum non in~

vocaverunt; illic trepidaverunt timore, ubi non erat timor.

This means that what came more or less naturally to men
in the ages of faith, because the faculty was inherited and

the atmosphere was conducive, has now to be forced as
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though it were a hot-house growth, which it is not if it is

to be preserved at all. Contemplation ought not to be in

danger of becoming self-conscious, rare, specialist.
If its

function were recognised by the world this danger would

not exist. Thus both for its own sake and for the world's,

let alone for God's sake, the sooner contemplation can find

again an accepted place in the scheme of creation the

better.

To the Eastern mind there is not this same difficulty. The

psychology ofthe East has not been affected by industrialism.

Industrialism is still not only alien but recognised as inimical

to the whole spirit of the Eastern tradition. The culture of

the East has so far shown itself to be impervious to Western

influences and has consequently preserved much ofwhat we
have lost. Even the most superficial study of Oriental

thought must convince the reader, as it has convinced the

present writer, that if Christian contemplation is to see a

revival it is far more likely to be in China or in India than

in Europe or America. Anyone who accepts the challenging

implications of Dom Pierre-Celestin Lou Tseng-Tsiang's

book, Ways of Confucius and of Christ,
1 and who further

examines the Chinese, Hindu and Buddhist ideologies

cannot but be struck by the comparison between the present

state of die world and the period immediately preceding

the coming of the Gospel. What, in the Providence of

God, the Greek philosophers were doing to prepare the

way for the birth of Christian theology and philosophy in

the West, Eastern thought seems, over a far longer period,

to be doing by the way of preparation for its extension.

1 Burns & Gates, 1948. Dom Pierre-C&estin, who died shortly after writing the

book, was a monk of Saint-Andre", the Benedictine Abbey near Bruges. A convert

from Confucianism, he had held office both as Ambassador and Foreign Minister.
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Rome is not above being helped by Buddha and Confucius

any more than it is above being helped by Plato and Aristotle.

Anyone who is interested in the possibilities
of this idea

should read what the Jesuit Fathers who are working in

India have to say about it. We in this country have for far

too long taken up the complacent attitude that no serious

thinking is done east of, say, Jerusalem. The works of

Johanns, Dandoy, Fuchs, and Narayan (to mention only a

few which are easily accessible) should disabuse us of this

error.

Philosophy and contemplation have never been able to

dispense with each other's services, and it should behumbling
as well as encouraging to us to see that they are still working
in close harmony in the East, Ifwhat they are both lacking is

the Incarnation it may be the mission of present-day

Christianity to bring it to them. Certainly the dispositions

are there. All it wants are saints. Again and again we have

had evidence that the most potent argument to the Oriental

mind is sanctity. Contemplative and liturgical prayer are

understood: the tranquil Eastern temperament respects the

withdrawn life of worship, and is sHghtly suspicious of

proselytising activity. Dom Pierre-C^lestin Lou's beliefthat

it is to be St. Benedict's Rule which will ultimately bring
his people to the grace of conversion is by no means a

mere partisan monkish fancy. He knows both sides from

within.

Some ofthis may appear discouraging to those who think

that Christian contemplation, the Christian tradition even,

once planted in Europe may one day have to be uprooted and

transferred to another continent. The thought of this

possibility should not be so very discouraging when we
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consider that the same sort of thing has happened before

without essential loss to the Church. Who, at the time,

would have believed that the Christian schools ofAlexandria,

Constantinople, Antioch would ever be closed? What
Christian of that period would have envisaged without fear

for the whole structure ofcontemporary religion the with-

drawal of contemplation from die great strongholds of

solitary prayer, the deserts of Syria and North Africa? And

yet Christian thought survived, the solitary life sprang up
elsewhere. As a fact contemplation derived new impulse
rather than otherwise from the direction given to monachism

by"the change. No, we in Western Europe today need have

no worries about the fate of Christianity in general or of

Christian contemplation in particular. Our Lord did not

say: "I will be with you always, even to the consummation

of the world in Western Europe." Somewhere the Church

and the mystical life will go on; in one place or another

souls will be uniting themselves to Christ in the closest

possible relationship known to man, and that is all that

matters.

We should think of the whole business of contemplation
as a great eagle soaring above the activities of men and

carrying the precious grains ofprayer in its beak. Everynow
and then a grain of contemplation is dropped, but you can

never be quite sure where it is going to land. Sometimes it is

carried by the wind far out of the eagle's course. But this

does not matter. He will, like the little nun on her wicker

suitcase in the busy French port, arrive eventually. It will

strike root and grow where God wants it to. This kind of

seed has the quality ofcoming up in the most unlikely places;

it has even the quality of being planted in one place and
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appearing in another. There is no telling. Africa, Europe,
America, Asia? Perhaps it is Asia's turn. 1

Be this as it may about the geography of contemplation,
there can be no doubt about its psychological requirements:
we get back again to the need of a mental, and even an

outward, tranquillity. In the individual soul as well as in the

world at large it is the steady noiseless flame which keeps up
the temperature of exterior activity. Take away the silent

tongue of fire from under the kettle and the busy bubbling
surface cools. The temperature of the water depends not

upon what looks the most active but upon what looks

entirely static. The disturbance of the water's surface is no

more than a sign: it is the intensity of the flame, which in

turn depends upon the quality of the spirit, that matters.

The working of the spirit-lamp would seem misleading to

anyone who knew nothing of the ways of heat: so also is

the working ofcontemplation to those who know nothing
oftranquillity.

Because tranquillity is something positive it is something
which has to be deliberately cultivated: we generate serenity,

paradoxical as it may sound, in the same way that we

generate energy. That is to say we carefully store it up and

then carefully expend it. But always we expend it serenely.

1
Having come to the end ofsuch passages in this book as refer to contemporary

and comparative religions, I would like to acknowledge with gratitude some ofthe
authorities which have proved helpful. Apart from Dom Pierre-Celestin, Lou
Tseng-Tsiang's book frequently mentioned (Ways ofConfucius and of Christ) I am
chiefly indebted to the following: Introduction to the Vedanta and A Synopsis of
To Christ through the Vedanta* by P. Johanns, S.J.; The Way and its Power, A
Study ofthe Tao Te Ching and its place in Chinese Thought by Arthur Waley; The
Great Synthesis by Stephen Fuchs; L'Ontologie du Vedanta by G, Dandoy, S.J.;
A Preface to Prayer by Gerald Heard; Platonisme et Thfologie Mystique by Jean
Danielou; "Bouddhisme et Christianisme'* in Ttmoignages, Jan. 1949; and lastly
to Dorn Bede Griffiths, prior ofFarnborough, who opened up the subject for me
and told me what to read.
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"We tend nowadays to think of silence as the privation of

sound/* says. Fr. Gerald Vann,1 "whereas it is noise that is the

privation of silence. Ifwe want to watch with Christ and

live with Christ we must learn first to be still. Throughout
the Passion there are these enclaves of silence against the

background of noise and tumult; and the sound and fury

signify nothing but death, produce nothing but futility: it is

the silence that is creative oflife.
55

This idea ofthe productive power ofstillness is profoundly
true, and unless we grasp it we can never hope to see deeply
into the qualities of which it is the disposition. "Be still,"

urges Jeremias, "and see that the Lord is God." Be still, and

see what is wrong about the movements in which we ofthis

generation are becoming dangerously involved. "In that

stillness," says Fr. Vann, "and only there, humanity as a

whole will find new heart."

When souls are at the mercy of chance disturbance, and

know themselves to be so, there can be no true spirit of

prayer. The sense of balance, if it is to be a lasting state

and not merely the condition occasioned by having things

where you want them, must be achieved. Excited nerves

may be calmed down, but they do not stay calm unless a

settled and creative peace is introduced. Greed and anxiety

are the disturbing elements, and it requires a more astringent

solution than a few pious practices and devotions if the soul

is to become detached and free from fear: the soul has to be

disinfected with the quiet deliberate search for God in all the

circumstances of life. To quote the same authority for the

last time: "Sanctity has been defined as simply 'willing what

1 In a broadcast during Holy Week 1949, printed later in Life of the Spirit

(Vol. IV, No. 37).
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happens to us by God's order* ... it is this that would

finally and inevitably give us peace, because it would give
us stillness and serenity . . . and so the futility and the fear

would finally be driven out." Ifto will what happens to us

by God's order makes necessarily for holiness, then it is

equally true that to contemplate makes necessarily for such a

disposition ofwill.



THE SOCIAL VALUE OF
CONTEMPLATION

FROM WHAT has been said it may be gathered that

contemplation is not a mere private hobby. Just as when you
think of the union of the soul -with Christ you think im-

mediately of the communion ofthe soul with other people,
so when you have discussed the serenity of contemplatives

you think at once ofwhat value the act ofcontemplation is

to other people. Our purpose here is to show that the

activity ofcontemplation is more dynamic than any other.

We have seen that for the ordinary soul it is impossible,
short of intuitive comprehension which would be an

exceptional grace, to appreciate the inwardness oflife in the

natural order. The meaning ofcreation is opened out to the

soul in the measure that the soul can come to look upon
creation through the eyes of God. In other words it is the

direct and unbeglamoured vision of creatures as they really

are that gives to the contemplative his effectiveness: not only
does he see all creation as in its source, namely God, but he is

sufficiently detached from the selfish approach to it as to be a

willing instrument in its service. IfGod loves His creation as

having its origin and end in Himself, man's love ofcreation

is correspondingly more unselfish and more effective in

proportion as he comes to see its source and term in God.

Which is precisely what the contemplative does come to see.

Everything about life is, to the true mystic, explainable only

in terms ofGod.
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It is thus part of the assimilated knowledge which his

prayer has afforded him that there is no contradiction in the

scheme of creation as viewed by the soul of truly interior

Christian prayer. That this is the case in specifically
Christian

prayer is worth noting because it is precisely on the relation-

ship between Creator and His creatures that non-Christian

contemplation goes wrong. Mysticism outside the Church

tends either to one or other extreme: believing on the one

hand that the universe emanates from God and is actually

part ofHim,1 and on the other that only the spiritual sphere

is real and that its material manifestation is a delusion of the

senses.
2

It is only the Christian doctrine that can bridge the

gulf, and it is therefore only the Christian mystic who does

not have to do violence to himself in order to wrest his

attention from the object to the object's origin and end. He

does so instinctively in virtue of his Christian contemplative

habit.

The more his window of prayer is opened the more does

the visible world tell to the contemplative about the horizons

of God. Knowing more about the world than we do, the

contemplative is more concerned about its welfare than we

are. He is all the more eager, but more selflessly eager, to

bring it help. His whole effort the only activity he is any

good at, namely his contemplative effort goes into the

work of saving the world for God. Prayer is the contribu-

tion which it is specifically his to make. He makes it to God

and for man.

"Yes, I see all that," you may say, "but how am I toknow
that it is the smallest use* I'm not saying that it isn't very nice

1 Pantheism (or, more strictly, the form of Pantheism which is called

Theopanism).
2 Idealism.
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ofthe contemplative to give us the benefit ofhis ecstasies and

so on, but what is there to prove that they do in fact benefit

us?" The answer is that if you believe in the efficacious

merits of Christ, you should believe too in the efficacy of
those merits which lie closest to those of Christ. Since

Christ's prayer is not a private and restricted prayer, neither is

that of the mystic. The soul which is united to Christ is

united to His prayer, and the two prayers go out over the

world and up to the Father as one.

Accordingly we can claim that not only is prayer a way in

which a man may help his fellow men but it is the lest way.
Ifthe Prayer and Passion ofChrist is the way chosen by God
for man's assistance, then incorporation in Christ by prayer
and suffering is the way most suited to man for mutual

assistance. In prayer man is granted to share with God in a

re-creative and re-redemptive work. The contemplative,

more than any of his fellows, helps to support the universe

which God has created and continues to conserve. He is the

instrument, the fulcrum, which God has chosen for the

sustaining of the world. This is an idea much favoured by

spiritual writers, and it is well worth thinking about. But it

is likely to be dismissed as a pious fancy unless some sort of

substantiation can be advanced. Perhaps the best way of

approaching it is by the use ofa simile.

Recalling the legend about the king who grew to be so

fond ofgold paint that he painted himselfall over with it and

then died ofsuffocation,wecan see in the function ofcontem-

plation a work comparable to that ofbreathing through the

pores of the skin. Just as no amount of extra breathing

through the mouth and nose can do service for the pores'

contribution to the life ofthe human body, so no amount of
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extra activity can do service for the function of contempla-
tion in the life of the body of mankind. As a breathing

apparatus the pores ofthe skin are not as obviously effective

as the nose and mouth, yet ifthe world should ever manage
to block up those unobtrusive little mystical passages which

never cease to inhale and send outthe spiritoftrue prayer
1
it

would not be long before outward progress ceased. Lacking
the assistance of something which, in the plan of creation,

it is necessary for the world to possess, a completely non-

contemplative and anti-interior civilisation must inevitably

go to pieces. Perhaps this will explain what writers like

Merton and others mean though it cannot prove that what

they say is true when they claim that it is the minute

amount ofmysticism in the world which keeps the rest ofthe

thing together, and that but for the ordered prayer ofthe few

there would be chaos and disorder for the many. Certain it is

that were it not for the constant tradition ofa strictly interior

life within the Church, the purely silent feeding ofthe lungs

with grace, there would be nothing at all in the way of

outward voice.

It is the old story of the active life depending on the

contemplative, the wheels going round because ofthe hidden

energy somewhere else, Martha being kept going by Mary
who looks half asleep. Familiar as all this is as a theme to

those who have grown up in the Catholic way of thought,
it is neither easy to act upon in practice nor acceptable even

in theory by the world at large. It requires the act of faith.

What we have to realise, in such a way that for us it

becomes a truth for every day, is that once a soul enters the

world ofthe spirit it begins to live in a new dimension which

1 Or cover them over with gold which would have the same effect.
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not only defies measurement by the physical sciences but

which also eludes even the human intelligence enlightened

by grace. It may be tested by obedience and by a number of

signs both interior and exterior, but it is measurable only by
God. This being so, it is idle to spend the whole of one's

endeavour upon searching and weighing up. The only

profitable course is to trust, ask forgiveness, and go on

blindly trying to love.



WE LIVE, WORK, SING, AND DIE

IT SEEMS suitable, having marched with hymns and

banner round the four sides of the square,
1 to finish up on a

note which has been struck repeatedly throughout the

procession. Again and again it must be insisted that the

spiritual life is part of the universal vocation, and that for

most people it is even in this life the only solution. Having

grasped the idea that conformity with God's will is the only

thing that is really worth while, what next? "Oh yes, it

means planning one's day so that it is broken up with various

devotions, it means doing without comforts and possessions

and friendships, it means going about doing good and look-

ing awful and feeling full of those frightful interior deso-

lations." Surely not. Though holiness may involve some of

these things, the essentials of holiness are far more funda-

mental. They deserve enumeration once again.

In the first place there is the distinction between planning
one's day for God and living one's life for Him. The saint is

the man who makes God his sole aim in life: his day falls into

line. In the same way his relationships, his pleasures, his use

of earthly things take their colour from die object of his

desire. Everything is weighed up in terms ofthat. The man
ofGod lives, works, sings and dies for God. And in doing so

he lives, works, sings and dies for man. There canbenothing

departmental in the approach ofone who gives all and aims

at the One.

1 We Live with our Eyes Open, We Work while the Light Lasts, We Sing white

there's Voice Left, We Die Standing Up.
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Having got his soul orientated, the man who is searching
for God in the far distance ofheaven must realise that he can

find Him. in the closest intimacy in Christ. Ifhe seeks for

any other kind of union with God, apart from Christ, he

had better forget that he had ever started and begin again
with a copy ofthe Gospels in his hands. It is only when the

Incarnation is grasped as being the basis of the soul's

relationship with the Father that the disposition for true

Christian mysticism can be properly said to exist. Love of

Christ is true Christian mysticism. And nothing else is.

Which brings us to the question as to how far any sort of

true Christian mysticism, however undeveloped, may come
within the capacity of the ordinary Christian soul. Now if

we have defined the quality as love of Christ, we obviously
mean that all are called to walk in that way. To begin to love

our Lord is to begin upon a course which, given grace and

fidelity, is designed to proceed to Divine Union. We must

all begin to love our Lord. What is claimed here is that

many more could proceed to Divine Union in this life than

in actual fact do so proceed. And as a reason for the

deficiency we would suggest that the spiritual life is looked

upon as an extra or specialised interest for the few and not as

part ofthe general vocation for the many. The harmfulness

ofthis view lies in the fact that it has come, in practice, to be

very nearly true. A paragraph will explain what is meant.

It is a fact that people do not go in for the interior life as

they used to: the majority are satisfied with their devotions,

and there is a dwindling minority. Consequently thosewho
do go in for the life of contemplation are, from being

habitually thought of as performing a work of superero-

gation, forced into a somewhat false position: they are in
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danger of imagining that they are conferring a singular

benefit upon mankind which in a sense is true and that

they must stand high in the favour ofGod for carrying on in

a workwhich brings little or no human recognition. When
the contemplative loses the feel ofnormality about his voca-

tion, he is in danger oflosing his sense ofdirection as well. It

does not do for the soul to consider what sort ofa return he

is getting for his interior labours. He must work in order to

please God, and the recognition which he gets from

creatures is beside the point. That he benefits the human
race is, as we have seen at some length, assured: that he

pleases God is, again, certain. But in whose favour he

stands, and whether the degree be high or low, is none ofhis

business. Fromwhat has been said it may seein that the curve

of contemplation, once it dips numerically, is likely to dip

qualitatively as well, and that consequently it is of the

greatest importance that souls should realise their respon-
sibilities towards responding to the grace. If more people

contemplated, fewer people would think self-consciously

about their contemplation. And there would be more
chance of everybody contemplating right.

One ofthe eflects ofthe drift from the Christian tradition

is the inability on the part of the non-praying mind to

understand the idea behind the enclosed orders. The religious

life is allowable where there is something to show for it; not

otherwise. Then comes the well-meaning soul and explains
that contemplation winds up the machine, prepares people
for action, stores up energy . . . and so on. This is perfectly
true but it does not go far enough: it must be realised that

contemplation is an action in itself, indeed the highest action,

and even ifit did not prepare anyone for anything it would
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be supremely and infinitely worth while. Our ancestors in

the faith understood this without having to be reminded of

it: we, with the decay ofspiritual sensibility and an alarming
awareness ofmaterial things to take its place, have allowed a

shifting of values within almost all the spiritual estimates.

Instinctively we judge as the world judges, and only when
faced with expressing our judgement do we hold up our

opinion to the light of the spirit. Such is the effect which

material things are having upon man that within the

definition ofthings themselves, whether spiritual or moral or

intellectual or physical, the emphasis is laid upon the

accidental rather than upon the essential, the outward rather

than upon the real.

Unless in the spiritual order we go the whole way and look

for the real rather than rest satisfied with the obvious, we
shall miss the whole point about prayer and love and self-

sacrifice. The essential part about the life of faith is that it

should not stop short at the obvious. It may sound obvious

enough that we pray in order to be virtuous or in order to

get what we want, but the truth is that we pray in order that

the virtue ofour prayer may be pleasing to God and that He

may get what He wants. The other factors are secondary.

Thus, to conclude, the influence of prayer upon our

characters and upon our work and upon our world is

enormous. But it is not essentially intended to be formative.

Essentially it is intended to be unitive. If its purpose were

merely to train and educate, then outward things could be its

test. But outward things are often not forthcoming at all

where prayer is concerned.

"But," you will say, "we are always told that our action is

purified by our prayer. You have said so yourself." Quite
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right: action can be not only purified but sanctifiedby prayer.

But it would be a want ofright emphasis to say that action is

the main thing and that prayer must be dragged along as a

sort of afterthought. Prayer has not been invented so as to

keep action on the right lines. Prayer, particularly ofcourse

contemplation, has been invented so as to keep man acting in

his right relation to God namely by worshipping Him with

the highest ofhis powers. Though it would be wrong to say

that prayer is essential to the existence ofaction because for

one thing prayer could not be responsible for action which is

bad it would certainly not be wrong to say that prayer is its

inspiration and safeguard. Far from action being the main

thing and prayer its hanger-on, prayer is the main thing and

action is its expression.

After so much in this book which lays stress upon prayer's

necessity, and after so little which tells people how to pray,

it is necessary in a concluding paragraph to admit that there

can never in this life be a satisfactory solution to the problem
ofprayer. Acknowledge the need, attempt the undertaking
with the grace of God, trust absolutely in DivineWisdom,
and do not turn back for anything in the world. This is the

only formula. It will not be felt to work, but then the sense

of failure is covered by its terms. The effort to fulfil it will

help others as much as it will help oneself. But this will not

be felt either. A rather dreary project? Not at all! It is the

most challenging and tremendous that God can offer to the

heart and mind ofman. It is the invitation of Divine Love.
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